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 1                    P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


 2             (Blessing given by Marjorie Ahnupkana.)


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Well, good evening, and


 4  welcome to the scoping meeting for a programmatic


 5  environmental impact statement for the next offshore oil


 6  and gas program.  My name's Jim Kendall.  I am the Acting


 7  Regional Director for the Alaska Region, or we call it


 8  BOEMRE, the Bureau of Ocean Energy.  We used to be MMS.


 9            And we do have a translator with us tonight.


10  And since I talk fast, I'm going to try and slow down.


11  Okay?


12            Now, the reason why we're here is the Outer


13  Continental Shelf Lands Act -- should I slow down or --


14  the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act requires that before


15  the Secretary of the Interior can make a decision to have


16  a lease sale, he has to have a five-year plan in effect.


17  The current five-year program ends in 2012.  It went from


18  2007 to 2012.  Now we are planning for the next five-year


19  plan, 2012 to 2017.


20            Now, because that's a major federal action, the


21  National Environmental Policy Act requires us to do an


22  environmental impact statement to look at the potential


23  impact from these sales.  Now, right now the areas of


24  potential interest -- and this is something very


25  different -- are Cook Inlet if there is any interest by
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 1  industry, and then the Chukchi and the Beaufort.


 2            Now, what makes this very different is that no


 3  decisions have been made and no proposals have been made.


 4  Is there going to be one sale in the Beaufort and one sale


 5  in the Chukchi?  We don't know.  No decision has been


 6  made.  It could be one or the other or it could be no


 7  sales.


 8            The decisionmaker is the Secretary of Interior.


 9  And we have been sent to talk with you, listen to what


10  your concerns are, listen to what you believe the issues


11  that need to be addressed and to see what you think of


12  this.  We are here.  We are an open book.  We are here to


13  listen.  No decisions are made.  We will take your


14  information.  It will be put into the environmental impact


15  statement.  Your concerns will be recorded.  We have a


16  recorder, Mary here.  And that will go up to the


17  decisionmaker all the way to the Secretary, who then will


18  make these decisions, but no decisions have been made as


19  of now.


20            We have folks from all over the country here.


21  We're going as to start with --


22             (Translation by Edward Nukapigak.)


23                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.


24  I'll try to speak slower.  I'm very bad at that.  Again,


25  we are here in a listening mode.  No decisions have been
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 1  made.  There are no plans.  We want to hear what people


 2  think.  We will take the information back.  We have a


 3  recorder who is recording every word.  So we would also


 4  ask that when you come up and you tell us what you think


 5  and what you are worried about and your concerns, please


 6  state your name so we have that for a sign of respect.  We


 7  want to record the names.  We like one person to speak at


 8  a time.  And I have associates here that will help to


 9  answer any questions.  And now I need a favor.


10            I am very, very hard of hearing.  I am deaf in


11  my left ear, partial here [indicating], so I have to


12  really focus to listen.  So I'm going to sit right there


13  so I can listen, and I'm going to let Mr. Tim Holder sort


14  of run the meeting.  That way I can give undivided


15  attention to what is said.  This is very, very important.


16            (Translation.)


17                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Okay.  Whoever would like


18  to speak.


19                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: Sir, before we give


20  our own testimony, could I ask your names.


21                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Oh, yeah, yeah.


22                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Very good idea.


23                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Excuse us.  Excuse us.


24                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: What position you


25  are with.
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 1                  DR. JIM KENDALL: I'll start.  I'm Jim


 2  Kendall.  I am the Acting Regional Director for the bureau


 3  up here.  Up until January 1st, I was head of the


 4  environmental program for the entire bureau out of


 5  Washington.  I worked in the Gulf Region, Gulf of Mexico,


 6  for 11 years.  I have been in headquarters 11 years, total


 7  of 22 years, and I would oversee the assessment, the


 8  analysis, and the science.


 9            And our Secretary is very concerned and very


10  focused at making decisions based on the best science and


11  traditional knowledge.  So he said, Jim, since you are a


12  scientist and you work with folks and you know about using


13  science, I want you to go up there for a few months and


14  work with the team.  So this is a new day.


15            And then my colleague, Tim Holder, you are from


16  where?


17                  MR. TIM HOLDER: I am based in Washington,


18  D.C., and my job is to act as liaison between our


19  Washington, D.C. headquarters and our processes and events


20  going on with environmental issues in our Alaska office.


21  I always have to say that I lived 25 years in Alaska; 19


22  in Anchorage and six in Nome.  So I try to get as many


23  points as I can.


24                  MR. MIKE HALLER: I'm Michael Haller, and


25  I'm the Alaska Region community liaison, and I grew up in
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 1  Alaska.  So I'm happy to be here with you tonight.  Thank


 2  you very much.


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Mary is our recorder,


 4  and she's very busy, so I'm not going to bother her.  And


 5  Mike.


 6                  MR. MIKE ROUTHIER: Yeah.  My name is Mike


 7  Routhier.  I work in the Anchorage office, and I'm a NEPA


 8  coordinator, which means that I help write the


 9  environmental documents like EISes.


10                  MR. STEVE TEXTORIS: My name's Steve


11  Textoris.  I'm in the Washington, D.C. office and I'm the


12  Acting Leasing Division Chief.  I came to the Department


13  of Interior from the Environmental Protection Agency and


14  background in environmental consulting.


15                  MR. ROB MCWHORTER: My name is Rob


16  McWhorter.  I work for Argonne National Laboratory.


17  Argonne National Laboratory is helping BOEMRE with the


18  national environmental impact statement.  And I'm grateful


19  to be here, too.


20                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.  Thank you


21  for pointing that out.  I didn't mean to miss all my


22  folks.


23                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: My name is Lois


24  Epstein.  I'm an engineer with the Wilderness Society in


25  Anchorage.  And it's a nonprofit, and I'm interested --
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 1                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: Alaska Wilderness


 2  Society?


 3                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: The Wilderness -- it's


 4  a national group.  And I'm here to listen to what


 5  everybody has to say.  I'm not with the federal


 6  government.


 7                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: You are not with


 8  these groups?


 9                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Right.  So I might


10  actually make a couple comments, too.  It's a national


11  conservation organization.  We support oil and gas in


12  Alaska done right without spills and in the right


13  locations.  I'll make some comments.  But not everywhere.


14            (Translation.)


15                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Okay.  Thank you.  So we


16  will just open up the floor here to comments.  If you are


17  going to speak in English, if you could step up to the


18  microphone and state your name so Mary can get that down


19  for the record.  And let's go from there.


20                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Well, I could start off


21  with saying what we have heard.  We have been to Kotzebue,


22  Barrow, Wainwright, correct?  And tomorrow we are going to


23  Kaktovik.  And the issues that we have heard that we are


24  already taking back are that some of the communities say


25  that before anything happens they want a seat at the
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 1  table.  They want to be part of the process.


 2            They are concerned about infrastructure.  Are


 3  there enough assets up here and equipment to do it right?


 4  There is concern it will not and should not and must not


 5  interrupt subsistence at all.  We take that back.  Is the


 6  technology available to clean up a spill if, heaven


 7  forbid, there was a spill.


 8            So those are the issues your colleagues and your


 9  fellow citizens have mentioned in the last couple of days.


10  And those are the messages we are taking back.  And so we


11  are here to hear what you want to add to that group.


12            Don't be shy.


13            (Translation.)


14                  MR. CARL BROWER: Carl Brower, Nuiqsut


15  whaler.  We had folks like you that came by about less


16  than a year ago receiving testimony from this village.


17  And I ask them, in the EIS they had nothing -- nothing put


18  in the book about mitigation measures for offshore.  And


19  the reason I ask, I always ask them what mitigation


20  measures do you guys have for the whalers on whaling.  And


21  I brought that out.  And the only answer I got was Marine


22  Mammal Protection Act.


23            And I wonder what you guys are going to put in


24  the EIS on -- that's coming up on mitigation measures.


25            Thank you.
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 1                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Well, when we have a --


 2  you know, like when questions come up, I'll try my best to


 3  answer the questions.  For this -- this stage of the


 4  process of writing the EIS, it's to bring up concerns, and


 5  then the next step of the process is to write the


 6  environmental impact statement, draft environmental impact


 7  statement, then go out for more meetings later on this


 8  year.  And then in that, because this is a broad


 9  programmatic EIS, I don't believe at that stage that we


10  put mitigation measures in there.  Jim?


11                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Not at this stage.


12                  MR. MIKE ROUTHIER: Right.


13                  MR. TIM HOLDER: I don't believe so.  I


14  believe that the stipulations are brought in -- once you


15  have a five-year program and if there are lease sales in a


16  EIS and then you come to a lease sale EIS, that's when you


17  put in stipulations.  Okay.


18                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Right.  There is no


19  leasing plans right now.  This would describe for the


20  Secretary, this document, on the concerns should there be


21  a lease sale.  And then when they have lease sales, you


22  would have the documentation and then the mitigations and


23  stipulations.  This is at the very, very -- we are getting


24  everybody involved at the very beginning of the process.


25            So what I'm hearing from you, sir, Carl, is that
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 1  you want strong mitigations to protect subsistence


 2  whaling.


 3                  MR. CARL BROWER: Yeah.


 4                  MR. TIM HOLDER: And so that's an issue


 5  that we will put in.  We will take that back and the


 6  Secretary will see that.  To kind of backtrack on your


 7  question, I think this may have been a meeting in November


 8  and it was on a supplemental environmental impact


 9  statement on some very narrow issues.  And that's why you


10  didn't see stipulations in there.  Stipulations were --


11  and that was a supplemental EIS for the Chukchi 193 final


12  EIS.  And there are -- will be stipulations in that


13  environmental impact statement.  So it gets kind of


14  confusing because there is lots of documents and lots of


15  processes.


16                  DR. JIM KENDALL: But the important point


17  is mitigations to protect the whaling hunts, period.


18            (Translation.)


19                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Next?


20                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: For the record,


21  Isaak Nukapigak.  First I want to welcome you to our


22  community to hear, express of my fellow Inupiat people's


23  concern during the early process of the programmatic


24  environmental impact statement as the federal government


25  proceeds.
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 1            A couple of things I want brought out time and


 2  time again that prior during the past Administration that


 3  we have expressed over and over about comments, including


 4  utilization of traditional knowledge with science.  But --


 5  but in the past we have been ignored by the federal


 6  government.  And even during the early process of these


 7  lease sales in the Outer Continental Shelf -- I'm a


 8  whaling captain, commissioner for Alaska Eskimo Whaling


 9  Commission, one of the 11 communities that do subsistence


10  hunt under the IEWC system with -- including the NMFS


11  process of being -- AEWC being managed through the


12  management plan.


13            As the process of lease sale occur, when leases


14  are being acquired by the oil companies, we have been


15  trying to work so hard with the industry to accept a


16  Conflict Avoidance Agreement to make sure that our


17  subsistence whaling is not being disrupted by activity.


18  We have seen that happen in the past.


19            And I like the idea of what our western


20  neighbors say, that yes, I definitely believe that we


21  have -- that we need to be part of the process.  I'm in


22  agreement with the western villagers from Barrow saying


23  that we need to have a seat on the table.  I'm very much


24  in agreement with it.


25            Part of the revenue sharing of the leases.
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 1  Alaska had -- all these years of lease Outer Continental


 2  Shelf leases that Alaska hasn't received a dime because of


 3  the policies that's been established in the past where


 4  Louisiana and New Mexico is the one that benefit when


 5  there is a sale occur.  So revenue sharing would be a big


 6  example.  I'm not against oil and gas, but as long as it


 7  can be done right.  Most environmental impact alternative


 8  that is initiated -- we know what the nation needs for


 9  national security, but it needs to be done right.


10            We need to pace -- we need to be paced on slow


11  pace and proper chains of regulation that need to be


12  initiated even at the federal level to mandate the


13  impact -- mandate of the mitigation measures that are


14  being implemented.


15            We all know that Shell got shot down recently by


16  the EPA appeal board because of the conditions.  The


17  Beaufort is our Guard of Eden that we want to protect.


18  Our whaling is very important.  Our diet is -- our


19  traditional diet is very important to us, living off the


20  land, living off the sea.  So we need protections.  Do it


21  right, you know, and be part of the process.


22            And I know you guys are in the early stage.  I


23  clap the Obama Administration is making the right choice


24  by -- with our Secretary of Interior that's going to be


25  the one that's going to make the decisions whether the
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 1  next five years of Outer Continental Shelf, whether the


 2  lease will occur or not.  But we need protections.


 3            There is a lot of regulations and policies that


 4  need to be changed within the federal level for our


 5  protection.  They are too loose.  One good example would


 6  be adopting the Norwegian standards in relation to oil and


 7  gas of zero tolerance discharge.  You have industry that


 8  are -- have buckets to transport all their waste instead


 9  of -- right now the policy indicated very well that as


10  long as they are in compliance with the regulations, they


11  can't dispose their waste, the ballistic drilling muds and


12  so forth.  But I think by changing and adopting the new


13  standard would really help us out.


14            It is our Garden of Eden.  The fish that


15  migrate.  There is an abundance of Fish & Wildlife that we


16  depend on that we are trying to protect and -- trying to


17  protect -- and it will jeopardize our livelihood if none


18  of these policies and regulations are being -- of being


19  replaced with new type of standard policy.  I think by


20  having -- by having a seat on the table is a -- it's a


21  good step of being part of the process.  We need


22  protection.


23            Like I say, like I know you will hear more of


24  that from my fellow -- my local residents.  Time and time


25  again that we express our opinions that science and
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 1  traditional knowledge work together, but they have been


 2  ignored.  I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar


 3  realized that and sent you guys up to hear and put


 4  together information, you know, what the people feel.  I'm


 5  glad for him that he's making the right choice in starting


 6  the right new path of what's going to happen in the next


 7  five years, as the -- as the lease sale planning is due to


 8  expire and the new environmental impact statement be


 9  written.


10            I mean, there is lots -- I've got lots of things


11  in my mind, but I'm just going to go ahead and give you


12  what I believe as a whaling captain.  We need protections.


13  I know I think I take too much of your time, but there is


14  other people that wants to express their thoughts.


15            Thank you.


16                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you very much.


17  Thank you very much.  That's what we need to hear.


18                  MR. MIKE HALLER: I just wanted to


19  mention, any of you who want to write letters to us or any


20  detailed sort of offering written-wise, please do that.


21  We have a way and means for you to get that to us.  So if


22  you would please feel that you can -- not only in talking


23  with us tonight, but follow up with writing your ideas


24  down, as you were talking about Isaac.


25                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: Do you have a
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 1  deadline on your comments?


 2                  MR. MIKE HALLER: We do.  March 31st.  We


 3  will pass these around now.


 4            (Translation.)


 5                  MR. FRANK MATUMEAK: Frank Matumeak.  I'm


 6  a subsistence user in Nuiqsut.  We have been giving our


 7  testimonies for over 30 years for the same thing that you


 8  have, and I'm wondering if you have studied any of this


 9  testimonies that we have been giving to all the entities


10  that have been coming here to the village of Nuiqsut.


11            Now, I'm very concerned about our lifestyle


12  mainly because we depend on the oceans and our waters and


13  the rivers.  And this does not only include Alaska.  It


14  includes Canada, Greenland, Russia.  And this very current


15  that you are thinking about putting into production is


16  just endangering all of that -- all those people that uses


17  the same foods that we do.  And we all are in the same


18  environment.  And I'm glad you are having this meeting.


19            Now, my understanding is that you have these


20  five-, ten-year plans to do this.  I don't want to be a


21  part of a group that will threaten our people and our


22  livelihood.  I don't mind oil companies drilling on our


23  lands where -- on the land onshore where we can contain


24  anything.  Heck, look at that -- that Gulf of Mexico, man,


25  that really hurt a whole bunch of people.  And who is
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 1  going to be accountable if something like that happens on


 2  our oceans on the ice?


 3            And we got no control over that ice.  Nobody


 4  does.  No matter how many things you do or look at the way


 5  you can correct that problem, it's never going to be


 6  there.  And that's the power of the ice and the ocean.


 7  And we live with it.  We understand it.  And --


 8            But I don't want to be a part of a group that is


 9  making a ten-year plan, 20-year plan, whatever plan they


10  have that will endanger our livelihoods and our people.


11  But I do enjoy the service of sharing a little bit of


12  wealth from the oil companies when they do it right on


13  land.  But any time you get on the ocean, I'm very,


14  very -- I don't want to be a part of a group that is going


15  to be making plans to have a lease sale or anything


16  because that's really hurting our lifestyle.


17            Just like when you study history -- and you


18  always study history.  Look at the Black Hills, all that


19  gold taken away from the Indians because of that almighty


20  gold.  Now you are doing the same doggone thing out in the


21  ocean for the oil.  And that will disrupt our livelihoods


22  and our source of food, our mainstay.


23            Thank you.


24                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


25                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Next?
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 1                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Please, don't be shy.


 2                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: Can I speak a couple


 3  more?


 4                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Sure.  We are here until


 5  9:45.  If there is time, you can come up and talk more.


 6                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: I'm Dora Leavitt.  I'm


 7  representing the City of Nuiqsut.  I'm the cultural


 8  coordinator.  And we do a lot of commenting with industry.


 9  There is a lot of people coming in proposing projects, and


10  yet we have such a short window of time to comment on such


11  a big thing like this.  We would like more time to review,


12  more time to -- to -- to, you know, for us to think about


13  what's going to be out there.  It's about time the federal


14  government came and start coming up with the beginning of


15  their process.


16            For years we have been expressing our concerns


17  over and over again.  This community is the most impacted


18  community in the North Slope.  We are the ones that are


19  living with the oil and the pipeline.  We are having to go


20  under it when we are out hunting.  And it's never ending,


21  these community hall, this never -- you know, besides


22  bingo, but there is so much that goes on with meetings,


23  and yet we have a short window to comment.  Thirty days is


24  not enough.


25            And my concerns about this -- the lease sale is
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 1  that you guys are going to go ahead and sell the whole


 2  thing, you know.  We need to take it slow.  When I look at


 3  the Chukchi, they are protected.  Twenty-five miles of no


 4  drill, no development, where the Beaufort Sea, we don't


 5  have assurance.  We don't have a buffer zone to tell us


 6  that we are protected from the development that's going to


 7  go on.  I know this because there is so much oil over here


 8  that our buffer zones were stripped.  McCovey, being only


 9  four miles from Cross Island and Liberty and Northstar.


10  Now we have Sivulluk, who is going to be in the path of


11  our migration.


12            We would like to see more protection in the


13  permitting process.  We would like to be a part of your


14  permitting process.  And, you know, who is going to assure


15  us that when the oil is gone, that we are going to be able


16  to hunt out there, my grandkids, my son?  You know, when


17  all -- thirty years is going to come and it's -- you know,


18  we see that with Alpine development.  It's already


19  declining.  Now they are going to look for more and to tap


20  into more pipeline to the west of us.


21            With offshore development, we don't have any --


22  we don't have any revenue sharing.  I'd like to see more


23  stipulations, more mitigation in place.


24            When the developers come, the people that have


25  bought the lease sale, you know, they have a short window.
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 1  They say they are going to come, like, in July and then


 2  they are going to be 100 miles out.  In July the shores --


 3  the -- the ice is still close to the -- the shoreline,


 4  seven miles.  How are they going to be 100 miles out?


 5  When they start to make their way to the Beaufort Sea from


 6  the south with the winds and the weather, they are going


 7  to be forced to come closer and come in through the


 8  barrier islands or just north of the barrier islands to


 9  get to their prospect.


10            These are some of the things that they put on


11  paper and say, yeah, we are going to do it this way.  We


12  will be 100 miles out when we get to wherever so we won't


13  disturb the hunters and the marine mammals.  And I was --


14  when I read that, I was, like, you know what, our ice --


15  the pack ice is still really close in July.


16            And then they have a month to drill.  Like for


17  the Sivulluk project, they will come in July, they will


18  drill at Sivulluk until August 25 and pull out.  Where are


19  they going to pull out to?  To the shore?  Is it the day,


20  the last day going to be the 25th?  Because when our


21  whalers go out there, they are going 97 miles to get to


22  our whaling camp.  When we go out seal hunting, we go far.


23            Our ocean is not just like Barrow where it's


24  just right across the street, you know.  It's right there


25  when they do their seal hunting.  Us, we have to go 14
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 1  miles to the river and another seven to 20 miles to the


 2  ice pack, you know.  And they have a buffer zone.  We


 3  don't.  I'd like to see an assurance -- I'd like to see a


 4  buffer zone for the Beaufort Sea and to tell me that we


 5  are going to be assured that we are going to be able to


 6  hunt when this oil is extracted and they plug the wells.


 7            We would like for you guys to come back and


 8  consult with us.  I know that when, you know, you guys do


 9  the lease sales, you guys profit the money.  Are you guys


10  willing to send someone here to, you know, work with us;


11  employ somebody that will be -- that has a technical


12  technology reading of all these EIS and whatever?  We


13  don't have anybody here that -- like that.  We are


14  training at that.  We have made that recommendation to EPA


15  and other agencies that -- you know, to the State.  I'd


16  like to see one in place with -- under the federal


17  government when these lease sales happen.  Don't just take


18  the money back to Washington, D.C.  You know, it's about


19  time the federal government spent some of that money in


20  these villages that are impacted the most.


21            And come again because I'm sure you are going to


22  hear a lot more.  We would like more window open so we


23  have more time to comment and more time to grasp what goes


24  on the EIS.


25            Thank you.
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 1                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Thank you.  I have a


 2  question.  We have heard this before that Nuiqsut -- or I


 3  should say before today when we had meetings today with


 4  the Native Village of Nuiqsut, that they would like a


 5  buffer.  Could you say -- and Cross Island is the camp


 6  that's where you set off from.


 7                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: That's our whaling


 8  camp.


 9                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Would it be a buffer


10  around Cross Island?


11                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: That and the mouth of


12  our river.


13                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: To answer your


14  question, in the past that we have asked for a buffer to


15  protect our subsistence whaling ground of Cross Island.


16  We had asked a 20-mile perimeter, asked Cross Island,


17  being the central location for the 20-mile perimeter for


18  our protection.  And like she got most of my word what


19  else -- that's what was in my mind.


20            The benefits that go to the western villages


21  from Point Barrow all the way to Point Hope, it's not


22  right for us to deal with where they have a buffer that's


23  been implemented by former MMS of 20-mile restriction of


24  no occupancy or no activity from the coastline to 25 miles


25  from the coastline.  There is restrictions that you can't
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 1  do any sort of activity.  And here all these years that we


 2  have been asking for a buffer zone, a buffer to -- that


 3  would protect our whaling, our whaling, subsistence


 4  whaling ground.  It's a very important area.


 5            Like what Dora say, it's in the path of the


 6  migration of the bowhead whale.  The Camden Bay is a very


 7  important resting, feeding area for the bowhead when there


 8  is a storm.  And there is recommendation being proven by


 9  NOAA where the proposed Shell's prospects, Sivulluk


10  prospect, and it's only 40 miles east of our whaling --


11  our whaling ground.  It's right in the path of the bowhead


12  whale.


13            We need -- like I say, we need protection.  We


14  need restrictions.  We need enforceable policy that needs


15  to be changed within the federal level.  All these years


16  we have been expressing our concern.  Now, utilization of


17  our traditional knowledge always been ignored.  And we


18  need those protections.


19            It seems to be that the federal government was


20  more in favor of our eastern neighbors than the western --


21  the western district than us because it is known that the


22  natural resource -- it's been acknowledged that the whales


23  is within that trend.  The Barrow are a trend, but we need


24  protection.  We need noise buffer.  We need to have that


25  protection of our whaling ground.
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 1            The rest of the community of the 11 whaling


 2  communities, people will be able to go hunt, come back to


 3  their home place, relax.  Nuiqsut has to travel 93 miles


 4  to our whaling ground on one of the barrier islands, Cross


 5  Island, and have to be out there until we meet our quota.


 6  In times when Mother Nature don't cooperate, we need to be


 7  out there longer.


 8                  At one point I remember us being out there


 9  for seven weeks and didn't met our quota system because of


10  activities and the weather prediction where our


11  subsistence hunt and the whales were disrupted because of


12  this heavily activity going on in the Beaufort.  We had to


13  go 30 miles north.  That's where we finally were able to


14  see whales because there was so much activity east of


15  Cross Island.


16            And that time we had no choice because a whale


17  was got 35 miles north of Cross Island because of the


18  safety.  These small boats that we go out in to harvest,


19  weather prediction got bad on us.  We had no choice but to


20  let go of the whale even though we didn't want to.  And


21  that year was so harsh because we didn't meet our quota.


22  And it was very noticeable in this community.  There was


23  no whale meat for the community.  There was no whale meat


24  stored in our cellars.  People were hurting.  Very limited


25  stocks of -- for our nutritional diet.  That's the way
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 1  we --


 2            Like I said earlier, we need to sit at the


 3  table.  We need to be part of the process.  We are in the


 4  early stage.  And the final process on the environmental


 5  impact statement.


 6            I've got so much stuff, but I want to give other


 7  folks an opportunity, but everything seems to be coming up


 8  and we need -- like I say, we need protection.  And I


 9  think that the federal government needs to lift up.  We


10  are part of the -- we are part of America.  Folks in the


11  Lower 48 don't see the impact.  They don't know what type


12  of livelihood that is for us -- is for us Eskimos go


13  through while everybody is benefitting out of it.


14            When the price of oil goes up, people scream,


15  say it's too high on the national level.  And here we are


16  only just very short miles away from an oil field, still


17  paying the high cost of living.  And at one point we paid


18  almost nine bucks a gallon just to keep our -- just trying


19  to survive, trying to keep our house warm from freezing


20  up.


21            That's why -- I mean, that's why we need


22  these -- policies need to be change maybe on the federal


23  level.  Time and time again you are going to hear that


24  from me.  There is too much loose cracks that fell through


25  the cracks of these policies.  There is nobody in the
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 1  federal level are monitoring.  All the years you issue


 2  sales but not be able to enforce your policy.  There is


 3  nobody watching them out there, not from the federal


 4  level.  The only thing you believe is what paper trails


 5  that are being submitted, a written report.


 6            We know that oil companies lie.  They are only


 7  here for one business, to be profitable.  I've seen that


 8  stuff during my livelihood.  Time to change, and the


 9  federal government needs to live up to its obligation to


10  enforce and change the policies.  It can be where


11  everybody can benefit.  We haven't seen a dime ever since


12  sales had occurred back from lease sale 171 and on.


13            We need to share some of that sharing, the


14  revenue sharing.  That's one thing that needs to be


15  changed.  It's very important.  We need to be part of the


16  process and share the benefits.  Not folks that are living


17  down in the Lower 48 where they are living in luxury and


18  not seeing the impact or having to deal with impact.


19            Thank you.


20                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: Can I go up one more?


21  I forgot.  Dora Leavitt once again.  I forgot to talk


22  about the social impacts that is heavy upon this village


23  that everybody ignores because of the price, maybe.  This


24  community is impacted.  The oil companies give us 50,000 a


25  year to fight over for subsistence mitigation.  That is
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 1  not enough for 400-some people.  Twenty gallons per 40


 2  households for the subsistence hunters is not enough.


 3  That's really bring a toll on the city that is dispersing


 4  these funds.


 5            We get a lot of crap from the community, you


 6  know, but it's something that the industry does just to,


 7  you know, make it look good on paper so that you think,


 8  oh, yeah, they are being mitigated.  That's okay.  That's


 9  not enough.  This 50,000 a year is not enough.  This


10  community is 80, 90 percent subsistence household hunters.


11  And when we are given this small mitigation fund to fight


12  over -- and to me that is a social impact that is brought


13  to our leaders to this community for our subsistence


14  hunters to fight over.


15                  MR. MIKE HALLER: Dora, question:  Could


16  you explain for the record what that subsistence fund is


17  and what you think it should change to?


18                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: That subsistence


19  mitigation fund was given -- like we have one from Pioneer


20  as a mitigation for subsistence hunters because in the


21  past the subsistence hunters saying they are having to go


22  further out to hunt their games.  So that they thought


23  maybe that mitigation fund was enough.


24            With -- with the price, you know, the economy


25  going up, everything going up, the price of gas is up, you
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 1  know, 20 gallons is not enough for our subsistence


 2  hunters.  They go out.  Like Isaac said, we go out.  We go


 3  out so many miles to go to the ocean to go hunt our seals.


 4  We are not always successful, so we go again when the


 5  weather permits us.


 6                  MR. TIM HOLDER: But is that for offshore


 7  hunting or for --


 8                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: That's for wherever


 9  hunting.  We are allowed six vouchers per household.  Not


10  every household gets them.  There is a lot of people that


11  are left out every month, and you know, the --


12                  MR. TIM HOLDER: But it also applies to


13  onshore hunting.


14                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: It applies to wherever


15  hunting, onshore, offshore.  It's just subsistence


16  hunting.  We have a calendar.  You know, when there is


17  caribou, we go after caribou.  When it's fishing time, we


18  do our fishing.  It's not just the one-day fishing when we


19  are fishing out there when we have nets under the ice.


20                  MR. TIM HOLDER: The reason we are asking


21  is we have not heard of this in relation to activities on


22  the Outer Continental Shelf, so it must be from Pioneer


23  who is doing things at, say, Alpine?


24                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: No.  That's the


25  development that's going on just at the mouth of the
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 1  Colville River by Natchiq Pioneer Resource on the Oooguruk


 2  project.


 3                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: Offshore


 4  approximately four miles north of -- at the mouth of


 5  Colville River.


 6                  MR. TIM HOLDER: It's in State waters?


 7                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: Yeah.


 8                  MR. TIM HOLDER: There we go.


 9                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: But still, you know,


10  the -- my point is that these mitigations are not enough


11  to -- for the whole village.


12                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Okay.


13                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: Social impact is


14  ignored.  Our community has been really impacted since


15  development happened with Alpine.  When we came -- you see


16  this picture.  This is 1973, this throw that was made.


17  When we came, there was no pipeline, there was no -- we


18  never knew about oil and gas.  One community gathering


19  every day.  Meetings have taken the place of our


20  inspiration, our potlucks, our gatherings.  There is a lot


21  of bickering and fighting on the VHF.  That's social


22  impact, everybody not for development.  It's a -- you


23  know, it's a split.


24            We know that the -- you know, the -- the U.S. is


25  in need for oil.  We know that.  I drive a truck myself.
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 1  I use some of that oil.  But I'm asking them to do it


 2  right and because we are going to be here.  We are still


 3  going to be here when this oil runs out.  There needs to


 4  be other sources that are looked into.  The wind, the


 5  solar, something other than destructing our -- our


 6  livelihood.


 7            There is health assessments that needs to take


 8  place.  For the past ten years this community has had a


 9  cancer patient die every year for the past ten years.


10  Where is it coming from?  There is no health assessment of


11  why our people are dying of cancer.  And it's been -- it's


12  been ten years straight, boom, boom, boom.  Our Elders are


13  getting sick with cancer, people that don't smoke, people,


14  whatever, you know, one after the other.


15            And these are some of the things that the


16  agencies ignore.  For so many years we have voiced these


17  out.  It's time to -- they have studied the waters.  They


18  have studied -- they've spent so much money on studying


19  the marine mammals, and yet they don't come and study who


20  the people are, how they are impacted, what can you do


21  when people -- you know, there is no rehabilitation center


22  on the North Slope for this kind of stuff.


23            Let's get real.  Let's get real and let's put


24  the money back where the impact is.  That's all I'm


25  saying.  Thank you.
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 1                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


 2                  MR. MIKE HALLER: Thank you.


 3                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Next?


 4                  MR. ERIC LEAVITT: My name is Eric


 5  Leavitt.  I'm a subsistence hunter/whaler in the Village


 6  of Nuiqsut.  I just want to comment on the OCS, the Outer


 7  Continental Shelf.  It's a really touchy subject.  If


 8  another lease sales go on, for instance, if a big player


 9  buys a plot of land on the OCS part where the whales are


10  migrating and they strike oil and they have a blow out,


11  that's going to affect our whaling.  The whales are going


12  to go through that path.  They are going to get all oiled


13  up and they are going to die, and we are going to die with


14  them.


15            I just want to say that they should not do the


16  OCS and move to, like, onshore where it can be -- if there


17  is an oil spill onshore, it can be picked up, at least 90


18  percent of it, whereas offshore you never know how much


19  you can get; maybe, if you are lucky, 40 percent due to


20  the currents and the ice.  So I'm just saying no offshore


21  due to the protection of our whaling because it's been


22  going on for thousands of years.


23            Also the mitigation measures for whaling, my


24  personal opinion on mitigation measures, there is no


25  dollar sign.  There is not enough money in the federal
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 1  government to cover our way of life.  If the whales are


 2  gone, what are they going to do?  Clone whales or what?


 3  It's just -- I don't think there is a mitigation


 4  measurement for our way of life.  It's just there and it


 5  needs to be protected.


 6            Thank you.


 7                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


 8                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Next?


 9                  MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA: I'm Clarence


10  Ahnupkana.  And it's not just the whale.  It's not just


11  the whale migration.  Plus it's the fish, the fish we eat,


12  the whitefish and Arctic cisco.  They are traveling east


13  -- east by each river, so I want you to know before you


14  start -- before you start drilling, fish migration come


15  northeast, migrating southwest, whitefish, Arctic cisco.


16  Plus caribou migrate from northeast heading southwest.  We


17  eat caribou meat.  So I want you to know this ahead of


18  time.


19            I eat whale.  I eat muktuk.  That's my favorite


20  food, plus whitefish, caribou, even ducks or geese or seal


21  or bearded seal.  Those are more important food we eat.  I


22  get real hungry real easy when I have chicken, fried


23  chicken or chicken soup.  That's not enough.  When I eat


24  whale meat and fish, I feel more much comfortable after I


25  grow up with Native food.
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 1            Thank you.


 2                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Thank you very much.


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


 4                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: We have an Elder


 5  here that's got some questions.


 6                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Do you need to take time


 7  to translate?


 8                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: She have hard


 9  time -- sometimes hard time standing.  Her name is


10  Marjorie Ahnupkana.


11                  MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA: My name is


12  Marjorie Ahnupkana.


13            (Translated by Edward Nukapigak.)


14            Assuming that OCS and the Secretary decides to


15  go ahead and open the lease, what are the distance from


16  the shoreline that they have?  Are we looking at just one


17  drill rig, or is there going to be more than one drill


18  rig?  And if so, has the OCS -- they studied the condition


19  of the current, the ice?  And what's going to happen if


20  there is a blowout out there?


21            Does the new management that is here tonight


22  that are not of the past MMS -- she wants to know that you


23  folks are new.  And the concern that she has is the


24  distance from the shoreline, if there is an exploration


25  out there, there is a development phase, protection phase,
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 1  how many more drill rigs are going to be out there and how


 2  many miles are it going to be out in the ocean.


 3            Sivulluk is only 12 miles from Flaxman Island.


 4  So what more are you heading -- are they heading further


 5  out towards the North Pole?  Is that the distance that the


 6  federal government is planning to open the federal waters?


 7                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Those are all good


 8  questions, but nothing has been decided.  There was talk


 9  of a buffer zone, how in the west they have the 25-mile


10  buffer, and you don't have that in the east.  There is a


11  recommendation that there should be a buffer zone and


12  there should be a buffer zone around Cross Island.  Well,


13  this is a new plan, a new day.  There are no plans.  We


14  don't know.  We are here for you to tell us the way it


15  should be.  And we can take that back.


16             (Translation.)


17                  MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA: We all know that


18  we have been from meeting to meetings, and every meeting


19  we mention about bowhead whales.  There are other marine


20  mammals that are out there that have not been mentioned or


21  have not been talked about.  The mammals migrate during


22  springtime eastward, and they summer in Canadian waters


23  and Alaskan waters.  And the species that we talk about


24  are not just bowhead whales.  We are talking about


25  walruses, bearded seals, seals and the other mammal
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 1  species that we may have seen or may not have seen that


 2  are under -- beneath the ocean.  And they summer in that


 3  area.


 4            And if they are to be out there to drill, if the


 5  federal government decides to open the Outer Continental


 6  Shelf, do you know the condition of the currents?  Does


 7  any of you have studied any of these currents, how the


 8  current shifts and how the ice forms?  And if there is a


 9  major blowout, how are you going to approach those in


10  those icy conditions?


11            People have talked in the past, especially the


12  ones that have left us, that the currents are pretty


13  strong out there, a current an icebreaker cannot even


14  control, assuming that there is one there by an


15  infrastructure that's always been in place.


16            And the biggest concern is how are you going to


17  clean up if there is a major blowout during ice


18  conditions.  What are the chances of cleaning up any major


19  spills?  Because I, for one -- we are not just talking


20  about one drill rig.  We are not just talking about one


21  lease tract.  There will be multiple lease tracts out


22  there.  There will be more than one infrastructure out


23  there.  And what kind of changes are there going to be to


24  the environment, to the ocean and the species?


25            So every meetings that I come to -- I have been
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 1  coming to these meetings in the past, and every meeting I


 2  hear my colleagues talk of one species, bowhead whale.  I


 3  just want to confirm some of these issues, that there are


 4  more species out there that I know of because it is where


 5  I have grew up in my surrounding.


 6            So she's going to speak some more.


 7            We have meetings in the past with oil companies,


 8  and sometimes they always trying to weaken the community.


 9  And we have spoken so much in the past about the ocean,


10  the environment of the ocean, how much impact and how much


11  we have spoken of certain species of mammals out there.


12            The oil companies wants to be out there to


13  explore and extract oil and gas, but sometimes we have to


14  have meetings, community meetings in order to be prepared


15  for some sort of a major meeting that might come.  You


16  folks came and wanted to hear from this community in


17  regards to the Beaufort Sea that we depend on.


18            I think there are times that she mentioned about


19  having a community meeting with a group of people before


20  we can have -- before you folks or any other agencies that


21  come to this village and hold meetings so that way that we


22  will be prepared to give comments, concerns, may ask


23  questions.


24            And I, for one, I still feel that it is very


25  vulnerable right now to -- to talk about our ocean in
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 1  opening for lease.  She wants to see more thorough


 2  studies.  Her strong concerns are the ice conditions.  The


 3  currents still needs to be studied.  No one knows what the


 4  conditions are out there.  You may have it on your -- on


 5  your black and white data information, but that data


 6  information might change because we never know what Mother


 7  Nature can do.


 8            So that was her -- her concerns, her comments


 9  and her questions.


10                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Thank you.


11                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank her for us.  Thank


12  you, Marjorie.  Very good comments, very good questions.


13            (Translated.)


14                  MR. GEORGE SIELAK: For the record, my


15  name is George Sielak, ex-whaling crew member and


16  subsistence user.  We must have testimonies probably


17  thicker than the Library of Congress.  Where are all those


18  testimonies?  I think by this time, this new panel that is


19  formed by Obama, you should have a master EIS by now.


20  Where is all our testimonies?  For 37 years I have lived


21  here, all those testimonies that should be used for this


22  day of development out in the offshore, where are those


23  comments?


24            I mean, I know by now it's more close to all the


25  testimonies that we have brought to this day.  Every year
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 1  for 30-some, almost 40 years, I mean, you have nothing to


 2  show for it today.  I mean, there is nothing to read.  I


 3  mean, it's just kind of disappointing sometimes to see


 4  this type of meeting in our communities.


 5            And I want to share a little of Isaac's


 6  concerns.  I know we have talked about these, and I'm sure


 7  you guys probably haven't heard about them.  Even though


 8  you are a new panel and senior leaders or senior listeners


 9  to the federal government, I mean, we have talked about


10  these issues.  Stricter standard operating procedures,


11  stricter regulations for under the Clean Air Act to get


12  stricter, under the air pollution Act.  I mean, you have


13  people living out here up here.


14            We have seen a lot of change up here when we


15  look at a Deadhorse, Kuparuk, the offshore islands.  I


16  mean, this is our last shot here.  How long more time are


17  we going to wait?  I mean, this is just a normal come to


18  the town and listen and write and -- I mean, where is all


19  the master testimonies?  The master EIS you should have by


20  now because there is almost a development going on out


21  there.  I mean, you should have that book before you to


22  present to our people.  Here are all our testimonies.


23  Where are they?  I mean, it is like our bible for this


24  community.


25            I mean, for so many years the whole ocean you
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 1  see out there is our hunting ground.  It provides us, our


 2  community, provides the food that we eat from out there.


 3            And also one concern I want to bring out, the


 4  ability to clean up an oil spill.  From the experiences


 5  they have at the Gulf of the Deep Horizon cleanup, like


 6  Isaac say, they should be more strict monitoring, a


 7  monitoring program; not only the paperwork process that's


 8  out there you approve and let it go, oh, it passes


 9  regulations, it's safe -- I mean, it's minimum.  It will


10  be okay.  There should be someone out there personally.


11  Agencies that we have talked about should be out there


12  monitoring the program on site.  And on top of that, other


13  agencies should be monitoring the agencies that are out


14  there.


15            And it's just, you know, going back to square


16  one here.  I mean, we know development is coming because


17  of the offshore development.  We all know it's coming, but


18  most of all the people up here on the North Slope have --


19  that did not approve the offshore drilling.  But like most


20  of our people here in this community, we would rather see


21  nearshore or onshore development, other than --


22            And during our -- the lifestyle, the -- the


23  animals that we have in our ocean, which is our food to


24  the table.  Even though you don't see it, it's in the


25  ocean.  It's in the water.  I mean, there is a lot of food
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 1  we eat that comes from the ocean.


 2            And I wish that they could get away from


 3  offshore and start thinking seriously on drilling,


 4  drilling on land and make it more safer and less -- less


 5  battling for everybody.


 6            Thank you.


 7                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


 8                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Thank you.  The one thing


 9  I'll say about the extensive testimony going back into the


10  1970s was a few years ago our office did collect testimony


11  from Nuiqsut and all the coastal communities and put it


12  into a compendium.  As far as I know, that hasn't been


13  kept up to date, but at least we can take it from that


14  point and bring it forward because we certainly have those


15  records.  And that might be something to put together and


16  at least have it as a reference document.


17                  DR. JIM KENDALL: That would be a good


18  idea.


19                  MR. GEORGE SIELAK: That is a thing I


20  think we need to see, this community need to see.  I mean,


21  for so many years we would like to see that put into the


22  master plan EIS for this offshore development.


23                  MR. TIM HOLDER: So at a least we have got


24  a substantial part of that, and we just need to bring it


25  up to date.
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 1                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: My question is when


 2  Obama leaves the Administration, are you still going to


 3  be, you know -- is there going to be another new face that


 4  we are going to see?


 5                  DR. JIM KENDALL: You mean for here?


 6                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: From right here.


 7                  DR. JIM KENDALL: We are career.  We are


 8  not political.


 9                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: I know, but you know,


10  it --


11                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Are you asking what would


12  happen to a plan?


13                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: What would happen to


14  the plan when you get new -- a new President and say


15  she -- Sarah Palin is for development.


16                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: Don't talk about


17  Sarah.  Witch.


18                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: But that's what we face


19  all the time.


20                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: She don't care about


21  Alaskans.


22                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Well, if we have a


23  five-year plan, it's a five-year plan.  The five-year plan


24  we are in now started with the previous Administration.


25  And what had happened is toward the end of this five-year
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 1  plan --


 2                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: They didn't come to us


 3  like you are doing now.  You are doing this different with


 4  the new Administration with Obama.


 5                  DR. JIM KENDALL: I didn't want to say too


 6  much about myself, but when I was brought up here for a


 7  few months, the director said, I want you to come up


 8  there, and I said, why, why me?  He said, because you are


 9  a scientist.  You listen well.  Because I have a hearing


10  problem, so I have to focus listening.  I am a scientist.


11  I've done a lot of the science.


12            And so this Administration is very big on making


13  decisions based on the best science, which includes


14  traditional knowledge.  And so you are seeing the result


15  of sort of a new way of doing business.  You mentioned


16  this is the very beginning.  We don't have anything to


17  bring with us for this effort because nothing has been


18  written yet.  The EIS is not written.


19            And we have the testimonies that Tim brought


20  out, but since this is the very, very beginning, we are


21  coming to the communities first.  And so we want to make


22  sure that before we put pen to paper -- and Rob back there


23  is going to be one of the folks that helps us put pen to


24  paper -- that we have this testimony starting from


25  scratch.
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 1                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: Are you going to be


 2  implementing the old testimonies of our Elders that have


 3  passed on on some of these EIS because they have talked


 4  about these testimonies from a long time ago, and they --


 5  a lot of traditional knowledge that they gave the old


 6  Administration and the old MMS people.


 7                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Right.  I think that's a


 8  really good idea, and we need to make sure that that


 9  testimony is not overlooked.  And so by virtue of getting


10  this into the record now, this will cue us up to --


11                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: I'm glad John Goll


12  is no longer the Alaskan Region Director.  That guy was


13  pro-development, never listened, didn't want to hear no


14  traditional knowledge, said hey, I don't want to hear your


15  problems.  That's the kind of guy he was.


16                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Understood.  Understood.


17  Before I left in January to come up here, I asked the


18  director, Bromwich if I could come to all these meetings.


19  He said, of course you need to be there.  And I guess the


20  previous regional director didn't come to these meetings.


21  Well, I'm here now.


22                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: That guy was just


23  sitting there sending his little lieutenants out so he


24  didn't get beat up.


25                  DR. JIM KENDALL: He should have came up.
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 1  He would have learned so much.


 2                  MR. CARL BROWER: Carl Brower, for the


 3  record.  Nuiqsut whaler.  Also hearing everybody on


 4  protection from the -- on the oil industrial side, what


 5  about the protection from all the other folks that are


 6  going to be out there, like the fisheries and the barges


 7  that are going back and forth from east to west?  What


 8  protection is there going to be on the EIS?  Thank you.


 9                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Very good comment.  When


10  we met with the mayor today, that same issue came up that


11  all of these other countries are sending all this shipping


12  and it's going through the Bering Strait and it's coming


13  up here.  That's a serious issue.  And Tim, you have been


14  involved in some of this.


15                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: I'm glad he brought


16  that up because we know --


17                  DR. JIM KENDALL: You see it.


18                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: It's going to happen


19  sooner than later.  The gateway through North America.


20  That's going to happen.  The shortest access to


21  transportation.  Marine highway, that's going to happen.


22  We know this.  The Coast Guard needs to be out there more.


23                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Right.  The -- as you all


24  know, everybody knows the receding polar ice cap is


25  opening up more opportunity for more shipping of all
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 1  kinds, not just oil and gas, but commercial shipping,


 2  cruise ships, all these kinds of shipping.  And part of my


 3  job down in Washington, D.C. is to participate in


 4  committees of various federal agencies dealing with the


 5  Arctic.  And some of those deal with shipping.  And the --


 6  there is a great concern about lack of infrastructure for


 7  safe harbors, for Coast Guard presence.  Everybody knows


 8  there is just way not enough.  And so those -- those


 9  issues have been brought up.


10            The issues about conflicts with hunting -- all


11  that kind of shipping with hunting is somewhat recognized,


12  but I don't think it's recognized well enough.  There is


13  an organization that's part of the United Nations, the


14  International Maritime Organization, and they have the


15  ability to regulate and set sea channels for shipping and


16  marine traffic, and if we can work to figure out where to


17  set those shipping lanes best, we can get those


18  recommendations through our U.S. Coast Guard who


19  represents the U.S. government at this International


20  Maritime Organization.


21            And I'm going to kind of put that on my list of


22  things to do, and hopefully we will try to work some


23  things out there; even though it's not our agency's


24  responsibility to do all that, but I think we can -- we


25  are up here, we are hearing your testimony and concerns,
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 1  and we can facilitate that, I think.


 2                  MR. MIKE HALLER: Carl, could you give Ed


 3  just a minute to share that with Marjorie, please?


 4            (Translation.)


 5                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Very good comments.


 6  Thank you.


 7                  MR. CARL BROWER: The reason I ask because


 8  this village experienced impact from other vessels during


 9  our whaling season and almost cost our quota to be only


10  taken by half.  As a whaling captain, it's our


11  responsibility to take the whale home to feed our


12  community to last through the year.  And to get impacted


13  and not receiving the whole quota is very disturbing.


14  Thank you.


15                  MR. MIKE HALLER: Thank you.  Thank you.


16                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Yeah.  That came up at


17  our meeting today as very important.  How do you have the


18  transportation and the shipping not impact subsistence and


19  whaling.  So that -- thank you.  Good comments.


20                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: Because they are


21  assessing each household that's been done here, I do


22  believe, through the North Slope Borough Wildlife


23  Management or through one of the organizations that did


24  survey of the consumption used by each, not household, but


25  by each individual per in the household of the consumption
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 1  and use of marine mammals, of wildlife, the fish, of how


 2  much average of nearly a thousand pounds per person.  And


 3  composed of 30 percent of marine mammals, which is whales,


 4  seals, you name it, the marine mammals that we use.


 5  Another 30 percent is the fish.  The fish is the migrating


 6  fish that comes in from the ocean.


 7            It is noted of 28 species of fish that comes


 8  over winter and have them -- and half of those fishes


 9  winter in the Colville River.  Like the Arctic cisco is a


10  migration fish that spawn from the MacKenzie that has been


11  pushed through the current until they are three-,


12  four-year-old.  By that time they are in our river system.


13  But there is fishes that comes in the river.  That's why


14  we are worried what will happen.


15            These are some of the diets, our customary diet


16  that we depend on, not just whales, but whales are one of


17  the main species that we really depend on, and it's been


18  known over 10,000 years, known that we have been whaling.


19  It's been passed down from generation to generation.


20            My brothers and I came from a big whaling


21  family.  As a matter of fact, came from a real subsistence


22  economic.  Our parents are gone now.  Had raised 12 -- 12


23  children with no cash economic.  It's been all


24  subsistence, living off the land, living off the sea.  And


25  we are -- and they are gone now.  And now it's our
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 1  responsibility to continue keeping the tradition alive,


 2  and we are passing it on to our kids.  That's how the


 3  chain -- the chain of -- the chain link occurs.  When we


 4  are gone, they will still be here, even when the oil is


 5  gone, been extracted out.


 6            But it needs to be done the right way.  Change


 7  in policies, being on the table, sharing the benefit, the


 8  revenue benefits because everything is so high, cost of


 9  living, so expensive.  Everything that's transported here


10  has a markup, 115 percent markup from the retail price.


11  Not all of you have gone to our store today and look


12  around at the prices of our goods compared to what urban


13  folks pay.


14            Living an urban life isn't easy.  Always a cost,


15  and everything is all very expensive.  We are not living


16  in luxury.  We are feeling the impact.  And like I say, we


17  need to be part of the process and enjoy the same benefits


18  that everybody that lives an urban life that we need to


19  also enjoy.


20            Thank you.


21                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Anybody else want to


22  speak?


23                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: I want to hear from


24  her.


25                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Anybody else?
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 1                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: I'll just share one


 2  here.


 3                  MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA: My name is


 4  Clarence Ahnupkana.  Yeah.  They say they clean up the oil


 5  right.  Down in Southeast did they clean up the oil right?


 6  Just the top of it.  Under the rocks there is oil, oil.


 7  There is more oil, more cleanup.  Maybe in the near


 8  future, who knows?  There will be an oil spill north,


 9  northeast, more and more and more and pollute the Beaufort


10  Sea.  Who knows?  You don't know.  I don't know.  More


11  sickness, more disease will come around in the near


12  future.  There will be no -- maybe no left animals there


13  living.


14            Thank you.


15                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


16                  MR. MIKE HALLER: This young man here.


17  It's good for us to hear from the youth.


18                  MR. JIMMY OYAGAK: My name's Jimmy Oyagak,


19  city council member of Nuiqsut.  My only comment is open


20  ANWR, lease half of it, a quarter of it.  I'm sure there


21  is a lot more oil under there.  Leave our oceans alone.


22            Thank you.


23                  MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA: Earlier we have


24  mentioned about vessel traffic, open lanes due to climate


25  change, due to thinning up ice.  And there are no more --
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 1  no more land for the seals and bearded seals to depend on,


 2  the polar bears, the walruses that depend on the ice as


 3  their land.  It's shrinking.  Now today these mammals that


 4  we speak of and hunt are now using these rivers for


 5  haul-outs.  They are being stressed.  They are stressed to


 6  a point where -- where our climate change have really


 7  changed, and these are the changes that we are seeing


 8  today.


 9            A long time ago the Elders, when she was able to


10  remember her surroundings, our Elders have spoken that the


11  earth was going to shift.  It is shifting today.  Climate


12  change in the Arctic, blizzards, snowstorms in the Lower


13  48, those are the kind of changes that the Elders have


14  spoke of.  And I, for one, I am witnessing this today.


15            One day we will not have any winter.  There will


16  be no winter on this Arctic.  The North Slope is going to


17  be like Lower 48, ice and snow free.  We will be able to


18  travel year-round by boat.  There will be vessels out


19  there, either for industrial or commercial, which will be


20  open.  And it's already opening.


21            And these are the words that I have heard from


22  my Elders that have left us long time ago.  Now I'm


23  carrying this today ever since I am able to know my


24  surroundings when I was a little girl like her.


25            There was nothing out there, but today it is
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 1  changing.  Your people in Lower 48 will experience what we


 2  are experiencing today, snow, blizzard.  Your rivers are


 3  going to freeze, lakes are going to freeze.  The earth is


 4  shifting.  Our lakes and rivers are not going to be able


 5  to freeze anymore.  That's the climate change that we are


 6  seeing today.  And I am not lying to you.  It is true.


 7                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.  Thank you,


 8  Marjorie.


 9                  MR. CARL BROWER: Me again, Carl Brower.


10  My one last concern is studying the currents out in the


11  ocean.  You got the current from the east side that comes


12  and meet the current on the -- from the west side.  And


13  when they do meet, it's strong.  I experienced losing


14  whaling equipment out in the ocean because of the current


15  out there.  Especially when the south wind and the south


16  current come together, the forces are too strong to hold


17  the big production that's out there.


18            I just want to see if you guys did any studies


19  on the current that are further out; not just by the land,


20  but the stronger currents that are further out.


21            Thank you.


22                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: I'm pretty sure you


23  guys were in Barrow, right?


24                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Right.


25                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: You guys see what --
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 1  the pressure ridges that happened from --


 2                  DR. JIM KENDALL: That was impressive.  I


 3  was there last week.  It was flat, and this week three


 4  stories high.


 5                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: That's why it needs


 6  to be done the right way.  You can't predict Mother Nature


 7  because of the -- what the Mother Nature can does,


 8  especially here in the Arctic conditions.  It can come


 9  from -- from a calm to --


10                  MR. CARL BROWER: Very violent.


11                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: -- very violent


12  hurricane type force weather.


13                  MR. CARL BROWER: Even if there is no


14  wind, the current itself is very destructive.


15                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: The current and the


16  wind, once they consult together, that can be very --


17                  MR. CARL BROWER: Very deadly.


18                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: Very dangerous.


19                  DR. JIM KENDALL: And the ivus.


20                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: It's not just happening


21  on top.  It's gouging under the sea bed, too.


22                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Impressive.


23                  MR. MIKE HALLER: You know, you were


24  talking about Mother Nature, and I -- very reminiscent


25  of -- I'm sure people in New Zealand earlier today wish
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 1  that they had been able to know what Mother Nature had in


 2  mind for them, a terrible earthquake.


 3                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Everyone is getting


 4  tired.


 5                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: Me again, Isaac


 6  Nukapigak.  It's the future that we are -- that we need to


 7  consider.  When oil is gone, we all will be gone,


 8  especially my respected Elders.  You are older than me.


 9                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Thank you.


10                  DR. JIM KENDALL: They are older than me.


11                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: We need to protect


12  their -- I'm talking about these kids.


13                  MR. MIKE HALLER: The little ones, right.


14                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: It's their future


15  that we are -- we are dealing with and doing it the right


16  way instead of playing -- we are playing Russian roulette


17  with their livelihood.  I know for a fact that parents are


18  teaching them the right way of -- of living off the land,


19  living off the sea.  They -- they have been given a taste,


20  and they will continue.


21            If you ever see this young kid as a young man be


22  a whaler, it's like an individual that lives in urban, has


23  a dream of become a pilot or career of some sort.  But


24  when you are a Native, it's always been being a provider


25  to the community, be a hunter.  That's the culture of
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 1  Inupiat.  Pass on the traditions that's been passed on to


 2  us for thousands of years.


 3            We have to do it the right way and be part of


 4  the process.  That's their future that we are dealing


 5  with.  And I want to make sure that maybe -- I'll be gone


 6  then, too, when they are -- when they someday become a


 7  parent or grandfather.  They'll have to pass on what they


 8  have been taught.  We want to continue keeping our


 9  livelihood alive.


10            Subsistence lifestyle is priceless.  There is no


11  price to it, period.  It's our livelihood, part of our


12  culture.  That has been passed on to us for thousands of


13  years.


14            I myself wouldn't give my kids their -- their


15  traditional diet that's been contaminated.  Like, for


16  instance, how would you feel if I realized that our foods


17  were being contaminated when a disaster can occur?  Spills


18  occur.  Oil spills occur.  We have seen that happen with


19  Gulf of Mexico.  and I think that's a wake-up call for the


20  federal government.  I, myself, wouldn't want to feed my


21  kids with contaminated food.


22            The ocean is abundant by a -- it's abundant


23  resources that we depend on.  Do it the right way.  And


24  I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar made that


25  choice that during the beginning of every process with the
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 1  EIS to come to the communities, which is us that are being


 2  impacted, the most impacted community, and the people that


 3  are sitting who have never heard or seen the livelihood of


 4  the -- of us.  We still make noise.  They don't have no --


 5  they are careless and don't have no pity for us.


 6            That's been happening too long.  Statements been


 7  ignored.  Promises been broken.  Commitment never been


 8  followed.  Never share -- never share of the benefits.  We


 9  need those being part of -- like I say early on, being


10  part of the process and being on the table to make sure


11  things are done right and not being ignored.


12            Thank you.


13                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


14                  MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA: For the record,


15  I'm Clarence Ahnupkana.  I have four nephews, four nephews


16  here listening, watching.  They will take over our future.


17  Is these meetings going to go on and on and on and on


18  until you get the point?  Thank you.


19                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: (to Lois Epstein:)


20  You bring a translator from Fairbanks or somewhere where


21  you come from?  You have a translator?  I am translating


22  for these folks here.


23                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: He charges by the


24  word.


25                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: I just wanted to
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 1  comment very briefly because I was at the --


 2                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: You have an Elder


 3  here that don't understand you.


 4                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Can you interpret for


 5  me?


 6                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: I'm translating for


 7  these folks here, and you are an individual that came from


 8  another organization.


 9                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: From Anchorage.


10                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: Exactly.


11                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Okay.


12                  DR. JIM KENDALL: It is a public meeting.


13  Anyone from the public --


14                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: So I can translate


15  for her?


16                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Yes, you may, please.


17                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: Are you going to


18  pay me, too?  That's a question.


19                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: I think they will cover


20  your time for my conversation, and I'll be very fast.  Is


21  that okay?


22                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: Very short.


23                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Okay.  Mostly I wanted


24  to thank the community for all your good comments, for


25  hosting this meeting.  I think it's very important.  And
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 1  also thanks to the Bureau of Ocean Energy for the


 2  opportunity to speak.


 3            As I said, my name is Lois Epstein.  I'm an


 4  engineer.  I work on Arctic issues out of Anchorage.  And


 5  I left my card today.  I went in and talked to people at


 6  the city offices.  Unfortunately, the mayor was very busy,


 7  so I didn't get to talk to him, except very briefly at the


 8  airport.  I was in the tribal offices.  I spoke to the


 9  subsistence organization.  And I also stopped in at


10  Kuukpik.  So people can get a hold of me, I left my


11  information.


12            I want to be a resource to the community.  I


13  have experience working on Cook Inlet offshore, the zero


14  discharge issue.  I have done a lot of work on pipelines


15  onshore and offshore nationally as well as in Alaska for


16  ten years.  I know air pollution is a big issue here in


17  Nuiqsut, and I'm trying to keep track of that, as well as


18  in Kaktovik, encourage people to take photographs of that.


19            I did want to mention that, you know, as a


20  watchdog organization, one of the reasons I'm here is to


21  observe and make sure the federal government listens to


22  what everybody says so hopefully that can be -- that can


23  be helpful.


24            Yesterday we heard a lot in Barrow about the


25  Conflict Avoidance Agreement and how BOEMRE doesn't have
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 1  the ability to enforce that, and I think that's very


 2  important and something that they -- the federal


 3  government heard.


 4            So I'll make more detailed comments in


 5  Anchorage.  That will be on the record.  I'm happy to send


 6  that to anyone.  But please, you know, let me know if you


 7  are interested in staying in contact.  And if I can help,


 8  I'd like to be able to do that.  Thank you.


 9            (Translation.)


10                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: I just wanted to put


11  for the record that we have had very bad representation


12  from the Wilderness League in the past, from a


13  representative that used to live here that is associated


14  with the Wilderness League or any other environmental


15  groups.  They make out like we are a very sick community,


16  a very poor hunting community.  They speak half truth.


17  Now we are seeing them on TV talking about Nuiqsut.


18            We heard comments like there were 20 respiratory


19  distressed babies that were sent out, 120 people on


20  inhalers.  That is not true.  We know that there needs to


21  be a health assessment that is correct and comes from the


22  community.  We are the ones that are impacted.


23            I appreciate your comments, but I would ask you


24  guys to speak the truth if you are going to try to speak


25  on behalf of Nuiqsut.
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 1                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: I won't speak for you.


 2                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: Or speak what


 3  development goes around our village.  We can speak for


 4  ourselves.  We have heard environmental groups come in and


 5  distort our testimonies.  They have never been out at our


 6  whaling camp.  They have never been out hunting with us.


 7  And it kind of upsets me to hear it on KACN TV from our


 8  past representative that is closely associated with the


 9  environmental groups.  I was kind of pissed off when I


10  heard those testimonies.


11            And those were a lot of lies that were coming


12  from the Wilderness League, from the Alaska Pacific


13  Coalition and other environmental groups that speak on


14  behalf of these communities that are impacted.  They are


15  not welcome here a lot of times, you know, after the


16  misrepresentation of our communities.  They don't come


17  here and speak -- you know, people kind of shut their


18  doors because of the lies that were presented from


19  their -- their organization.


20            And I would just like to make that for the


21  record.  Thank you.


22                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: I'm with the Wilderness


23  Society, not the Wilderness League.  And I won't speak for


24  people from the community.  I would like to help if I can.


25                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: I'm glad Dora
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 1  brought that up.  We had an individual that was affiliated


 2  with a group, was so-called fired, a physician's


 3  assistant.  No longer holds a license to practice medical


 4  for telling lies to the world of misleading the global


 5  organizations that have been -- that are affiliated with


 6  the Friends of the Earth or any environmental


 7  organizations.


 8            We still have abundance of wildlife.  We are not


 9  starving.  Whales are abundant.  The fish are abundant.


10  But like I say, we need to do it the right way.


11  Regulations need to be changed, need -- new enforceable


12  policies need to be implemented within the federal level.


13  I'm going to repeat myself over and over because of what


14  happened in the past that had ignored our requests.  It's


15  like being shut down by the federal government.


16            I think that's the only way that things can be


17  worked on, the utilization of new technology in


18  integrating the science and traditional knowledge.  We


19  know that we can't -- we can't go backwards.  There is


20  absolutely no way myself or any of them that's sitting


21  here won't -- can go backwards.  We can survive.  The


22  Elders that had lived the traditional way without lights,


23  heating, are gone.  We depend on it nowadays.  Without it,


24  without the -- without the oil to keep our house warm, we


25  can't go back.  We are adopted to that way.
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 1            Even you; even you may be affiliated with other


 2  organization, you still utilize it.  But maybe you are


 3  driving a Cadillac with the oil, gas being poured in your


 4  vehicle or going on a luxury cruise or do sports hunting.


 5  Still -- and you are still fighting.


 6            We are very fortunate to come from that we are


 7  off from the Third World.  Because of these benefits that


 8  had happened from formation of our home government, we


 9  will be able to tax the industry of the facilities.  Now


10  we are enjoying life.  Our livelihood is much easier.


11            I grew up in the honey buckets in the past, no


12  running water.  These are benefits that we see.


13  Employment.  In the past unemployment with the Natives was


14  almost nearly 90 percent unemployment rate.  Nowadays


15  what's been discovered, people have a career in public


16  service; not only in public service, but in the


17  international -- in the national market being competitive,


18  companies to be able to provide jobs, employment, training


19  and show the benefits.


20            We can't go back.  We are -- we are adopted to


21  it.  There is absolutely no way that we could go back.


22  There is absolutely no way.  We can survive.  We will


23  grumble.  I want you to understand that.  Thank you.


24                  MS. LOIS EPSTEIN: Thank you, Isaac and


25  Dora.  And I -- let me tell you what I will say in
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 1  Anchorage.  I would say I agree with what Dora said, take


 2  it slow.  There is a lot of things that the federal


 3  government needs to do before it moves offshore.  I


 4  understand the need for development in Alaska.  I was


 5  hired because I've spent my career trying to make it


 6  better to stop the leases from pipelines.  Spent many


 7  years working on that regulatory structure.


 8            And now those lessons, moving over to the Bureau


 9  of Ocean Energy, the federal government pipeline agency is


10  part of Department of Transportation, so I agree with


11  almost -- just about everything I heard tonight and


12  that's -- that's where I'm coming from.


13            We do need to take it slow.  And potentially,


14  you know, oil shale on State lands is a way to fill the


15  pipeline.  We haven't tried that yet.  It's working in


16  North Dakota.  There are other options besides the


17  offshore.  And those need to be considered by the


18  government.


19            So thank you.  And I'd love to talk to you more


20  about this.


21                  MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK: I don't testimony


22  after overtime because you have to pay me.


23                  MR. TIM HOLDER: And the Tea Party is in


24  charge of Congress and they are cutting our budget, so


25  it's going to be hard to pay you, you know.  That's just a
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 1  joke.


 2            Our schedule is to go to 9:45, and it's 9:45.


 3  And I think we will -- my sense is everybody has had an


 4  opportunity to speak.  If I'm wrong, let me know.


 5                  MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK: Can I say a very


 6  short, brief -- My name is Edward Nukapigak, for the


 7  record.  I'm a Nuiqsut whaler.  In the past we have -- we


 8  heard tonight about a lot of things that the government


 9  hasn't really heard of, particularly the new panel that


10  has been selected to oversee and coming to communities and


11  gathering comments and concerns about the possible


12  five-year lease plan.


13            Tonight we heard about buffer zones, deferral


14  lines.  Deferral line has been brought before Minerals


15  Management Service and all the other agencies.  It has


16  already been documented, but in the past Secretary of the


17  Interior have not really looked into it under Bush


18  Administration.


19            Nuiqsut is the only one that's been left out


20  from this critical -- that habitat that needs to be


21  preserved, particularly with offshore exploration.


22  Deferral line is something that we need to be protected if


23  federal government wants to be out there to open lease


24  sales.


25            These areas are not just one island we are
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 1  speaking of.  There are numerous islands that need to be


 2  deferred from further seismic exploration and in the


 3  development phase.  These are the critical habitat of the


 4  wildlife, of the marine mammals that depend on haul-outs.


 5  We have haul-outs.  When there is no ice, they depend on


 6  these islands for calving.


 7            I spoke with this young man over here earlier


 8  before we had this meeting going.  Him and I had a good


 9  conversation.  I gave him some nice, good, strong


10  pointers.  And we spoke of deferral lines.  We spoke of


11  the current and the ice conditions that these Elders and


12  the rest have spoke of.  Those have been offset in the


13  past, and we are still seeing them today with different


14  faces, with new panel, with new agencies that comes to


15  this community.


16            That deferral line is very important to us, and


17  it may be important to federal government because it's in


18  federal waters.  It may be in the best interests of


19  their -- of United States energy needs.


20            So how are you going to balance subsistence vice


21  versa industrial?  Not only oil and gas producers, but we


22  are talking about marine traffic lane that is bound to


23  open.  What kind of mitigation impact is the federal


24  government going to give to those nonindustrial vessel


25  traffic that may open in federal waters, either coming
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 1  from Atlantic side or coming from Chukchi or from the


 2  Bering Strait side?


 3            We talk about mitigation impact.  When you talk


 4  about social impact, those are the -- are the impacts that


 5  you are going to -- we are experiencing today.  Do you


 6  think that these oil companies are going to do good in


 7  giving mitigation impact to this community?  Or is the


 8  community going to ask the federal government to set aside


 9  whatever lease tracts they have sold on behalf of oil and


10  gas industry?  How much can you give to the community so


11  that the community can continue to hunt and harvest?


12            Earlier you finally figure out what the


13  mitigation impact fund meant for the onshore and offshore,


14  particularly with Northstar, Pioneer.  The impacts are to


15  us mean that we have to travel further distance, which is


16  already happening today.


17            With what city can give us, we are only limited


18  to our boundless boundary of our subsistence.  We have to


19  travel further out while this 20 gallons per month is


20  going to provide the community with what we hunt from the


21  offshore and how much of horsepower are they looking at


22  just from this 20 gallon that each hunter receives?  So I


23  am limited to travel and harvest from the ocean because


24  the impact is not giving me enough to travel further to


25  harvest and provide for the food on the table.
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 1            So those are the things that we have talked of


 2  tonight.  And we heard the conditions of what Mother


 3  Nature can do.  I think you have already experienced what


 4  a current can do to an ice buildup pressure ridge like you


 5  have mentioned in Barrow.  These are our unexpected


 6  conditions that can happen.  It will not give you any


 7  warning.  National Weather Service ain't going to give you


 8  no warning that something is going to happen out there


 9  when the weather is blowing out there 24 hours ahead of


10  time.  No.  It happens instantly.


11            Ice, you can have ice free, and next thing you


12  will have ice out there.  The current is pushing the wind,


13  and the current are pushing the ice together.  It can open


14  the lead within minutes.  It can close the lead within


15  minutes.


16            And you can hear those icebergs slamming louder


17  than what you can hear banging on a drill rig.  That's the


18  kind of current that we have heard of, that we have seen


19  and heard all these big chunks of ice, no matter how big


20  you look at them.  When they come together, they are


21  smashed, the current -- the ice is carrying them, swirling


22  them.  So what's going to happen if you put out a drill


23  rig out there?  You think one or two ice breakers is going


24  to be enough to protect a drill ship out there?  No.


25            Are those other vessels, support vessels, are
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 1  they double hull to protect from being possibly crushed


 2  and have a spill themselves?  We are not only talking


 3  about a drill ship and a drill rig that may have an oil


 4  spill.  We are talking about other vessels that might have


 5  oil spills that may be impacted by some sort of a current,


 6  ice because the vessels are not double hull.  They are


 7  single hull, and they are easily smashed.  So we are


 8  not -- those are the kind of spills we are talk about,


 9  too.  We are not just talking about from an oil rig that's


10  going to have a major blowout.  You going to think about


11  safety and do it the right way, you are looking at those


12  other vessels, also.


13            So there is something that -- that we all have


14  to work together and what -- and how can you balance


15  subsistence vice versa industry?  You can't.  How can they


16  work together?  The only way that it can work together is


17  that we all have to work together.


18            You come to our community to gather information.


19  You wanted to hear traditional knowledge.  You want to


20  incorporate traditional knowledge into black and white.


21  And you wanted to have traditional knowledge from these


22  Elders that have more knowledgeable that we have inherited


23  and from these pictures that you have seen up here.


24            I have experienced the Sivulluk prospect early


25  in the '80s.  Federal government was so careless when they
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 1  first opened the lease sale.  Hammerhead is now called


 2  Sivulluk.  That's where Shell first drilled their


 3  prospect.  When federal government opened that to


 4  Hammerhead, everything was chaos.


 5            There was no absolutely monitoring of these


 6  offshore oil and gas -- there were less monitoring back


 7  then when they first started that offshore.  Careless in


 8  discharging oil spill and the fluids into the ocean.  And


 9  I've seen icebergs covered with drill mud, not natural


10  mud.  Those I have seen in the past.


11            And noise is a factor.  Yes, noise is a factor


12  in offshore.  We talk about bowhead whales, they are


13  vulnerable to noise.  And not only bowhead whales, but


14  also to the other marine mammals.  But in order for us to


15  do it in a safer manner, our area in the Beaufort Sea


16  needs to be more studied before it can be given to the oil


17  and gas producers.


18            We know that we have been opposing to offshore


19  from time to time over and over; no, no alternative is no


20  sale.  And next thing we hear is there is a sale going on


21  there.  Our voices have been heard.  They have gone from


22  one ear and out to the other.  I think that maybe there is


23  more problems.  I'm not going to say.  Under Obama


24  Administration, I see now that he has -- has put a panel


25  together that's willing to listen to us now, hoping to
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 1  listen to us, not just this community, but also those


 2  other communities that are being -- will be affected.  But


 3  I'm very disappointed that Chukchi Sea side is being more


 4  favored and that's not being impacted yet.


 5            The Beaufort Sea side, Kaktovik and Nuiqsut are


 6  the only two that is being heavily impacted.  And they are


 7  getting more -- they have been granted more than what we


 8  have asked for.  We have been denied from time to time,


 9  not just by one agency; by another agency that we are


10  dealing with the same offshore issue.  One agency is going


11  to say yes, the other is going to say no.


12            We talk about air quality, water quality.  Those


13  are the folks that's going to be coming to this community


14  and make the same presentation for offshore and the


15  same -- possibly same drill ships that we have spoken in


16  the past, the testimonies that have been given.


17            This is just the beginning because you have


18  nothing to present to us.  And one way that we can make


19  this to come alive is that we have to work together and we


20  have to put this in the manner where it's not going to


21  affect our subsistence livelihood.


22            And we are hoping that we should not be driven


23  out of Cross Island area because there might be so much


24  development going on over there.  The land fall of the


25  pipeline is another thing.  And those are the -- right on
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 1  the path of the migration of bowheads, the walruses that


 2  comes ashore from the north.


 3            So we all have to sit down and think what's


 4  going to happen now.  What's going to happen if you guys


 5  leave tomorrow?  Will this community -- will this


 6  community here ever hear from you folks again?  Will we


 7  ever have a promise feedback?  Will there be any promises


 8  that -- that we want the communities and the other


 9  communities want -- want to say no to offshore.


10            But after hearing from my whaling captains and


11  other whaling captains, I see they are not opposed to it.


12  They are not opposed to offshore.  I'm one of the whaling


13  captains.  They want to make sure that the government do


14  it the right way with strongest regulations.  The


15  regulations need to be stronger.  There need to be some


16  observers out there because we don't want to go through


17  that back in 19 early '80s again.  I don't want to see


18  that happen.  Why?  Because of Hammerhead.


19            Under oil/whalers agreement back in '86, before


20  that came -- even came alive, we had a lot of air and


21  vessel traffic for two seasons.  Two seasons none of the


22  whales were sited.  Two seasons none of the whales were


23  landed because of the low altitude of the aircraft and the


24  choppers that are being shuttled back and forth to the


25  drill ship.  A lot of supply vessels going back and forth
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 1  to West Dock is something that has caused all the whales


 2  to be skittish.  They had to even travel further out, and


 3  that's risking their crew members' lives.


 4            So anyway, I'm not opposed to offshore.  I just


 5  want to see that it is done in minimal environmentally


 6  less impact.  And for us to do so, I'm going to ask you


 7  that you go back to Washington, D.C. and tell the


 8  Secretary that the Nuiqsut whalers have been left out on


 9  this deferral line.  If that deferral line cannot be


10  granted, then it must be challenged by the community


11  because it is very important.


12            That Cross Island has been there long before


13  these commercial and Yankee whalers have came that far


14  north.  My people were there subsisting on bowheads,


15  walruses.  There are now some bowhead skulls starting to


16  submerge -- emerge on the north side of the island.  Those


17  are the signs of the old whalers that have harvested those


18  whales.  None of us have harvested and landed a whale on


19  the north side of the island.


20            And we talk about winter ice conditions because


21  it is -- we are out there during hurricane season.  That's


22  another thing:  There is always a weather factor


23  sometimes.  But tonight I just want to make sure that our


24  people want to do it in a safer and environmental way.


25            And we are hoping that -- one oil company that
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 1  doesn't listen to us is Shell.  We are hoping that Shell


 2  will understand where we are coming from.  Shell is the


 3  one that we have been always having a hard time.  That's


 4  their royal touch.  They are from another country.  And we


 5  are not going to be stampeded by them unless the federal


 6  government gives them stronger stipulations.  It is


 7  something that we have gone through, and we don't want to


 8  go through this again with that one company.


 9            So anyway, I thought I'd give a short comment,


10  concern after hearing from my colleagues about a lot of


11  certain issues that have been come forward before you


12  folks.


13            Thank you.


14                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Thank you.


15                  MS. DORA LEAVITT: Good night.


16                  DR. JIM KENDALL: Amen.


17                  MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA: For the record,


18  my name is Clarence.  I think that's the end of it.  Thank


19  you.


20             (Proceedings adjourned at 10:11 p.m.)


21 
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            1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

            2               (Blessing given by Marjorie Ahnupkana.)

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, good evening, and 

            4    welcome to the scoping meeting for a programmatic 

            5    environmental impact statement for the next offshore oil 

            6    and gas program.  My name's Jim Kendall.  I am the Acting 

            7    Regional Director for the Alaska Region, or we call it 

            8    BOEMRE, the Bureau of Ocean Energy.  We used to be MMS.  

            9              And we do have a translator with us tonight.  

           10    And since I talk fast, I'm going to try and slow down.  

           11    Okay?  

           12              Now, the reason why we're here is the Outer 

           13    Continental Shelf Lands Act -- should I slow down or -- 

           14    the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act requires that before 

           15    the Secretary of the Interior can make a decision to have 

           16    a lease sale, he has to have a five-year plan in effect.  

           17    The current five-year program ends in 2012.  It went from 

           18    2007 to 2012.  Now we are planning for the next five-year 

           19    plan, 2012 to 2017.  

           20              Now, because that's a major federal action, the 

           21    National Environmental Policy Act requires us to do an 

           22    environmental impact statement to look at the potential 

           23    impact from these sales.  Now, right now the areas of 

           24    potential interest -- and this is something very 

           25    different -- are Cook Inlet if there is any interest by 
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            1    industry, and then the Chukchi and the Beaufort.  

            2              Now, what makes this very different is that no 

            3    decisions have been made and no proposals have been made.  

            4    Is there going to be one sale in the Beaufort and one sale 

            5    in the Chukchi?  We don't know.  No decision has been 

            6    made.  It could be one or the other or it could be no 

            7    sales.  

            8              The decisionmaker is the Secretary of Interior.  

            9    And we have been sent to talk with you, listen to what 

           10    your concerns are, listen to what you believe the issues 

           11    that need to be addressed and to see what you think of 

           12    this.  We are here.  We are an open book.  We are here to 

           13    listen.  No decisions are made.  We will take your 

           14    information.  It will be put into the environmental impact 

           15    statement.  Your concerns will be recorded.  We have a 

           16    recorder, Mary here.  And that will go up to the 

           17    decisionmaker all the way to the Secretary, who then will 

           18    make these decisions, but no decisions have been made as 

           19    of now.  

           20              We have folks from all over the country here.  

           21    We're going as to start with -- 

           22               (Translation by Edward Nukapigak.)

           23                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  

           24    I'll try to speak slower.  I'm very bad at that.  Again, 

           25    we are here in a listening mode.  No decisions have been 
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            1    made.  There are no plans.  We want to hear what people 

            2    think.  We will take the information back.  We have a 

            3    recorder who is recording every word.  So we would also 

            4    ask that when you come up and you tell us what you think 

            5    and what you are worried about and your concerns, please 

            6    state your name so we have that for a sign of respect.  We 

            7    want to record the names.  We like one person to speak at 

            8    a time.  And I have associates here that will help to 

            9    answer any questions.  And now I need a favor.  

           10              I am very, very hard of hearing.  I am deaf in 

           11    my left ear, partial here [indicating], so I have to 

           12    really focus to listen.  So I'm going to sit right there 

           13    so I can listen, and I'm going to let Mr. Tim Holder sort 

           14    of run the meeting.  That way I can give undivided 

           15    attention to what is said.  This is very, very important.  

           16              (Translation.)

           17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  Whoever would like 

           18    to speak.

           19                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Sir, before we give 

           20    our own testimony, could I ask your names.  

           21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Oh, yeah, yeah.  

           22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good idea.  

           23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Excuse us.  Excuse us.

           24                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  What position you 

           25    are with.  
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            1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'll start.  I'm Jim 

            2    Kendall.  I am the Acting Regional Director for the bureau 

            3    up here.  Up until January 1st, I was head of the 

            4    environmental program for the entire bureau out of 

            5    Washington.  I worked in the Gulf Region, Gulf of Mexico, 

            6    for 11 years.  I have been in headquarters 11 years, total 

            7    of 22 years, and I would oversee the assessment, the 

            8    analysis, and the science.  

            9              And our Secretary is very concerned and very 

           10    focused at making decisions based on the best science and 

           11    traditional knowledge.  So he said, Jim, since you are a 

           12    scientist and you work with folks and you know about using 

           13    science, I want you to go up there for a few months and 

           14    work with the team.  So this is a new day.  

           15              And then my colleague, Tim Holder, you are from 

           16    where?  

           17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I am based in Washington, 

           18    D.C., and my job is to act as liaison between our 

           19    Washington, D.C. headquarters and our processes and events 

           20    going on with environmental issues in our Alaska office.  

           21    I always have to say that I lived 25 years in Alaska; 19 

           22    in Anchorage and six in Nome.  So I try to get as many 

           23    points as I can.  

           24                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I'm Michael Haller, and 

           25    I'm the Alaska Region community liaison, and I grew up in 
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            1    Alaska.  So I'm happy to be here with you tonight.  Thank 

            2    you very much.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Mary is our recorder, 

            4    and she's very busy, so I'm not going to bother her.  And 

            5    Mike.

            6                    MR. MIKE ROUTHIER:  Yeah.  My name is Mike 

            7    Routhier.  I work in the Anchorage office, and I'm a NEPA 

            8    coordinator, which means that I help write the 

            9    environmental documents like EISes.

           10                    MR. STEVE TEXTORIS:  My name's Steve 

           11    Textoris.  I'm in the Washington, D.C. office and I'm the 

           12    Acting Leasing Division Chief.  I came to the Department 

           13    of Interior from the Environmental Protection Agency and 

           14    background in environmental consulting.

           15                    MR. ROB MCWHORTER:  My name is Rob 

           16    McWhorter.  I work for Argonne National Laboratory.  

           17    Argonne National Laboratory is helping BOEMRE with the 

           18    national environmental impact statement.  And I'm grateful 

           19    to be here, too.  

           20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Thank you 

           21    for pointing that out.  I didn't mean to miss all my 

           22    folks.

           23                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  My name is Lois 

           24    Epstein.  I'm an engineer with the Wilderness Society in 

           25    Anchorage.  And it's a nonprofit, and I'm interested -- 
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            1                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Alaska Wilderness 

            2    Society?  

            3                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  The Wilderness -- it's 

            4    a national group.  And I'm here to listen to what 

            5    everybody has to say.  I'm not with the federal 

            6    government.

            7                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  You are not with 

            8    these groups?  

            9                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.  So I might 

           10    actually make a couple comments, too.  It's a national 

           11    conservation organization.  We support oil and gas in 

           12    Alaska done right without spills and in the right 

           13    locations.  I'll make some comments.  But not everywhere.  

           14              (Translation.)

           15                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  Thank you.  So we 

           16    will just open up the floor here to comments.  If you are 

           17    going to speak in English, if you could step up to the 

           18    microphone and state your name so Mary can get that down 

           19    for the record.  And let's go from there.  

           20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, I could start off 

           21    with saying what we have heard.  We have been to Kotzebue, 

           22    Barrow, Wainwright, correct?  And tomorrow we are going to 

           23    Kaktovik.  And the issues that we have heard that we are 

           24    already taking back are that some of the communities say 

           25    that before anything happens they want a seat at the 
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            1    table.  They want to be part of the process.  

            2              They are concerned about infrastructure.  Are 

            3    there enough assets up here and equipment to do it right?  

            4    There is concern it will not and should not and must not 

            5    interrupt subsistence at all.  We take that back.  Is the 

            6    technology available to clean up a spill if, heaven 

            7    forbid, there was a spill.  

            8              So those are the issues your colleagues and your 

            9    fellow citizens have mentioned in the last couple of days.  

           10    And those are the messages we are taking back.  And so we 

           11    are here to hear what you want to add to that group.  

           12              Don't be shy.  

           13              (Translation.)

           14                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Carl Brower, Nuiqsut 

           15    whaler.  We had folks like you that came by about less 

           16    than a year ago receiving testimony from this village.  

           17    And I ask them, in the EIS they had nothing -- nothing put 

           18    in the book about mitigation measures for offshore.  And 

           19    the reason I ask, I always ask them what mitigation 

           20    measures do you guys have for the whalers on whaling.  And 

           21    I brought that out.  And the only answer I got was Marine 

           22    Mammal Protection Act.  

           23              And I wonder what you guys are going to put in 

           24    the EIS on -- that's coming up on mitigation measures.  

           25              Thank you.  
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            1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, when we have a -- 

            2    you know, like when questions come up, I'll try my best to 

            3    answer the questions.  For this -- this stage of the 

            4    process of writing the EIS, it's to bring up concerns, and 

            5    then the next step of the process is to write the 

            6    environmental impact statement, draft environmental impact 

            7    statement, then go out for more meetings later on this 

            8    year.  And then in that, because this is a broad 

            9    programmatic EIS, I don't believe at that stage that we 

           10    put mitigation measures in there.  Jim?  

           11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Not at this stage.

           12                    MR. MIKE ROUTHIER:  Right.  

           13                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I don't believe so.  I 

           14    believe that the stipulations are brought in -- once you 

           15    have a five-year program and if there are lease sales in a 

           16    EIS and then you come to a lease sale EIS, that's when you 

           17    put in stipulations.  Okay.  

           18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.  There is no 

           19    leasing plans right now.  This would describe for the 

           20    Secretary, this document, on the concerns should there be 

           21    a lease sale.  And then when they have lease sales, you 

           22    would have the documentation and then the mitigations and 

           23    stipulations.  This is at the very, very -- we are getting 

           24    everybody involved at the very beginning of the process.  

           25              So what I'm hearing from you, sir, Carl, is that 
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            1    you want strong mitigations to protect subsistence 

            2    whaling.

            3                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Yeah.  

            4                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  And so that's an issue 

            5    that we will put in.  We will take that back and the 

            6    Secretary will see that.  To kind of backtrack on your 

            7    question, I think this may have been a meeting in November 

            8    and it was on a supplemental environmental impact 

            9    statement on some very narrow issues.  And that's why you 

           10    didn't see stipulations in there.  Stipulations were -- 

           11    and that was a supplemental EIS for the Chukchi 193 final 

           12    EIS.  And there are -- will be stipulations in that 

           13    environmental impact statement.  So it gets kind of 

           14    confusing because there is lots of documents and lots of 

           15    processes.  

           16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  But the important point 

           17    is mitigations to protect the whaling hunts, period.  

           18              (Translation.)

           19                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?

           20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  For the record, 

           21    Isaak Nukapigak.  First I want to welcome you to our 

           22    community to hear, express of my fellow Inupiat people's 

           23    concern during the early process of the programmatic 

           24    environmental impact statement as the federal government 

           25    proceeds.  
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            1              A couple of things I want brought out time and 

            2    time again that prior during the past Administration that 

            3    we have expressed over and over about comments, including 

            4    utilization of traditional knowledge with science.  But -- 

            5    but in the past we have been ignored by the federal 

            6    government.  And even during the early process of these 

            7    lease sales in the Outer Continental Shelf -- I'm a 

            8    whaling captain, commissioner for Alaska Eskimo Whaling 

            9    Commission, one of the 11 communities that do subsistence 

           10    hunt under the IEWC system with -- including the NMFS 

           11    process of being -- AEWC being managed through the 

           12    management plan.  

           13              As the process of lease sale occur, when leases 

           14    are being acquired by the oil companies, we have been 

           15    trying to work so hard with the industry to accept a 

           16    Conflict Avoidance Agreement to make sure that our 

           17    subsistence whaling is not being disrupted by activity.  

           18    We have seen that happen in the past.  

           19              And I like the idea of what our western 

           20    neighbors say, that yes, I definitely believe that we 

           21    have -- that we need to be part of the process.  I'm in 

           22    agreement with the western villagers from Barrow saying 

           23    that we need to have a seat on the table.  I'm very much 

           24    in agreement with it.  

           25              Part of the revenue sharing of the leases.  
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            1    Alaska had -- all these years of lease Outer Continental 

            2    Shelf leases that Alaska hasn't received a dime because of 

            3    the policies that's been established in the past where 

            4    Louisiana and New Mexico is the one that benefit when 

            5    there is a sale occur.  So revenue sharing would be a big 

            6    example.  I'm not against oil and gas, but as long as it 

            7    can be done right.  Most environmental impact alternative 

            8    that is initiated -- we know what the nation needs for 

            9    national security, but it needs to be done right.  

           10              We need to pace -- we need to be paced on slow 

           11    pace and proper chains of regulation that need to be 

           12    initiated even at the federal level to mandate the 

           13    impact -- mandate of the mitigation measures that are 

           14    being implemented.  

           15              We all know that Shell got shot down recently by 

           16    the EPA appeal board because of the conditions.  The 

           17    Beaufort is our Guard of Eden that we want to protect.  

           18    Our whaling is very important.  Our diet is -- our 

           19    traditional diet is very important to us, living off the 

           20    land, living off the sea.  So we need protections.  Do it 

           21    right, you know, and be part of the process.  

           22              And I know you guys are in the early stage.  I 

           23    clap the Obama Administration is making the right choice 

           24    by -- with our Secretary of Interior that's going to be 

           25    the one that's going to make the decisions whether the 
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            1    next five years of Outer Continental Shelf, whether the 

            2    lease will occur or not.  But we need protections.  

            3              There is a lot of regulations and policies that 

            4    need to be changed within the federal level for our 

            5    protection.  They are too loose.  One good example would 

            6    be adopting the Norwegian standards in relation to oil and 

            7    gas of zero tolerance discharge.  You have industry that 

            8    are -- have buckets to transport all their waste instead 

            9    of -- right now the policy indicated very well that as 

           10    long as they are in compliance with the regulations, they 

           11    can't dispose their waste, the ballistic drilling muds and 

           12    so forth.  But I think by changing and adopting the new 

           13    standard would really help us out.  

           14              It is our Garden of Eden.  The fish that 

           15    migrate.  There is an abundance of Fish & Wildlife that we 

           16    depend on that we are trying to protect and -- trying to 

           17    protect -- and it will jeopardize our livelihood if none 

           18    of these policies and regulations are being -- of being 

           19    replaced with new type of standard policy.  I think by 

           20    having -- by having a seat on the table is a -- it's a 

           21    good step of being part of the process.  We need 

           22    protection.  

           23              Like I say, like I know you will hear more of 

           24    that from my fellow -- my local residents.  Time and time 

           25    again that we express our opinions that science and 
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            1    traditional knowledge work together, but they have been 

            2    ignored.  I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar 

            3    realized that and sent you guys up to hear and put 

            4    together information, you know, what the people feel.  I'm 

            5    glad for him that he's making the right choice in starting 

            6    the right new path of what's going to happen in the next 

            7    five years, as the -- as the lease sale planning is due to 

            8    expire and the new environmental impact statement be 

            9    written.  

           10              I mean, there is lots -- I've got lots of things 

           11    in my mind, but I'm just going to go ahead and give you 

           12    what I believe as a whaling captain.  We need protections.  

           13    I know I think I take too much of your time, but there is 

           14    other people that wants to express their thoughts.  

           15              Thank you.  

           16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.  

           17    Thank you very much.  That's what we need to hear.  

           18                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I just wanted to 

           19    mention, any of you who want to write letters to us or any 

           20    detailed sort of offering written-wise, please do that.  

           21    We have a way and means for you to get that to us.  So if 

           22    you would please feel that you can -- not only in talking 

           23    with us tonight, but follow up with writing your ideas 

           24    down, as you were talking about Isaac.

           25                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Do you have a 
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            1    deadline on your comments?  

            2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  We do.  March 31st.  We 

            3    will pass these around now.  

            4              (Translation.)

            5                    MR. FRANK MATUMEAK:  Frank Matumeak.  I'm 

            6    a subsistence user in Nuiqsut.  We have been giving our 

            7    testimonies for over 30 years for the same thing that you 

            8    have, and I'm wondering if you have studied any of this 

            9    testimonies that we have been giving to all the entities 

           10    that have been coming here to the village of Nuiqsut.  

           11              Now, I'm very concerned about our lifestyle 

           12    mainly because we depend on the oceans and our waters and 

           13    the rivers.  And this does not only include Alaska.  It 

           14    includes Canada, Greenland, Russia.  And this very current 

           15    that you are thinking about putting into production is 

           16    just endangering all of that -- all those people that uses 

           17    the same foods that we do.  And we all are in the same 

           18    environment.  And I'm glad you are having this meeting.  

           19              Now, my understanding is that you have these 

           20    five-, ten-year plans to do this.  I don't want to be a 

           21    part of a group that will threaten our people and our 

           22    livelihood.  I don't mind oil companies drilling on our 

           23    lands where -- on the land onshore where we can contain 

           24    anything.  Heck, look at that -- that Gulf of Mexico, man, 

           25    that really hurt a whole bunch of people.  And who is 
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            1    going to be accountable if something like that happens on 

            2    our oceans on the ice?  

            3              And we got no control over that ice.  Nobody 

            4    does.  No matter how many things you do or look at the way 

            5    you can correct that problem, it's never going to be 

            6    there.  And that's the power of the ice and the ocean.  

            7    And we live with it.  We understand it.  And -- 

            8              But I don't want to be a part of a group that is 

            9    making a ten-year plan, 20-year plan, whatever plan they 

           10    have that will endanger our livelihoods and our people.  

           11    But I do enjoy the service of sharing a little bit of 

           12    wealth from the oil companies when they do it right on 

           13    land.  But any time you get on the ocean, I'm very, 

           14    very -- I don't want to be a part of a group that is going 

           15    to be making plans to have a lease sale or anything 

           16    because that's really hurting our lifestyle.  

           17              Just like when you study history -- and you 

           18    always study history.  Look at the Black Hills, all that 

           19    gold taken away from the Indians because of that almighty 

           20    gold.  Now you are doing the same doggone thing out in the 

           21    ocean for the oil.  And that will disrupt our livelihoods 

           22    and our source of food, our mainstay.  

           23              Thank you.  

           24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  

           25                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?  
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            1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Please, don't be shy.  

            2                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Can I speak a couple 

            3    more?

            4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sure.  We are here until 

            5    9:45.  If there is time, you can come up and talk more.  

            6                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I'm Dora Leavitt.  I'm 

            7    representing the City of Nuiqsut.  I'm the cultural 

            8    coordinator.  And we do a lot of commenting with industry.  

            9    There is a lot of people coming in proposing projects, and 

           10    yet we have such a short window of time to comment on such 

           11    a big thing like this.  We would like more time to review, 

           12    more time to -- to -- to, you know, for us to think about 

           13    what's going to be out there.  It's about time the federal 

           14    government came and start coming up with the beginning of 

           15    their process.  

           16              For years we have been expressing our concerns 

           17    over and over again.  This community is the most impacted 

           18    community in the North Slope.  We are the ones that are 

           19    living with the oil and the pipeline.  We are having to go 

           20    under it when we are out hunting.  And it's never ending, 

           21    these community hall, this never -- you know, besides 

           22    bingo, but there is so much that goes on with meetings, 

           23    and yet we have a short window to comment.  Thirty days is 

           24    not enough.  

           25              And my concerns about this -- the lease sale is 
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            1    that you guys are going to go ahead and sell the whole 

            2    thing, you know.  We need to take it slow.  When I look at 

            3    the Chukchi, they are protected.  Twenty-five miles of no 

            4    drill, no development, where the Beaufort Sea, we don't 

            5    have assurance.  We don't have a buffer zone to tell us 

            6    that we are protected from the development that's going to 

            7    go on.  I know this because there is so much oil over here 

            8    that our buffer zones were stripped.  McCovey, being only 

            9    four miles from Cross Island and Liberty and Northstar.  

           10    Now we have Sivulluk, who is going to be in the path of 

           11    our migration.  

           12              We would like to see more protection in the 

           13    permitting process.  We would like to be a part of your 

           14    permitting process.  And, you know, who is going to assure 

           15    us that when the oil is gone, that we are going to be able 

           16    to hunt out there, my grandkids, my son?  You know, when 

           17    all -- thirty years is going to come and it's -- you know, 

           18    we see that with Alpine development.  It's already 

           19    declining.  Now they are going to look for more and to tap 

           20    into more pipeline to the west of us.  

           21              With offshore development, we don't have any -- 

           22    we don't have any revenue sharing.  I'd like to see more 

           23    stipulations, more mitigation in place.  

           24              When the developers come, the people that have 

           25    bought the lease sale, you know, they have a short window.  
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            1    They say they are going to come, like, in July and then 

            2    they are going to be 100 miles out.  In July the shores -- 

            3    the -- the ice is still close to the -- the shoreline, 

            4    seven miles.  How are they going to be 100 miles out?  

            5    When they start to make their way to the Beaufort Sea from 

            6    the south with the winds and the weather, they are going 

            7    to be forced to come closer and come in through the 

            8    barrier islands or just north of the barrier islands to 

            9    get to their prospect.  

           10              These are some of the things that they put on 

           11    paper and say, yeah, we are going to do it this way.  We 

           12    will be 100 miles out when we get to wherever so we won't 

           13    disturb the hunters and the marine mammals.  And I was -- 

           14    when I read that, I was, like, you know what, our ice -- 

           15    the pack ice is still really close in July.  

           16              And then they have a month to drill.  Like for 

           17    the Sivulluk project, they will come in July, they will 

           18    drill at Sivulluk until August 25 and pull out.  Where are 

           19    they going to pull out to?  To the shore?  Is it the day, 

           20    the last day going to be the 25th?  Because when our 

           21    whalers go out there, they are going 97 miles to get to 

           22    our whaling camp.  When we go out seal hunting, we go far.  

           23              Our ocean is not just like Barrow where it's 

           24    just right across the street, you know.  It's right there 

           25    when they do their seal hunting.  Us, we have to go 14 
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            1    miles to the river and another seven to 20 miles to the 

            2    ice pack, you know.  And they have a buffer zone.  We 

            3    don't.  I'd like to see an assurance -- I'd like to see a 

            4    buffer zone for the Beaufort Sea and to tell me that we 

            5    are going to be assured that we are going to be able to 

            6    hunt when this oil is extracted and they plug the wells.  

            7              We would like for you guys to come back and 

            8    consult with us.  I know that when, you know, you guys do 

            9    the lease sales, you guys profit the money.  Are you guys 

           10    willing to send someone here to, you know, work with us; 

           11    employ somebody that will be -- that has a technical 

           12    technology reading of all these EIS and whatever?  We 

           13    don't have anybody here that -- like that.  We are 

           14    training at that.  We have made that recommendation to EPA 

           15    and other agencies that -- you know, to the State.  I'd 

           16    like to see one in place with -- under the federal 

           17    government when these lease sales happen.  Don't just take 

           18    the money back to Washington, D.C.  You know, it's about 

           19    time the federal government spent some of that money in 

           20    these villages that are impacted the most.  

           21              And come again because I'm sure you are going to 

           22    hear a lot more.  We would like more window open so we 

           23    have more time to comment and more time to grasp what goes 

           24    on the EIS.  

           25              Thank you.  
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            1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  I have a 

            2    question.  We have heard this before that Nuiqsut -- or I 

            3    should say before today when we had meetings today with 

            4    the Native Village of Nuiqsut, that they would like a 

            5    buffer.  Could you say -- and Cross Island is the camp 

            6    that's where you set off from.  

            7                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That's our whaling 

            8    camp.  

            9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Would it be a buffer 

           10    around Cross Island?

           11                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That and the mouth of 

           12    our river.

           13                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  To answer your 

           14    question, in the past that we have asked for a buffer to 

           15    protect our subsistence whaling ground of Cross Island.  

           16    We had asked a 20-mile perimeter, asked Cross Island, 

           17    being the central location for the 20-mile perimeter for 

           18    our protection.  And like she got most of my word what 

           19    else -- that's what was in my mind.  

           20              The benefits that go to the western villages 

           21    from Point Barrow all the way to Point Hope, it's not 

           22    right for us to deal with where they have a buffer that's 

           23    been implemented by former MMS of 20-mile restriction of 

           24    no occupancy or no activity from the coastline to 25 miles 

           25    from the coastline.  There is restrictions that you can't 
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            1    do any sort of activity.  And here all these years that we 

            2    have been asking for a buffer zone, a buffer to -- that 

            3    would protect our whaling, our whaling, subsistence 

            4    whaling ground.  It's a very important area.  

            5              Like what Dora say, it's in the path of the 

            6    migration of the bowhead whale.  The Camden Bay is a very 

            7    important resting, feeding area for the bowhead when there 

            8    is a storm.  And there is recommendation being proven by 

            9    NOAA where the proposed Shell's prospects, Sivulluk 

           10    prospect, and it's only 40 miles east of our whaling -- 

           11    our whaling ground.  It's right in the path of the bowhead 

           12    whale.  

           13              We need -- like I say, we need protection.  We 

           14    need restrictions.  We need enforceable policy that needs 

           15    to be changed within the federal level.  All these years 

           16    we have been expressing our concern.  Now, utilization of 

           17    our traditional knowledge always been ignored.  And we 

           18    need those protections.  

           19              It seems to be that the federal government was 

           20    more in favor of our eastern neighbors than the western -- 

           21    the western district than us because it is known that the 

           22    natural resource -- it's been acknowledged that the whales 

           23    is within that trend.  The Barrow are a trend, but we need 

           24    protection.  We need noise buffer.  We need to have that 

           25    protection of our whaling ground.  
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            1              The rest of the community of the 11 whaling 

            2    communities, people will be able to go hunt, come back to 

            3    their home place, relax.  Nuiqsut has to travel 93 miles 

            4    to our whaling ground on one of the barrier islands, Cross 

            5    Island, and have to be out there until we meet our quota.  

            6    In times when Mother Nature don't cooperate, we need to be 

            7    out there longer.  

            8                    At one point I remember us being out there 

            9    for seven weeks and didn't met our quota system because of 

           10    activities and the weather prediction where our 

           11    subsistence hunt and the whales were disrupted because of 

           12    this heavily activity going on in the Beaufort.  We had to 

           13    go 30 miles north.  That's where we finally were able to 

           14    see whales because there was so much activity east of 

           15    Cross Island.  

           16              And that time we had no choice because a whale 

           17    was got 35 miles north of Cross Island because of the 

           18    safety.  These small boats that we go out in to harvest, 

           19    weather prediction got bad on us.  We had no choice but to 

           20    let go of the whale even though we didn't want to.  And 

           21    that year was so harsh because we didn't meet our quota.  

           22    And it was very noticeable in this community.  There was 

           23    no whale meat for the community.  There was no whale meat 

           24    stored in our cellars.  People were hurting.  Very limited 

           25    stocks of -- for our nutritional diet.  That's the way 
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            1    we -- 

            2              Like I said earlier, we need to sit at the 

            3    table.  We need to be part of the process.  We are in the 

            4    early stage.  And the final process on the environmental 

            5    impact statement.  

            6              I've got so much stuff, but I want to give other 

            7    folks an opportunity, but everything seems to be coming up 

            8    and we need -- like I say, we need protection.  And I 

            9    think that the federal government needs to lift up.  We 

           10    are part of the -- we are part of America.  Folks in the 

           11    Lower 48 don't see the impact.  They don't know what type 

           12    of livelihood that is for us -- is for us Eskimos go 

           13    through while everybody is benefitting out of it.  

           14              When the price of oil goes up, people scream, 

           15    say it's too high on the national level.  And here we are 

           16    only just very short miles away from an oil field, still 

           17    paying the high cost of living.  And at one point we paid 

           18    almost nine bucks a gallon just to keep our -- just trying 

           19    to survive, trying to keep our house warm from freezing 

           20    up.  

           21              That's why -- I mean, that's why we need 

           22    these -- policies need to be change maybe on the federal 

           23    level.  Time and time again you are going to hear that 

           24    from me.  There is too much loose cracks that fell through 

           25    the cracks of these policies.  There is nobody in the 
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            1    federal level are monitoring.  All the years you issue 

            2    sales but not be able to enforce your policy.  There is 

            3    nobody watching them out there, not from the federal 

            4    level.  The only thing you believe is what paper trails 

            5    that are being submitted, a written report.  

            6              We know that oil companies lie.  They are only 

            7    here for one business, to be profitable.  I've seen that 

            8    stuff during my livelihood.  Time to change, and the 

            9    federal government needs to live up to its obligation to 

           10    enforce and change the policies.  It can be where 

           11    everybody can benefit.  We haven't seen a dime ever since 

           12    sales had occurred back from lease sale 171 and on.  

           13              We need to share some of that sharing, the 

           14    revenue sharing.  That's one thing that needs to be 

           15    changed.  It's very important.  We need to be part of the 

           16    process and share the benefits.  Not folks that are living 

           17    down in the Lower 48 where they are living in luxury and 

           18    not seeing the impact or having to deal with impact.  

           19              Thank you.

           20                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Can I go up one more?  

           21    I forgot.  Dora Leavitt once again.  I forgot to talk 

           22    about the social impacts that is heavy upon this village 

           23    that everybody ignores because of the price, maybe.  This 

           24    community is impacted.  The oil companies give us 50,000 a 

           25    year to fight over for subsistence mitigation.  That is 
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            1    not enough for 400-some people.  Twenty gallons per 40 

            2    households for the subsistence hunters is not enough.  

            3    That's really bring a toll on the city that is dispersing 

            4    these funds.  

            5              We get a lot of crap from the community, you 

            6    know, but it's something that the industry does just to, 

            7    you know, make it look good on paper so that you think, 

            8    oh, yeah, they are being mitigated.  That's okay.  That's 

            9    not enough.  This 50,000 a year is not enough.  This 

           10    community is 80, 90 percent subsistence household hunters.  

           11    And when we are given this small mitigation fund to fight 

           12    over -- and to me that is a social impact that is brought 

           13    to our leaders to this community for our subsistence 

           14    hunters to fight over.  

           15                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Dora, question:  Could 

           16    you explain for the record what that subsistence fund is 

           17    and what you think it should change to?

           18                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That subsistence 

           19    mitigation fund was given -- like we have one from Pioneer 

           20    as a mitigation for subsistence hunters because in the 

           21    past the subsistence hunters saying they are having to go 

           22    further out to hunt their games.  So that they thought 

           23    maybe that mitigation fund was enough.  

           24              With -- with the price, you know, the economy 

           25    going up, everything going up, the price of gas is up, you 
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            1    know, 20 gallons is not enough for our subsistence 

            2    hunters.  They go out.  Like Isaac said, we go out.  We go 

            3    out so many miles to go to the ocean to go hunt our seals.  

            4    We are not always successful, so we go again when the 

            5    weather permits us.  

            6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But is that for offshore 

            7    hunting or for --

            8                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That's for wherever 

            9    hunting.  We are allowed six vouchers per household.  Not 

           10    every household gets them.  There is a lot of people that 

           11    are left out every month, and you know, the --

           12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But it also applies to 

           13    onshore hunting.

           14                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  It applies to wherever 

           15    hunting, onshore, offshore.  It's just subsistence 

           16    hunting.  We have a calendar.  You know, when there is 

           17    caribou, we go after caribou.  When it's fishing time, we 

           18    do our fishing.  It's not just the one-day fishing when we 

           19    are fishing out there when we have nets under the ice.  

           20                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  The reason we are asking 

           21    is we have not heard of this in relation to activities on 

           22    the Outer Continental Shelf, so it must be from Pioneer 

           23    who is doing things at, say, Alpine?  

           24                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  No.  That's the 

           25    development that's going on just at the mouth of the 
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            1    Colville River by Natchiq Pioneer Resource on the Oooguruk 

            2    project. 

            3                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Offshore 

            4    approximately four miles north of -- at the mouth of 

            5    Colville River.  

            6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  It's in State waters?  

            7                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Yeah.  

            8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  There we go.

            9                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  But still, you know, 

           10    the -- my point is that these mitigations are not enough 

           11    to -- for the whole village.  

           12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.

           13                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Social impact is 

           14    ignored.  Our community has been really impacted since 

           15    development happened with Alpine.  When we came -- you see 

           16    this picture.  This is 1973, this throw that was made.  

           17    When we came, there was no pipeline, there was no -- we 

           18    never knew about oil and gas.  One community gathering 

           19    every day.  Meetings have taken the place of our 

           20    inspiration, our potlucks, our gatherings.  There is a lot 

           21    of bickering and fighting on the VHF.  That's social 

           22    impact, everybody not for development.  It's a -- you 

           23    know, it's a split.  

           24              We know that the -- you know, the -- the U.S. is 

           25    in need for oil.  We know that.  I drive a truck myself.  
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            1    I use some of that oil.  But I'm asking them to do it 

            2    right and because we are going to be here.  We are still 

            3    going to be here when this oil runs out.  There needs to 

            4    be other sources that are looked into.  The wind, the 

            5    solar, something other than destructing our -- our 

            6    livelihood.  

            7              There is health assessments that needs to take 

            8    place.  For the past ten years this community has had a 

            9    cancer patient die every year for the past ten years.  

           10    Where is it coming from?  There is no health assessment of 

           11    why our people are dying of cancer.  And it's been -- it's 

           12    been ten years straight, boom, boom, boom.  Our Elders are 

           13    getting sick with cancer, people that don't smoke, people, 

           14    whatever, you know, one after the other.  

           15              And these are some of the things that the 

           16    agencies ignore.  For so many years we have voiced these 

           17    out.  It's time to -- they have studied the waters.  They 

           18    have studied -- they've spent so much money on studying 

           19    the marine mammals, and yet they don't come and study who 

           20    the people are, how they are impacted, what can you do 

           21    when people -- you know, there is no rehabilitation center 

           22    on the North Slope for this kind of stuff.  

           23              Let's get real.  Let's get real and let's put 

           24    the money back where the impact is.  That's all I'm 

           25    saying.  Thank you.  
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            1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  

            2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Thank you.  

            3                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?  

            4                    MR. ERIC LEAVITT:  My name is Eric 

            5    Leavitt.  I'm a subsistence hunter/whaler in the Village 

            6    of Nuiqsut.  I just want to comment on the OCS, the Outer 

            7    Continental Shelf.  It's a really touchy subject.  If 

            8    another lease sales go on, for instance, if a big player 

            9    buys a plot of land on the OCS part where the whales are 

           10    migrating and they strike oil and they have a blow out, 

           11    that's going to affect our whaling.  The whales are going 

           12    to go through that path.  They are going to get all oiled 

           13    up and they are going to die, and we are going to die with 

           14    them.  

           15              I just want to say that they should not do the 

           16    OCS and move to, like, onshore where it can be -- if there 

           17    is an oil spill onshore, it can be picked up, at least 90 

           18    percent of it, whereas offshore you never know how much 

           19    you can get; maybe, if you are lucky, 40 percent due to 

           20    the currents and the ice.  So I'm just saying no offshore 

           21    due to the protection of our whaling because it's been 

           22    going on for thousands of years.  

           23              Also the mitigation measures for whaling, my 

           24    personal opinion on mitigation measures, there is no 

           25    dollar sign.  There is not enough money in the federal 
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            1    government to cover our way of life.  If the whales are 

            2    gone, what are they going to do?  Clone whales or what?  

            3    It's just -- I don't think there is a mitigation 

            4    measurement for our way of life.  It's just there and it 

            5    needs to be protected.  

            6              Thank you.  

            7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  

            8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?  

            9                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  I'm Clarence 

           10    Ahnupkana.  And it's not just the whale.  It's not just 

           11    the whale migration.  Plus it's the fish, the fish we eat, 

           12    the whitefish and Arctic cisco.  They are traveling east 

           13    -- east by each river, so I want you to know before you 

           14    start -- before you start drilling, fish migration come 

           15    northeast, migrating southwest, whitefish, Arctic cisco.  

           16    Plus caribou migrate from northeast heading southwest.  We 

           17    eat caribou meat.  So I want you to know this ahead of 

           18    time.  

           19              I eat whale.  I eat muktuk.  That's my favorite 

           20    food, plus whitefish, caribou, even ducks or geese or seal 

           21    or bearded seal.  Those are more important food we eat.  I 

           22    get real hungry real easy when I have chicken, fried 

           23    chicken or chicken soup.  That's not enough.  When I eat 

           24    whale meat and fish, I feel more much comfortable after I 

           25    grow up with Native food.  
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            1              Thank you.  

            2                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you very much.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

            4                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  We have an Elder 

            5    here that's got some questions.  

            6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Do you need to take time 

            7    to translate?

            8                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  She have hard 

            9    time -- sometimes hard time standing.  Her name is 

           10    Marjorie Ahnupkana.

           11                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  My name is 

           12    Marjorie Ahnupkana.  

           13              (Translated by Edward Nukapigak.) 

           14              Assuming that OCS and the Secretary decides to 

           15    go ahead and open the lease, what are the distance from 

           16    the shoreline that they have?  Are we looking at just one 

           17    drill rig, or is there going to be more than one drill 

           18    rig?  And if so, has the OCS -- they studied the condition 

           19    of the current, the ice?  And what's going to happen if 

           20    there is a blowout out there?  

           21              Does the new management that is here tonight 

           22    that are not of the past MMS -- she wants to know that you 

           23    folks are new.  And the concern that she has is the 

           24    distance from the shoreline, if there is an exploration 

           25    out there, there is a development phase, protection phase, 
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            1    how many more drill rigs are going to be out there and how 

            2    many miles are it going to be out in the ocean.  

            3              Sivulluk is only 12 miles from Flaxman Island.  

            4    So what more are you heading -- are they heading further 

            5    out towards the North Pole?  Is that the distance that the 

            6    federal government is planning to open the federal waters?  

            7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Those are all good 

            8    questions, but nothing has been decided.  There was talk 

            9    of a buffer zone, how in the west they have the 25-mile 

           10    buffer, and you don't have that in the east.  There is a 

           11    recommendation that there should be a buffer zone and 

           12    there should be a buffer zone around Cross Island.  Well, 

           13    this is a new plan, a new day.  There are no plans.  We 

           14    don't know.  We are here for you to tell us the way it 

           15    should be.  And we can take that back.                  

           16               (Translation.)

           17                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  We all know that 

           18    we have been from meeting to meetings, and every meeting 

           19    we mention about bowhead whales.  There are other marine 

           20    mammals that are out there that have not been mentioned or 

           21    have not been talked about.  The mammals migrate during 

           22    springtime eastward, and they summer in Canadian waters 

           23    and Alaskan waters.  And the species that we talk about 

           24    are not just bowhead whales.  We are talking about 

           25    walruses, bearded seals, seals and the other mammal 
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            1    species that we may have seen or may not have seen that 

            2    are under -- beneath the ocean.  And they summer in that 

            3    area.  

            4              And if they are to be out there to drill, if the 

            5    federal government decides to open the Outer Continental 

            6    Shelf, do you know the condition of the currents?  Does 

            7    any of you have studied any of these currents, how the 

            8    current shifts and how the ice forms?  And if there is a 

            9    major blowout, how are you going to approach those in 

           10    those icy conditions?  

           11              People have talked in the past, especially the 

           12    ones that have left us, that the currents are pretty 

           13    strong out there, a current an icebreaker cannot even 

           14    control, assuming that there is one there by an 

           15    infrastructure that's always been in place.  

           16              And the biggest concern is how are you going to 

           17    clean up if there is a major blowout during ice 

           18    conditions.  What are the chances of cleaning up any major 

           19    spills?  Because I, for one -- we are not just talking 

           20    about one drill rig.  We are not just talking about one 

           21    lease tract.  There will be multiple lease tracts out 

           22    there.  There will be more than one infrastructure out 

           23    there.  And what kind of changes are there going to be to 

           24    the environment, to the ocean and the species?  

           25              So every meetings that I come to -- I have been 
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            1    coming to these meetings in the past, and every meeting I 

            2    hear my colleagues talk of one species, bowhead whale.  I 

            3    just want to confirm some of these issues, that there are 

            4    more species out there that I know of because it is where 

            5    I have grew up in my surrounding.  

            6              So she's going to speak some more.  

            7              We have meetings in the past with oil companies, 

            8    and sometimes they always trying to weaken the community.  

            9    And we have spoken so much in the past about the ocean, 

           10    the environment of the ocean, how much impact and how much 

           11    we have spoken of certain species of mammals out there.

           12              The oil companies wants to be out there to 

           13    explore and extract oil and gas, but sometimes we have to 

           14    have meetings, community meetings in order to be prepared 

           15    for some sort of a major meeting that might come.  You 

           16    folks came and wanted to hear from this community in 

           17    regards to the Beaufort Sea that we depend on.  

           18              I think there are times that she mentioned about 

           19    having a community meeting with a group of people before 

           20    we can have -- before you folks or any other agencies that 

           21    come to this village and hold meetings so that way that we 

           22    will be prepared to give comments, concerns, may ask 

           23    questions.  

           24              And I, for one, I still feel that it is very 

           25    vulnerable right now to -- to talk about our ocean in 
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            1    opening for lease.  She wants to see more thorough 

            2    studies.  Her strong concerns are the ice conditions.  The 

            3    currents still needs to be studied.  No one knows what the 

            4    conditions are out there.  You may have it on your -- on 

            5    your black and white data information, but that data 

            6    information might change because we never know what Mother 

            7    Nature can do.  

            8              So that was her -- her concerns, her comments 

            9    and her questions.  

           10                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.

           11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank her for us.  Thank 

           12    you, Marjorie.  Very good comments, very good questions.  

           13              (Translated.)

           14                    MR. GEORGE SIELAK:  For the record, my 

           15    name is George Sielak, ex-whaling crew member and 

           16    subsistence user.  We must have testimonies probably 

           17    thicker than the Library of Congress.  Where are all those 

           18    testimonies?  I think by this time, this new panel that is 

           19    formed by Obama, you should have a master EIS by now.  

           20    Where is all our testimonies?  For 37 years I have lived 

           21    here, all those testimonies that should be used for this 

           22    day of development out in the offshore, where are those 

           23    comments?  

           24              I mean, I know by now it's more close to all the 

           25    testimonies that we have brought to this day.  Every year 
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            1    for 30-some, almost 40 years, I mean, you have nothing to 

            2    show for it today.  I mean, there is nothing to read.  I 

            3    mean, it's just kind of disappointing sometimes to see 

            4    this type of meeting in our communities.  

            5              And I want to share a little of Isaac's 

            6    concerns.  I know we have talked about these, and I'm sure 

            7    you guys probably haven't heard about them.  Even though 

            8    you are a new panel and senior leaders or senior listeners 

            9    to the federal government, I mean, we have talked about 

           10    these issues.  Stricter standard operating procedures, 

           11    stricter regulations for under the Clean Air Act to get 

           12    stricter, under the air pollution Act.  I mean, you have 

           13    people living out here up here.  

           14              We have seen a lot of change up here when we 

           15    look at a Deadhorse, Kuparuk, the offshore islands.  I 

           16    mean, this is our last shot here.  How long more time are 

           17    we going to wait?  I mean, this is just a normal come to 

           18    the town and listen and write and -- I mean, where is all 

           19    the master testimonies?  The master EIS you should have by 

           20    now because there is almost a development going on out 

           21    there.  I mean, you should have that book before you to 

           22    present to our people.  Here are all our testimonies.  

           23    Where are they?  I mean, it is like our bible for this 

           24    community.  

           25              I mean, for so many years the whole ocean you 
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            1    see out there is our hunting ground.  It provides us, our 

            2    community, provides the food that we eat from out there.  

            3              And also one concern I want to bring out, the 

            4    ability to clean up an oil spill.  From the experiences 

            5    they have at the Gulf of the Deep Horizon cleanup, like 

            6    Isaac say, they should be more strict monitoring, a 

            7    monitoring program; not only the paperwork process that's 

            8    out there you approve and let it go, oh, it passes 

            9    regulations, it's safe -- I mean, it's minimum.  It will 

           10    be okay.  There should be someone out there personally.  

           11    Agencies that we have talked about should be out there 

           12    monitoring the program on site.  And on top of that, other 

           13    agencies should be monitoring the agencies that are out 

           14    there.  

           15              And it's just, you know, going back to square 

           16    one here.  I mean, we know development is coming because 

           17    of the offshore development.  We all know it's coming, but 

           18    most of all the people up here on the North Slope have -- 

           19    that did not approve the offshore drilling.  But like most 

           20    of our people here in this community, we would rather see 

           21    nearshore or onshore development, other than -- 

           22              And during our -- the lifestyle, the -- the 

           23    animals that we have in our ocean, which is our food to 

           24    the table.  Even though you don't see it, it's in the 

           25    ocean.  It's in the water.  I mean, there is a lot of food 
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            1    we eat that comes from the ocean.  

            2              And I wish that they could get away from 

            3    offshore and start thinking seriously on drilling, 

            4    drilling on land and make it more safer and less -- less 

            5    battling for everybody.  

            6              Thank you.  

            7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  

            8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  The one thing 

            9    I'll say about the extensive testimony going back into the 

           10    1970s was a few years ago our office did collect testimony 

           11    from Nuiqsut and all the coastal communities and put it 

           12    into a compendium.  As far as I know, that hasn't been 

           13    kept up to date, but at least we can take it from that 

           14    point and bring it forward because we certainly have those 

           15    records.  And that might be something to put together and 

           16    at least have it as a reference document.  

           17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That would be a good 

           18    idea.

           19                    MR. GEORGE SIELAK:  That is a thing I 

           20    think we need to see, this community need to see.  I mean, 

           21    for so many years we would like to see that put into the 

           22    master plan EIS for this offshore development.  

           23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  So at a least we have got 

           24    a substantial part of that, and we just need to bring it 

           25    up to date.
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            1                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  My question is when 

            2    Obama leaves the Administration, are you still going to 

            3    be, you know -- is there going to be another new face that 

            4    we are going to see?  

            5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You mean for here?  

            6                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  From right here.  

            7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are career.  We are 

            8    not political.  

            9                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I know, but you know, 

           10    it --

           11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Are you asking what would 

           12    happen to a plan?

           13                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  What would happen to 

           14    the plan when you get new -- a new President and say 

           15    she -- Sarah Palin is for development.  

           16                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Don't talk about 

           17    Sarah.  Witch.

           18                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  But that's what we face 

           19    all the time.  

           20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  She don't care about 

           21    Alaskans.

           22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, if we have a 

           23    five-year plan, it's a five-year plan.  The five-year plan 

           24    we are in now started with the previous Administration.  

           25    And what had happened is toward the end of this five-year 
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            1    plan -- 

            2                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  They didn't come to us 

            3    like you are doing now.  You are doing this different with 

            4    the new Administration with Obama.  

            5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I didn't want to say too 

            6    much about myself, but when I was brought up here for a 

            7    few months, the director said, I want you to come up 

            8    there, and I said, why, why me?  He said, because you are 

            9    a scientist.  You listen well.  Because I have a hearing 

           10    problem, so I have to focus listening.  I am a scientist.  

           11    I've done a lot of the science.  

           12              And so this Administration is very big on making 

           13    decisions based on the best science, which includes 

           14    traditional knowledge.  And so you are seeing the result 

           15    of sort of a new way of doing business.  You mentioned 

           16    this is the very beginning.  We don't have anything to 

           17    bring with us for this effort because nothing has been 

           18    written yet.  The EIS is not written.  

           19              And we have the testimonies that Tim brought 

           20    out, but since this is the very, very beginning, we are 

           21    coming to the communities first.  And so we want to make 

           22    sure that before we put pen to paper -- and Rob back there 

           23    is going to be one of the folks that helps us put pen to 

           24    paper -- that we have this testimony starting from 

           25    scratch.
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            1                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Are you going to be 

            2    implementing the old testimonies of our Elders that have 

            3    passed on on some of these EIS because they have talked 

            4    about these testimonies from a long time ago, and they -- 

            5    a lot of traditional knowledge that they gave the old 

            6    Administration and the old MMS people.  

            7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right.  I think that's a 

            8    really good idea, and we need to make sure that that 

            9    testimony is not overlooked.  And so by virtue of getting 

           10    this into the record now, this will cue us up to -- 

           11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad John Goll 

           12    is no longer the Alaskan Region Director.  That guy was 

           13    pro-development, never listened, didn't want to hear no 

           14    traditional knowledge, said hey, I don't want to hear your 

           15    problems.  That's the kind of guy he was.  

           16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Understood.  Understood.  

           17    Before I left in January to come up here, I asked the 

           18    director, Bromwich if I could come to all these meetings.  

           19    He said, of course you need to be there.  And I guess the 

           20    previous regional director didn't come to these meetings.  

           21    Well, I'm here now.

           22                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  That guy was just 

           23    sitting there sending his little lieutenants out so he 

           24    didn't get beat up.  

           25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  He should have came up.  
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            1    He would have learned so much.  

            2                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Carl Brower, for the 

            3    record.  Nuiqsut whaler.  Also hearing everybody on 

            4    protection from the -- on the oil industrial side, what 

            5    about the protection from all the other folks that are 

            6    going to be out there, like the fisheries and the barges 

            7    that are going back and forth from east to west?  What 

            8    protection is there going to be on the EIS?  Thank you.  

            9                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good comment.  When 

           10    we met with the mayor today, that same issue came up that 

           11    all of these other countries are sending all this shipping 

           12    and it's going through the Bering Strait and it's coming 

           13    up here.  That's a serious issue.  And Tim, you have been 

           14    involved in some of this.

           15                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad he brought 

           16    that up because we know -- 

           17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You see it.

           18                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  It's going to happen 

           19    sooner than later.  The gateway through North America.  

           20    That's going to happen.  The shortest access to 

           21    transportation.  Marine highway, that's going to happen.  

           22    We know this.  The Coast Guard needs to be out there more.  

           23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right.  The -- as you all 

           24    know, everybody knows the receding polar ice cap is 

           25    opening up more opportunity for more shipping of all 
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            1    kinds, not just oil and gas, but commercial shipping, 

            2    cruise ships, all these kinds of shipping.  And part of my 

            3    job down in Washington, D.C. is to participate in 

            4    committees of various federal agencies dealing with the 

            5    Arctic.  And some of those deal with shipping.  And the -- 

            6    there is a great concern about lack of infrastructure for 

            7    safe harbors, for Coast Guard presence.  Everybody knows 

            8    there is just way not enough.  And so those -- those 

            9    issues have been brought up.  

           10              The issues about conflicts with hunting -- all 

           11    that kind of shipping with hunting is somewhat recognized, 

           12    but I don't think it's recognized well enough.  There is 

           13    an organization that's part of the United Nations, the 

           14    International Maritime Organization, and they have the 

           15    ability to regulate and set sea channels for shipping and 

           16    marine traffic, and if we can work to figure out where to 

           17    set those shipping lanes best, we can get those 

           18    recommendations through our U.S. Coast Guard who 

           19    represents the U.S. government at this International 

           20    Maritime Organization.  

           21              And I'm going to kind of put that on my list of 

           22    things to do, and hopefully we will try to work some 

           23    things out there; even though it's not our agency's 

           24    responsibility to do all that, but I think we can -- we 

           25    are up here, we are hearing your testimony and concerns, 
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            1    and we can facilitate that, I think.  

            2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Carl, could you give Ed 

            3    just a minute to share that with Marjorie, please?  

            4              (Translation.)

            5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good comments.  

            6    Thank you.

            7                    MR. CARL BROWER:  The reason I ask because 

            8    this village experienced impact from other vessels during 

            9    our whaling season and almost cost our quota to be only 

           10    taken by half.  As a whaling captain, it's our 

           11    responsibility to take the whale home to feed our 

           12    community to last through the year.  And to get impacted 

           13    and not receiving the whole quota is very disturbing.  

           14    Thank you.  

           15                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Thank you.  Thank you.  

           16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yeah.  That came up at 

           17    our meeting today as very important.  How do you have the 

           18    transportation and the shipping not impact subsistence and 

           19    whaling.  So that -- thank you.  Good comments.

           20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Because they are 

           21    assessing each household that's been done here, I do 

           22    believe, through the North Slope Borough Wildlife 

           23    Management or through one of the organizations that did 

           24    survey of the consumption used by each, not household, but 

           25    by each individual per in the household of the consumption 
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            1    and use of marine mammals, of wildlife, the fish, of how 

            2    much average of nearly a thousand pounds per person.  And 

            3    composed of 30 percent of marine mammals, which is whales, 

            4    seals, you name it, the marine mammals that we use.  

            5    Another 30 percent is the fish.  The fish is the migrating 

            6    fish that comes in from the ocean.  

            7              It is noted of 28 species of fish that comes 

            8    over winter and have them -- and half of those fishes 

            9    winter in the Colville River.  Like the Arctic cisco is a 

           10    migration fish that spawn from the MacKenzie that has been 

           11    pushed through the current until they are three-, 

           12    four-year-old.  By that time they are in our river system.  

           13    But there is fishes that comes in the river.  That's why 

           14    we are worried what will happen.  

           15              These are some of the diets, our customary diet 

           16    that we depend on, not just whales, but whales are one of 

           17    the main species that we really depend on, and it's been 

           18    known over 10,000 years, known that we have been whaling.  

           19    It's been passed down from generation to generation.  

           20              My brothers and I came from a big whaling 

           21    family.  As a matter of fact, came from a real subsistence 

           22    economic.  Our parents are gone now.  Had raised 12 -- 12 

           23    children with no cash economic.  It's been all 

           24    subsistence, living off the land, living off the sea.  And 

           25    we are -- and they are gone now.  And now it's our 
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            1    responsibility to continue keeping the tradition alive, 

            2    and we are passing it on to our kids.  That's how the 

            3    chain -- the chain of -- the chain link occurs.  When we 

            4    are gone, they will still be here, even when the oil is 

            5    gone, been extracted out.  

            6              But it needs to be done the right way.  Change 

            7    in policies, being on the table, sharing the benefit, the 

            8    revenue benefits because everything is so high, cost of 

            9    living, so expensive.  Everything that's transported here 

           10    has a markup, 115 percent markup from the retail price.  

           11    Not all of you have gone to our store today and look 

           12    around at the prices of our goods compared to what urban 

           13    folks pay.  

           14              Living an urban life isn't easy.  Always a cost, 

           15    and everything is all very expensive.  We are not living 

           16    in luxury.  We are feeling the impact.  And like I say, we 

           17    need to be part of the process and enjoy the same benefits 

           18    that everybody that lives an urban life that we need to 

           19    also enjoy.  

           20              Thank you.  

           21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Anybody else want to 

           22    speak?

           23                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I want to hear from 

           24    her.  

           25                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Anybody else?  
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            1                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  I'll just share one 

            2    here.  

            3                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  My name is 

            4    Clarence Ahnupkana.  Yeah.  They say they clean up the oil 

            5    right.  Down in Southeast did they clean up the oil right?  

            6    Just the top of it.  Under the rocks there is oil, oil.  

            7    There is more oil, more cleanup.  Maybe in the near 

            8    future, who knows?  There will be an oil spill north, 

            9    northeast, more and more and more and pollute the Beaufort 

           10    Sea.  Who knows?  You don't know.  I don't know.  More 

           11    sickness, more disease will come around in the near 

           12    future.  There will be no -- maybe no left animals there 

           13    living.  

           14              Thank you.  

           15                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  

           16                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  This young man here.  

           17    It's good for us to hear from the youth.

           18                    MR. JIMMY OYAGAK:  My name's Jimmy Oyagak, 

           19    city council member of Nuiqsut.  My only comment is open 

           20    ANWR, lease half of it, a quarter of it.  I'm sure there 

           21    is a lot more oil under there.  Leave our oceans alone.  

           22              Thank you.  

           23                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  Earlier we have 

           24    mentioned about vessel traffic, open lanes due to climate 

           25    change, due to thinning up ice.  And there are no more -- 
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            1    no more land for the seals and bearded seals to depend on, 

            2    the polar bears, the walruses that depend on the ice as 

            3    their land.  It's shrinking.  Now today these mammals that 

            4    we speak of and hunt are now using these rivers for 

            5    haul-outs.  They are being stressed.  They are stressed to 

            6    a point where -- where our climate change have really 

            7    changed, and these are the changes that we are seeing 

            8    today.  

            9              A long time ago the Elders, when she was able to 

           10    remember her surroundings, our Elders have spoken that the 

           11    earth was going to shift.  It is shifting today.  Climate 

           12    change in the Arctic, blizzards, snowstorms in the Lower 

           13    48, those are the kind of changes that the Elders have 

           14    spoke of.  And I, for one, I am witnessing this today.  

           15              One day we will not have any winter.  There will 

           16    be no winter on this Arctic.  The North Slope is going to 

           17    be like Lower 48, ice and snow free.  We will be able to 

           18    travel year-round by boat.  There will be vessels out 

           19    there, either for industrial or commercial, which will be 

           20    open.  And it's already opening.  

           21              And these are the words that I have heard from 

           22    my Elders that have left us long time ago.  Now I'm 

           23    carrying this today ever since I am able to know my 

           24    surroundings when I was a little girl like her.  

           25              There was nothing out there, but today it is 
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            1    changing.  Your people in Lower 48 will experience what we 

            2    are experiencing today, snow, blizzard.  Your rivers are 

            3    going to freeze, lakes are going to freeze.  The earth is 

            4    shifting.  Our lakes and rivers are not going to be able 

            5    to freeze anymore.  That's the climate change that we are 

            6    seeing today.  And I am not lying to you.  It is true.  

            7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Thank you, 

            8    Marjorie.  

            9                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Me again, Carl Brower.  

           10    My one last concern is studying the currents out in the 

           11    ocean.  You got the current from the east side that comes 

           12    and meet the current on the -- from the west side.  And 

           13    when they do meet, it's strong.  I experienced losing 

           14    whaling equipment out in the ocean because of the current 

           15    out there.  Especially when the south wind and the south 

           16    current come together, the forces are too strong to hold 

           17    the big production that's out there.  

           18              I just want to see if you guys did any studies 

           19    on the current that are further out; not just by the land, 

           20    but the stronger currents that are further out.  

           21              Thank you.

           22                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm pretty sure you 

           23    guys were in Barrow, right?  

           24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.

           25                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  You guys see what -- 
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            1    the pressure ridges that happened from -- 

            2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That was impressive.  I 

            3    was there last week.  It was flat, and this week three 

            4    stories high.

            5                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  That's why it needs 

            6    to be done the right way.  You can't predict Mother Nature 

            7    because of the -- what the Mother Nature can does, 

            8    especially here in the Arctic conditions.  It can come 

            9    from -- from a calm to -- 

           10                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Very violent.

           11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  -- very violent 

           12    hurricane type force weather.

           13                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Even if there is no 

           14    wind, the current itself is very destructive.

           15                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  The current and the 

           16    wind, once they consult together, that can be very --  

           17                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Very deadly.

           18                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Very dangerous.  

           19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And the ivus.  

           20                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  It's not just happening 

           21    on top.  It's gouging under the sea bed, too.  

           22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Impressive.  

           23                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  You know, you were 

           24    talking about Mother Nature, and I -- very reminiscent 

           25    of -- I'm sure people in New Zealand earlier today wish 
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            1    that they had been able to know what Mother Nature had in 

            2    mind for them, a terrible earthquake.  

            3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Everyone is getting 

            4    tired.

            5                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Me again, Isaac 

            6    Nukapigak.  It's the future that we are -- that we need to 

            7    consider.  When oil is gone, we all will be gone, 

            8    especially my respected Elders.  You are older than me.  

            9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  

           10                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  They are older than me.

           11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  We need to protect 

           12    their -- I'm talking about these kids.  

           13                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  The little ones, right.

           14                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  It's their future 

           15    that we are -- we are dealing with and doing it the right 

           16    way instead of playing -- we are playing Russian roulette 

           17    with their livelihood.  I know for a fact that parents are 

           18    teaching them the right way of -- of living off the land, 

           19    living off the sea.  They -- they have been given a taste, 

           20    and they will continue.  

           21              If you ever see this young kid as a young man be 

           22    a whaler, it's like an individual that lives in urban, has 

           23    a dream of become a pilot or career of some sort.  But 

           24    when you are a Native, it's always been being a provider 

           25    to the community, be a hunter.  That's the culture of 
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            1    Inupiat.  Pass on the traditions that's been passed on to 

            2    us for thousands of years.  

            3              We have to do it the right way and be part of 

            4    the process.  That's their future that we are dealing 

            5    with.  And I want to make sure that maybe -- I'll be gone 

            6    then, too, when they are -- when they someday become a 

            7    parent or grandfather.  They'll have to pass on what they 

            8    have been taught.  We want to continue keeping our 

            9    livelihood alive.  

           10              Subsistence lifestyle is priceless.  There is no 

           11    price to it, period.  It's our livelihood, part of our 

           12    culture.  That has been passed on to us for thousands of 

           13    years.  

           14              I myself wouldn't give my kids their -- their 

           15    traditional diet that's been contaminated.  Like, for 

           16    instance, how would you feel if I realized that our foods 

           17    were being contaminated when a disaster can occur?  Spills 

           18    occur.  Oil spills occur.  We have seen that happen with 

           19    Gulf of Mexico.  and I think that's a wake-up call for the 

           20    federal government.  I, myself, wouldn't want to feed my 

           21    kids with contaminated food.  

           22              The ocean is abundant by a -- it's abundant 

           23    resources that we depend on.  Do it the right way.  And 

           24    I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar made that 

           25    choice that during the beginning of every process with the 
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            1    EIS to come to the communities, which is us that are being 

            2    impacted, the most impacted community, and the people that 

            3    are sitting who have never heard or seen the livelihood of 

            4    the -- of us.  We still make noise.  They don't have no -- 

            5    they are careless and don't have no pity for us.  

            6              That's been happening too long.  Statements been 

            7    ignored.  Promises been broken.  Commitment never been 

            8    followed.  Never share -- never share of the benefits.  We 

            9    need those being part of -- like I say early on, being 

           10    part of the process and being on the table to make sure 

           11    things are done right and not being ignored.  

           12              Thank you.  

           13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  

           14                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  For the record, 

           15    I'm Clarence Ahnupkana.  I have four nephews, four nephews 

           16    here listening, watching.  They will take over our future.  

           17    Is these meetings going to go on and on and on and on 

           18    until you get the point?  Thank you.  

           19                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  (to Lois Epstein:) 

           20    You bring a translator from Fairbanks or somewhere where 

           21    you come from?  You have a translator?  I am translating 

           22    for these folks here.

           23                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  He charges by the 

           24    word.

           25                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I just wanted to 
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            1    comment very briefly because I was at the -- 

            2                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  You have an Elder 

            3    here that don't understand you.  

            4                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Can you interpret for 

            5    me?  

            6                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  I'm translating for 

            7    these folks here, and you are an individual that came from 

            8    another organization.

            9                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  From Anchorage.

           10                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Exactly.

           11                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Okay.  

           12                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  It is a public meeting.  

           13    Anyone from the public -- 

           14                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  So I can translate 

           15    for her?  

           16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yes, you may, please.

           17                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Are you going to 

           18    pay me, too?  That's a question.

           19                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I think they will cover 

           20    your time for my conversation, and I'll be very fast.  Is 

           21    that okay?

           22                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Very short.

           23                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Okay.  Mostly I wanted 

           24    to thank the community for all your good comments, for 

           25    hosting this meeting.  I think it's very important.  And 
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            1    also thanks to the Bureau of Ocean Energy for the 

            2    opportunity to speak.  

            3              As I said, my name is Lois Epstein.  I'm an 

            4    engineer.  I work on Arctic issues out of Anchorage.  And 

            5    I left my card today.  I went in and talked to people at 

            6    the city offices.  Unfortunately, the mayor was very busy, 

            7    so I didn't get to talk to him, except very briefly at the 

            8    airport.  I was in the tribal offices.  I spoke to the 

            9    subsistence organization.  And I also stopped in at 

           10    Kuukpik.  So people can get a hold of me, I left my 

           11    information.  

           12              I want to be a resource to the community.  I 

           13    have experience working on Cook Inlet offshore, the zero 

           14    discharge issue.  I have done a lot of work on pipelines 

           15    onshore and offshore nationally as well as in Alaska for 

           16    ten years.  I know air pollution is a big issue here in 

           17    Nuiqsut, and I'm trying to keep track of that, as well as 

           18    in Kaktovik, encourage people to take photographs of that.  

           19              I did want to mention that, you know, as a 

           20    watchdog organization, one of the reasons I'm here is to 

           21    observe and make sure the federal government listens to 

           22    what everybody says so hopefully that can be -- that can 

           23    be helpful.  

           24              Yesterday we heard a lot in Barrow about the 

           25    Conflict Avoidance Agreement and how BOEMRE doesn't have 
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            1    the ability to enforce that, and I think that's very 

            2    important and something that they -- the federal 

            3    government heard.  

            4              So I'll make more detailed comments in 

            5    Anchorage.  That will be on the record.  I'm happy to send 

            6    that to anyone.  But please, you know, let me know if you 

            7    are interested in staying in contact.  And if I can help, 

            8    I'd like to be able to do that.  Thank you.  

            9              (Translation.)

           10                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I just wanted to put 

           11    for the record that we have had very bad representation 

           12    from the Wilderness League in the past, from a 

           13    representative that used to live here that is associated 

           14    with the Wilderness League or any other environmental 

           15    groups.  They make out like we are a very sick community, 

           16    a very poor hunting community.  They speak half truth.  

           17    Now we are seeing them on TV talking about Nuiqsut.  

           18              We heard comments like there were 20 respiratory 

           19    distressed babies that were sent out, 120 people on 

           20    inhalers.  That is not true.  We know that there needs to 

           21    be a health assessment that is correct and comes from the 

           22    community.  We are the ones that are impacted.  

           23              I appreciate your comments, but I would ask you 

           24    guys to speak the truth if you are going to try to speak 

           25    on behalf of Nuiqsut.
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            1                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I won't speak for you.

            2                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Or speak what 

            3    development goes around our village.  We can speak for 

            4    ourselves.  We have heard environmental groups come in and 

            5    distort our testimonies.  They have never been out at our 

            6    whaling camp.  They have never been out hunting with us.  

            7    And it kind of upsets me to hear it on KACN TV from our 

            8    past representative that is closely associated with the 

            9    environmental groups.  I was kind of pissed off when I 

           10    heard those testimonies.  

           11              And those were a lot of lies that were coming 

           12    from the Wilderness League, from the Alaska Pacific 

           13    Coalition and other environmental groups that speak on 

           14    behalf of these communities that are impacted.  They are 

           15    not welcome here a lot of times, you know, after the 

           16    misrepresentation of our communities.  They don't come 

           17    here and speak -- you know, people kind of shut their 

           18    doors because of the lies that were presented from 

           19    their -- their organization.  

           20              And I would just like to make that for the 

           21    record.  Thank you.

           22                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I'm with the Wilderness 

           23    Society, not the Wilderness League.  And I won't speak for 

           24    people from the community.  I would like to help if I can.  

           25                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad Dora 
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            1    brought that up.  We had an individual that was affiliated 

            2    with a group, was so-called fired, a physician's 

            3    assistant.  No longer holds a license to practice medical 

            4    for telling lies to the world of misleading the global 

            5    organizations that have been -- that are affiliated with 

            6    the Friends of the Earth or any environmental 

            7    organizations.  

            8              We still have abundance of wildlife.  We are not 

            9    starving.  Whales are abundant.  The fish are abundant.  

           10    But like I say, we need to do it the right way.  

           11    Regulations need to be changed, need -- new enforceable 

           12    policies need to be implemented within the federal level.  

           13    I'm going to repeat myself over and over because of what 

           14    happened in the past that had ignored our requests.  It's 

           15    like being shut down by the federal government.  

           16              I think that's the only way that things can be 

           17    worked on, the utilization of new technology in 

           18    integrating the science and traditional knowledge.  We 

           19    know that we can't -- we can't go backwards.  There is 

           20    absolutely no way myself or any of them that's sitting 

           21    here won't -- can go backwards.  We can survive.  The 

           22    Elders that had lived the traditional way without lights, 

           23    heating, are gone.  We depend on it nowadays.  Without it, 

           24    without the -- without the oil to keep our house warm, we 

           25    can't go back.  We are adopted to that way.  
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            1              Even you; even you may be affiliated with other 

            2    organization, you still utilize it.  But maybe you are 

            3    driving a Cadillac with the oil, gas being poured in your 

            4    vehicle or going on a luxury cruise or do sports hunting.  

            5    Still -- and you are still fighting.  

            6              We are very fortunate to come from that we are 

            7    off from the Third World.  Because of these benefits that 

            8    had happened from formation of our home government, we 

            9    will be able to tax the industry of the facilities.  Now 

           10    we are enjoying life.  Our livelihood is much easier.  

           11              I grew up in the honey buckets in the past, no 

           12    running water.  These are benefits that we see.  

           13    Employment.  In the past unemployment with the Natives was 

           14    almost nearly 90 percent unemployment rate.  Nowadays 

           15    what's been discovered, people have a career in public 

           16    service; not only in public service, but in the 

           17    international -- in the national market being competitive, 

           18    companies to be able to provide jobs, employment, training 

           19    and show the benefits.  

           20              We can't go back.  We are -- we are adopted to 

           21    it.  There is absolutely no way that we could go back.  

           22    There is absolutely no way.  We can survive.  We will 

           23    grumble.  I want you to understand that.  Thank you.  

           24                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Thank you, Isaac and 

           25    Dora.  And I -- let me tell you what I will say in 
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            1    Anchorage.  I would say I agree with what Dora said, take 

            2    it slow.  There is a lot of things that the federal 

            3    government needs to do before it moves offshore.  I 

            4    understand the need for development in Alaska.  I was 

            5    hired because I've spent my career trying to make it 

            6    better to stop the leases from pipelines.  Spent many 

            7    years working on that regulatory structure.  

            8              And now those lessons, moving over to the Bureau 

            9    of Ocean Energy, the federal government pipeline agency is 

           10    part of Department of Transportation, so I agree with 

           11    almost -- just about everything I heard tonight and 

           12    that's -- that's where I'm coming from.  

           13              We do need to take it slow.  And potentially, 

           14    you know, oil shale on State lands is a way to fill the 

           15    pipeline.  We haven't tried that yet.  It's working in 

           16    North Dakota.  There are other options besides the 

           17    offshore.  And those need to be considered by the 

           18    government.  

           19              So thank you.  And I'd love to talk to you more 

           20    about this.

           21                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I don't testimony 

           22    after overtime because you have to pay me.  

           23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  And the Tea Party is in 

           24    charge of Congress and they are cutting our budget, so 

           25    it's going to be hard to pay you, you know.  That's just a 
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            1    joke.   

            2              Our schedule is to go to 9:45, and it's 9:45.  

            3    And I think we will -- my sense is everybody has had an 

            4    opportunity to speak.  If I'm wrong, let me know.

            5                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Can I say a very 

            6    short, brief -- My name is Edward Nukapigak, for the 

            7    record.  I'm a Nuiqsut whaler.  In the past we have -- we 

            8    heard tonight about a lot of things that the government 

            9    hasn't really heard of, particularly the new panel that 

           10    has been selected to oversee and coming to communities and 

           11    gathering comments and concerns about the possible 

           12    five-year lease plan.  

           13              Tonight we heard about buffer zones, deferral 

           14    lines.  Deferral line has been brought before Minerals 

           15    Management Service and all the other agencies.  It has 

           16    already been documented, but in the past Secretary of the 

           17    Interior have not really looked into it under Bush 

           18    Administration.  

           19              Nuiqsut is the only one that's been left out 

           20    from this critical -- that habitat that needs to be 

           21    preserved, particularly with offshore exploration.  

           22    Deferral line is something that we need to be protected if 

           23    federal government wants to be out there to open lease 

           24    sales.  

           25              These areas are not just one island we are 
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            1    speaking of.  There are numerous islands that need to be 

            2    deferred from further seismic exploration and in the 

            3    development phase.  These are the critical habitat of the 

            4    wildlife, of the marine mammals that depend on haul-outs.  

            5    We have haul-outs.  When there is no ice, they depend on 

            6    these islands for calving.  

            7              I spoke with this young man over here earlier 

            8    before we had this meeting going.  Him and I had a good 

            9    conversation.  I gave him some nice, good, strong 

           10    pointers.  And we spoke of deferral lines.  We spoke of 

           11    the current and the ice conditions that these Elders and 

           12    the rest have spoke of.  Those have been offset in the 

           13    past, and we are still seeing them today with different 

           14    faces, with new panel, with new agencies that comes to 

           15    this community.  

           16              That deferral line is very important to us, and 

           17    it may be important to federal government because it's in 

           18    federal waters.  It may be in the best interests of 

           19    their -- of United States energy needs.  

           20              So how are you going to balance subsistence vice 

           21    versa industrial?  Not only oil and gas producers, but we 

           22    are talking about marine traffic lane that is bound to 

           23    open.  What kind of mitigation impact is the federal 

           24    government going to give to those nonindustrial vessel 

           25    traffic that may open in federal waters, either coming 
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            1    from Atlantic side or coming from Chukchi or from the 

            2    Bering Strait side?  

            3              We talk about mitigation impact.  When you talk 

            4    about social impact, those are the -- are the impacts that 

            5    you are going to -- we are experiencing today.  Do you 

            6    think that these oil companies are going to do good in 

            7    giving mitigation impact to this community?  Or is the 

            8    community going to ask the federal government to set aside 

            9    whatever lease tracts they have sold on behalf of oil and 

           10    gas industry?  How much can you give to the community so 

           11    that the community can continue to hunt and harvest?  

           12              Earlier you finally figure out what the 

           13    mitigation impact fund meant for the onshore and offshore, 

           14    particularly with Northstar, Pioneer.  The impacts are to 

           15    us mean that we have to travel further distance, which is 

           16    already happening today.  

           17              With what city can give us, we are only limited 

           18    to our boundless boundary of our subsistence.  We have to 

           19    travel further out while this 20 gallons per month is 

           20    going to provide the community with what we hunt from the 

           21    offshore and how much of horsepower are they looking at 

           22    just from this 20 gallon that each hunter receives?  So I 

           23    am limited to travel and harvest from the ocean because 

           24    the impact is not giving me enough to travel further to 

           25    harvest and provide for the food on the table.  
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            1              So those are the things that we have talked of 

            2    tonight.  And we heard the conditions of what Mother 

            3    Nature can do.  I think you have already experienced what 

            4    a current can do to an ice buildup pressure ridge like you 

            5    have mentioned in Barrow.  These are our unexpected 

            6    conditions that can happen.  It will not give you any 

            7    warning.  National Weather Service ain't going to give you 

            8    no warning that something is going to happen out there 

            9    when the weather is blowing out there 24 hours ahead of 

           10    time.  No.  It happens instantly. 

           11              Ice, you can have ice free, and next thing you 

           12    will have ice out there.  The current is pushing the wind, 

           13    and the current are pushing the ice together.  It can open 

           14    the lead within minutes.  It can close the lead within 

           15    minutes.  

           16              And you can hear those icebergs slamming louder 

           17    than what you can hear banging on a drill rig.  That's the 

           18    kind of current that we have heard of, that we have seen 

           19    and heard all these big chunks of ice, no matter how big 

           20    you look at them.  When they come together, they are 

           21    smashed, the current -- the ice is carrying them, swirling 

           22    them.  So what's going to happen if you put out a drill 

           23    rig out there?  You think one or two ice breakers is going 

           24    to be enough to protect a drill ship out there?  No.  

           25              Are those other vessels, support vessels, are 
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            1    they double hull to protect from being possibly crushed 

            2    and have a spill themselves?  We are not only talking 

            3    about a drill ship and a drill rig that may have an oil 

            4    spill.  We are talking about other vessels that might have 

            5    oil spills that may be impacted by some sort of a current, 

            6    ice because the vessels are not double hull.  They are 

            7    single hull, and they are easily smashed.  So we are 

            8    not -- those are the kind of spills we are talk about, 

            9    too.  We are not just talking about from an oil rig that's 

           10    going to have a major blowout.  You going to think about 

           11    safety and do it the right way, you are looking at those 

           12    other vessels, also.  

           13              So there is something that -- that we all have 

           14    to work together and what -- and how can you balance 

           15    subsistence vice versa industry?  You can't.  How can they 

           16    work together?  The only way that it can work together is 

           17    that we all have to work together.  

           18              You come to our community to gather information.  

           19    You wanted to hear traditional knowledge.  You want to 

           20    incorporate traditional knowledge into black and white.  

           21    And you wanted to have traditional knowledge from these 

           22    Elders that have more knowledgeable that we have inherited 

           23    and from these pictures that you have seen up here.  

           24              I have experienced the Sivulluk prospect early 

           25    in the '80s.  Federal government was so careless when they 
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            1    first opened the lease sale.  Hammerhead is now called 

            2    Sivulluk.  That's where Shell first drilled their 

            3    prospect.  When federal government opened that to 

            4    Hammerhead, everything was chaos.  

            5              There was no absolutely monitoring of these 

            6    offshore oil and gas -- there were less monitoring back 

            7    then when they first started that offshore.  Careless in 

            8    discharging oil spill and the fluids into the ocean.  And 

            9    I've seen icebergs covered with drill mud, not natural 

           10    mud.  Those I have seen in the past.  

           11              And noise is a factor.  Yes, noise is a factor 

           12    in offshore.  We talk about bowhead whales, they are 

           13    vulnerable to noise.  And not only bowhead whales, but 

           14    also to the other marine mammals.  But in order for us to 

           15    do it in a safer manner, our area in the Beaufort Sea 

           16    needs to be more studied before it can be given to the oil 

           17    and gas producers.  

           18              We know that we have been opposing to offshore 

           19    from time to time over and over; no, no alternative is no 

           20    sale.  And next thing we hear is there is a sale going on 

           21    there.  Our voices have been heard.  They have gone from 

           22    one ear and out to the other.  I think that maybe there is 

           23    more problems.  I'm not going to say.  Under Obama 

           24    Administration, I see now that he has -- has put a panel 

           25    together that's willing to listen to us now, hoping to 
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            1    listen to us, not just this community, but also those 

            2    other communities that are being -- will be affected.  But 

            3    I'm very disappointed that Chukchi Sea side is being more 

            4    favored and that's not being impacted yet.  

            5              The Beaufort Sea side, Kaktovik and Nuiqsut are 

            6    the only two that is being heavily impacted.  And they are 

            7    getting more -- they have been granted more than what we 

            8    have asked for.  We have been denied from time to time, 

            9    not just by one agency; by another agency that we are 

           10    dealing with the same offshore issue.  One agency is going 

           11    to say yes, the other is going to say no.  

           12              We talk about air quality, water quality.  Those 

           13    are the folks that's going to be coming to this community 

           14    and make the same presentation for offshore and the 

           15    same -- possibly same drill ships that we have spoken in 

           16    the past, the testimonies that have been given.  

           17              This is just the beginning because you have 

           18    nothing to present to us.  And one way that we can make 

           19    this to come alive is that we have to work together and we 

           20    have to put this in the manner where it's not going to 

           21    affect our subsistence livelihood.  

           22              And we are hoping that we should not be driven 

           23    out of Cross Island area because there might be so much 

           24    development going on over there.  The land fall of the 

           25    pipeline is another thing.  And those are the -- right on 
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            1    the path of the migration of bowheads, the walruses that 

            2    comes ashore from the north.  

            3              So we all have to sit down and think what's 

            4    going to happen now.  What's going to happen if you guys 

            5    leave tomorrow?  Will this community -- will this 

            6    community here ever hear from you folks again?  Will we 

            7    ever have a promise feedback?  Will there be any promises 

            8    that -- that we want the communities and the other 

            9    communities want -- want to say no to offshore.  

           10              But after hearing from my whaling captains and 

           11    other whaling captains, I see they are not opposed to it.  

           12    They are not opposed to offshore.  I'm one of the whaling 

           13    captains.  They want to make sure that the government do 

           14    it the right way with strongest regulations.  The 

           15    regulations need to be stronger.  There need to be some 

           16    observers out there because we don't want to go through 

           17    that back in 19 early '80s again.  I don't want to see 

           18    that happen.  Why?  Because of Hammerhead.  

           19              Under oil/whalers agreement back in '86, before 

           20    that came -- even came alive, we had a lot of air and 

           21    vessel traffic for two seasons.  Two seasons none of the 

           22    whales were sited.  Two seasons none of the whales were 

           23    landed because of the low altitude of the aircraft and the 

           24    choppers that are being shuttled back and forth to the 

           25    drill ship.  A lot of supply vessels going back and forth 
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            1    to West Dock is something that has caused all the whales 

            2    to be skittish.  They had to even travel further out, and 

            3    that's risking their crew members' lives.  

            4              So anyway, I'm not opposed to offshore.  I just 

            5    want to see that it is done in minimal environmentally 

            6    less impact.  And for us to do so, I'm going to ask you 

            7    that you go back to Washington, D.C. and tell the 

            8    Secretary that the Nuiqsut whalers have been left out on 

            9    this deferral line.  If that deferral line cannot be 

           10    granted, then it must be challenged by the community 

           11    because it is very important.  

           12              That Cross Island has been there long before 

           13    these commercial and Yankee whalers have came that far 

           14    north.  My people were there subsisting on bowheads, 

           15    walruses.  There are now some bowhead skulls starting to 

           16    submerge -- emerge on the north side of the island.  Those 

           17    are the signs of the old whalers that have harvested those 

           18    whales.  None of us have harvested and landed a whale on 

           19    the north side of the island.  

           20              And we talk about winter ice conditions because 

           21    it is -- we are out there during hurricane season.  That's 

           22    another thing:  There is always a weather factor 

           23    sometimes.  But tonight I just want to make sure that our 

           24    people want to do it in a safer and environmental way.  

           25              And we are hoping that -- one oil company that 
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            1    doesn't listen to us is Shell.  We are hoping that Shell 

            2    will understand where we are coming from.  Shell is the 

            3    one that we have been always having a hard time.  That's 

            4    their royal touch.  They are from another country.  And we 

            5    are not going to be stampeded by them unless the federal 

            6    government gives them stronger stipulations.  It is 

            7    something that we have gone through, and we don't want to 

            8    go through this again with that one company.  

            9              So anyway, I thought I'd give a short comment, 

           10    concern after hearing from my colleagues about a lot of 

           11    certain issues that have been come forward before you 

           12    folks.  

           13              Thank you.  

           14                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.

           15                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Good night.  

           16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Amen.  

           17                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  For the record, 

           18    my name is Clarence.  I think that's the end of it.  Thank 

           19    you.  

           20               (Proceedings adjourned at 10:11 p.m.)

           21               

           22               

           23               

           24               

           25               
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 1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
 2               (Blessing given by Marjorie Ahnupkana.)
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, good evening, and
 4    welcome to the scoping meeting for a programmatic
 5    environmental impact statement for the next offshore oil
 6    and gas program.  My name's Jim Kendall.  I am the Acting
 7    Regional Director for the Alaska Region, or we call it
 8    BOEMRE, the Bureau of Ocean Energy.  We used to be MMS.
 9              And we do have a translator with us tonight.
10    And since I talk fast, I'm going to try and slow down.
11    Okay?
12              Now, the reason why we're here is the Outer
13    Continental Shelf Lands Act -- should I slow down or --
14    the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act requires that before
15    the Secretary of the Interior can make a decision to have
16    a lease sale, he has to have a five-year plan in effect.
17    The current five-year program ends in 2012.  It went from
18    2007 to 2012.  Now we are planning for the next five-year
19    plan, 2012 to 2017.
20              Now, because that's a major federal action, the
21    National Environmental Policy Act requires us to do an
22    environmental impact statement to look at the potential
23    impact from these sales.  Now, right now the areas of
24    potential interest -- and this is something very
25    different -- are Cook Inlet if there is any interest by
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 1    industry, and then the Chukchi and the Beaufort.
 2              Now, what makes this very different is that no
 3    decisions have been made and no proposals have been made.
 4    Is there going to be one sale in the Beaufort and one sale
 5    in the Chukchi?  We don't know.  No decision has been
 6    made.  It could be one or the other or it could be no
 7    sales.
 8              The decisionmaker is the Secretary of Interior.
 9    And we have been sent to talk with you, listen to what
10    your concerns are, listen to what you believe the issues
11    that need to be addressed and to see what you think of
12    this.  We are here.  We are an open book.  We are here to
13    listen.  No decisions are made.  We will take your
14    information.  It will be put into the environmental impact
15    statement.  Your concerns will be recorded.  We have a
16    recorder, Mary here.  And that will go up to the
17    decisionmaker all the way to the Secretary, who then will
18    make these decisions, but no decisions have been made as
19    of now.
20              We have folks from all over the country here.
21    We're going as to start with --
22               (Translation by Edward Nukapigak.)
23                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
24    I'll try to speak slower.  I'm very bad at that.  Again,
25    we are here in a listening mode.  No decisions have been
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 1    made.  There are no plans.  We want to hear what people
 2    think.  We will take the information back.  We have a
 3    recorder who is recording every word.  So we would also
 4    ask that when you come up and you tell us what you think
 5    and what you are worried about and your concerns, please
 6    state your name so we have that for a sign of respect.  We
 7    want to record the names.  We like one person to speak at
 8    a time.  And I have associates here that will help to
 9    answer any questions.  And now I need a favor.
10              I am very, very hard of hearing.  I am deaf in
11    my left ear, partial here [indicating], so I have to
12    really focus to listen.  So I'm going to sit right there
13    so I can listen, and I'm going to let Mr. Tim Holder sort
14    of run the meeting.  That way I can give undivided
15    attention to what is said.  This is very, very important.
16              (Translation.)
17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  Whoever would like
18    to speak.
19                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Sir, before we give
20    our own testimony, could I ask your names.
21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Oh, yeah, yeah.
22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good idea.
23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Excuse us.  Excuse us.
24                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  What position you
25    are with.
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 1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'll start.  I'm Jim
 2    Kendall.  I am the Acting Regional Director for the bureau
 3    up here.  Up until January 1st, I was head of the
 4    environmental program for the entire bureau out of
 5    Washington.  I worked in the Gulf Region, Gulf of Mexico,
 6    for 11 years.  I have been in headquarters 11 years, total
 7    of 22 years, and I would oversee the assessment, the
 8    analysis, and the science.
 9              And our Secretary is very concerned and very
10    focused at making decisions based on the best science and
11    traditional knowledge.  So he said, Jim, since you are a
12    scientist and you work with folks and you know about using
13    science, I want you to go up there for a few months and
14    work with the team.  So this is a new day.
15              And then my colleague, Tim Holder, you are from
16    where?
17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I am based in Washington,
18    D.C., and my job is to act as liaison between our
19    Washington, D.C. headquarters and our processes and events
20    going on with environmental issues in our Alaska office.
21    I always have to say that I lived 25 years in Alaska; 19
22    in Anchorage and six in Nome.  So I try to get as many
23    points as I can.
24                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I'm Michael Haller, and
25    I'm the Alaska Region community liaison, and I grew up in
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 1    Alaska.  So I'm happy to be here with you tonight.  Thank
 2    you very much.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Mary is our recorder,
 4    and she's very busy, so I'm not going to bother her.  And
 5    Mike.
 6                    MR. MIKE ROUTHIER:  Yeah.  My name is Mike
 7    Routhier.  I work in the Anchorage office, and I'm a NEPA
 8    coordinator, which means that I help write the
 9    environmental documents like EISes.
10                    MR. STEVE TEXTORIS:  My name's Steve
11    Textoris.  I'm in the Washington, D.C. office and I'm the
12    Acting Leasing Division Chief.  I came to the Department
13    of Interior from the Environmental Protection Agency and
14    background in environmental consulting.
15                    MR. ROB MCWHORTER:  My name is Rob
16    McWhorter.  I work for Argonne National Laboratory.
17    Argonne National Laboratory is helping BOEMRE with the
18    national environmental impact statement.  And I'm grateful
19    to be here, too.
20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Thank you
21    for pointing that out.  I didn't mean to miss all my
22    folks.
23                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  My name is Lois
24    Epstein.  I'm an engineer with the Wilderness Society in
25    Anchorage.  And it's a nonprofit, and I'm interested --
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 1                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Alaska Wilderness
 2    Society?
 3                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  The Wilderness -- it's
 4    a national group.  And I'm here to listen to what
 5    everybody has to say.  I'm not with the federal
 6    government.
 7                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  You are not with
 8    these groups?
 9                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.  So I might
10    actually make a couple comments, too.  It's a national
11    conservation organization.  We support oil and gas in
12    Alaska done right without spills and in the right
13    locations.  I'll make some comments.  But not everywhere.
14              (Translation.)
15                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  Thank you.  So we
16    will just open up the floor here to comments.  If you are
17    going to speak in English, if you could step up to the
18    microphone and state your name so Mary can get that down
19    for the record.  And let's go from there.
20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, I could start off
21    with saying what we have heard.  We have been to Kotzebue,
22    Barrow, Wainwright, correct?  And tomorrow we are going to
23    Kaktovik.  And the issues that we have heard that we are
24    already taking back are that some of the communities say
25    that before anything happens they want a seat at the
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 1    table.  They want to be part of the process.
 2              They are concerned about infrastructure.  Are
 3    there enough assets up here and equipment to do it right?
 4    There is concern it will not and should not and must not
 5    interrupt subsistence at all.  We take that back.  Is the
 6    technology available to clean up a spill if, heaven
 7    forbid, there was a spill.
 8              So those are the issues your colleagues and your
 9    fellow citizens have mentioned in the last couple of days.
10    And those are the messages we are taking back.  And so we
11    are here to hear what you want to add to that group.
12              Don't be shy.
13              (Translation.)
14                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Carl Brower, Nuiqsut
15    whaler.  We had folks like you that came by about less
16    than a year ago receiving testimony from this village.
17    And I ask them, in the EIS they had nothing -- nothing put
18    in the book about mitigation measures for offshore.  And
19    the reason I ask, I always ask them what mitigation
20    measures do you guys have for the whalers on whaling.  And
21    I brought that out.  And the only answer I got was Marine
22    Mammal Protection Act.
23              And I wonder what you guys are going to put in
24    the EIS on -- that's coming up on mitigation measures.
25              Thank you.
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 1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, when we have a --
 2    you know, like when questions come up, I'll try my best to
 3    answer the questions.  For this -- this stage of the
 4    process of writing the EIS, it's to bring up concerns, and
 5    then the next step of the process is to write the
 6    environmental impact statement, draft environmental impact
 7    statement, then go out for more meetings later on this
 8    year.  And then in that, because this is a broad
 9    programmatic EIS, I don't believe at that stage that we
10    put mitigation measures in there.  Jim?
11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Not at this stage.
12                    MR. MIKE ROUTHIER:  Right.
13                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I don't believe so.  I
14    believe that the stipulations are brought in -- once you
15    have a five-year program and if there are lease sales in a
16    EIS and then you come to a lease sale EIS, that's when you
17    put in stipulations.  Okay.
18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.  There is no
19    leasing plans right now.  This would describe for the
20    Secretary, this document, on the concerns should there be
21    a lease sale.  And then when they have lease sales, you
22    would have the documentation and then the mitigations and
23    stipulations.  This is at the very, very -- we are getting
24    everybody involved at the very beginning of the process.
25              So what I'm hearing from you, sir, Carl, is that
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 1    you want strong mitigations to protect subsistence
 2    whaling.
 3                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Yeah.
 4                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  And so that's an issue
 5    that we will put in.  We will take that back and the
 6    Secretary will see that.  To kind of backtrack on your
 7    question, I think this may have been a meeting in November
 8    and it was on a supplemental environmental impact
 9    statement on some very narrow issues.  And that's why you
10    didn't see stipulations in there.  Stipulations were --
11    and that was a supplemental EIS for the Chukchi 193 final
12    EIS.  And there are -- will be stipulations in that
13    environmental impact statement.  So it gets kind of
14    confusing because there is lots of documents and lots of
15    processes.
16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  But the important point
17    is mitigations to protect the whaling hunts, period.
18              (Translation.)
19                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  For the record,
21    Isaak Nukapigak.  First I want to welcome you to our
22    community to hear, express of my fellow Inupiat people's
23    concern during the early process of the programmatic
24    environmental impact statement as the federal government
25    proceeds.
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 1              A couple of things I want brought out time and
 2    time again that prior during the past Administration that
 3    we have expressed over and over about comments, including
 4    utilization of traditional knowledge with science.  But --
 5    but in the past we have been ignored by the federal
 6    government.  And even during the early process of these
 7    lease sales in the Outer Continental Shelf -- I'm a
 8    whaling captain, commissioner for Alaska Eskimo Whaling
 9    Commission, one of the 11 communities that do subsistence
10    hunt under the IEWC system with -- including the NMFS
11    process of being -- AEWC being managed through the
12    management plan.
13              As the process of lease sale occur, when leases
14    are being acquired by the oil companies, we have been
15    trying to work so hard with the industry to accept a
16    Conflict Avoidance Agreement to make sure that our
17    subsistence whaling is not being disrupted by activity.
18    We have seen that happen in the past.
19              And I like the idea of what our western
20    neighbors say, that yes, I definitely believe that we
21    have -- that we need to be part of the process.  I'm in
22    agreement with the western villagers from Barrow saying
23    that we need to have a seat on the table.  I'm very much
24    in agreement with it.
25              Part of the revenue sharing of the leases.
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 1    Alaska had -- all these years of lease Outer Continental
 2    Shelf leases that Alaska hasn't received a dime because of
 3    the policies that's been established in the past where
 4    Louisiana and New Mexico is the one that benefit when
 5    there is a sale occur.  So revenue sharing would be a big
 6    example.  I'm not against oil and gas, but as long as it
 7    can be done right.  Most environmental impact alternative
 8    that is initiated -- we know what the nation needs for
 9    national security, but it needs to be done right.
10              We need to pace -- we need to be paced on slow
11    pace and proper chains of regulation that need to be
12    initiated even at the federal level to mandate the
13    impact -- mandate of the mitigation measures that are
14    being implemented.
15              We all know that Shell got shot down recently by
16    the EPA appeal board because of the conditions.  The
17    Beaufort is our Guard of Eden that we want to protect.
18    Our whaling is very important.  Our diet is -- our
19    traditional diet is very important to us, living off the
20    land, living off the sea.  So we need protections.  Do it
21    right, you know, and be part of the process.
22              And I know you guys are in the early stage.  I
23    clap the Obama Administration is making the right choice
24    by -- with our Secretary of Interior that's going to be
25    the one that's going to make the decisions whether the
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 1    next five years of Outer Continental Shelf, whether the
 2    lease will occur or not.  But we need protections.
 3              There is a lot of regulations and policies that
 4    need to be changed within the federal level for our
 5    protection.  They are too loose.  One good example would
 6    be adopting the Norwegian standards in relation to oil and
 7    gas of zero tolerance discharge.  You have industry that
 8    are -- have buckets to transport all their waste instead
 9    of -- right now the policy indicated very well that as
10    long as they are in compliance with the regulations, they
11    can't dispose their waste, the ballistic drilling muds and
12    so forth.  But I think by changing and adopting the new
13    standard would really help us out.
14              It is our Garden of Eden.  The fish that
15    migrate.  There is an abundance of Fish & Wildlife that we
16    depend on that we are trying to protect and -- trying to
17    protect -- and it will jeopardize our livelihood if none
18    of these policies and regulations are being -- of being
19    replaced with new type of standard policy.  I think by
20    having -- by having a seat on the table is a -- it's a
21    good step of being part of the process.  We need
22    protection.
23              Like I say, like I know you will hear more of
24    that from my fellow -- my local residents.  Time and time
25    again that we express our opinions that science and
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 1    traditional knowledge work together, but they have been
 2    ignored.  I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar
 3    realized that and sent you guys up to hear and put
 4    together information, you know, what the people feel.  I'm
 5    glad for him that he's making the right choice in starting
 6    the right new path of what's going to happen in the next
 7    five years, as the -- as the lease sale planning is due to
 8    expire and the new environmental impact statement be
 9    written.
10              I mean, there is lots -- I've got lots of things
11    in my mind, but I'm just going to go ahead and give you
12    what I believe as a whaling captain.  We need protections.
13    I know I think I take too much of your time, but there is
14    other people that wants to express their thoughts.
15              Thank you.
16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
17    Thank you very much.  That's what we need to hear.
18                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I just wanted to
19    mention, any of you who want to write letters to us or any
20    detailed sort of offering written-wise, please do that.
21    We have a way and means for you to get that to us.  So if
22    you would please feel that you can -- not only in talking
23    with us tonight, but follow up with writing your ideas
24    down, as you were talking about Isaac.
25                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Do you have a
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 1    deadline on your comments?
 2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  We do.  March 31st.  We
 3    will pass these around now.
 4              (Translation.)
 5                    MR. FRANK MATUMEAK:  Frank Matumeak.  I'm
 6    a subsistence user in Nuiqsut.  We have been giving our
 7    testimonies for over 30 years for the same thing that you
 8    have, and I'm wondering if you have studied any of this
 9    testimonies that we have been giving to all the entities
10    that have been coming here to the village of Nuiqsut.
11              Now, I'm very concerned about our lifestyle
12    mainly because we depend on the oceans and our waters and
13    the rivers.  And this does not only include Alaska.  It
14    includes Canada, Greenland, Russia.  And this very current
15    that you are thinking about putting into production is
16    just endangering all of that -- all those people that uses
17    the same foods that we do.  And we all are in the same
18    environment.  And I'm glad you are having this meeting.
19              Now, my understanding is that you have these
20    five-, ten-year plans to do this.  I don't want to be a
21    part of a group that will threaten our people and our
22    livelihood.  I don't mind oil companies drilling on our
23    lands where -- on the land onshore where we can contain
24    anything.  Heck, look at that -- that Gulf of Mexico, man,
25    that really hurt a whole bunch of people.  And who is
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 1    going to be accountable if something like that happens on
 2    our oceans on the ice?
 3              And we got no control over that ice.  Nobody
 4    does.  No matter how many things you do or look at the way
 5    you can correct that problem, it's never going to be
 6    there.  And that's the power of the ice and the ocean.
 7    And we live with it.  We understand it.  And --
 8              But I don't want to be a part of a group that is
 9    making a ten-year plan, 20-year plan, whatever plan they
10    have that will endanger our livelihoods and our people.
11    But I do enjoy the service of sharing a little bit of
12    wealth from the oil companies when they do it right on
13    land.  But any time you get on the ocean, I'm very,
14    very -- I don't want to be a part of a group that is going
15    to be making plans to have a lease sale or anything
16    because that's really hurting our lifestyle.
17              Just like when you study history -- and you
18    always study history.  Look at the Black Hills, all that
19    gold taken away from the Indians because of that almighty
20    gold.  Now you are doing the same doggone thing out in the
21    ocean for the oil.  And that will disrupt our livelihoods
22    and our source of food, our mainstay.
23              Thank you.
24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
25                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
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 1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Please, don't be shy.
 2                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Can I speak a couple
 3    more?
 4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sure.  We are here until
 5    9:45.  If there is time, you can come up and talk more.
 6                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I'm Dora Leavitt.  I'm
 7    representing the City of Nuiqsut.  I'm the cultural
 8    coordinator.  And we do a lot of commenting with industry.
 9    There is a lot of people coming in proposing projects, and
10    yet we have such a short window of time to comment on such
11    a big thing like this.  We would like more time to review,
12    more time to -- to -- to, you know, for us to think about
13    what's going to be out there.  It's about time the federal
14    government came and start coming up with the beginning of
15    their process.
16              For years we have been expressing our concerns
17    over and over again.  This community is the most impacted
18    community in the North Slope.  We are the ones that are
19    living with the oil and the pipeline.  We are having to go
20    under it when we are out hunting.  And it's never ending,
21    these community hall, this never -- you know, besides
22    bingo, but there is so much that goes on with meetings,
23    and yet we have a short window to comment.  Thirty days is
24    not enough.
25              And my concerns about this -- the lease sale is
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 1    that you guys are going to go ahead and sell the whole
 2    thing, you know.  We need to take it slow.  When I look at
 3    the Chukchi, they are protected.  Twenty-five miles of no
 4    drill, no development, where the Beaufort Sea, we don't
 5    have assurance.  We don't have a buffer zone to tell us
 6    that we are protected from the development that's going to
 7    go on.  I know this because there is so much oil over here
 8    that our buffer zones were stripped.  McCovey, being only
 9    four miles from Cross Island and Liberty and Northstar.
10    Now we have Sivulluk, who is going to be in the path of
11    our migration.
12              We would like to see more protection in the
13    permitting process.  We would like to be a part of your
14    permitting process.  And, you know, who is going to assure
15    us that when the oil is gone, that we are going to be able
16    to hunt out there, my grandkids, my son?  You know, when
17    all -- thirty years is going to come and it's -- you know,
18    we see that with Alpine development.  It's already
19    declining.  Now they are going to look for more and to tap
20    into more pipeline to the west of us.
21              With offshore development, we don't have any --
22    we don't have any revenue sharing.  I'd like to see more
23    stipulations, more mitigation in place.
24              When the developers come, the people that have
25    bought the lease sale, you know, they have a short window.
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 1    They say they are going to come, like, in July and then
 2    they are going to be 100 miles out.  In July the shores --
 3    the -- the ice is still close to the -- the shoreline,
 4    seven miles.  How are they going to be 100 miles out?
 5    When they start to make their way to the Beaufort Sea from
 6    the south with the winds and the weather, they are going
 7    to be forced to come closer and come in through the
 8    barrier islands or just north of the barrier islands to
 9    get to their prospect.
10              These are some of the things that they put on
11    paper and say, yeah, we are going to do it this way.  We
12    will be 100 miles out when we get to wherever so we won't
13    disturb the hunters and the marine mammals.  And I was --
14    when I read that, I was, like, you know what, our ice --
15    the pack ice is still really close in July.
16              And then they have a month to drill.  Like for
17    the Sivulluk project, they will come in July, they will
18    drill at Sivulluk until August 25 and pull out.  Where are
19    they going to pull out to?  To the shore?  Is it the day,
20    the last day going to be the 25th?  Because when our
21    whalers go out there, they are going 97 miles to get to
22    our whaling camp.  When we go out seal hunting, we go far.
23              Our ocean is not just like Barrow where it's
24    just right across the street, you know.  It's right there
25    when they do their seal hunting.  Us, we have to go 14
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 1    miles to the river and another seven to 20 miles to the
 2    ice pack, you know.  And they have a buffer zone.  We
 3    don't.  I'd like to see an assurance -- I'd like to see a
 4    buffer zone for the Beaufort Sea and to tell me that we
 5    are going to be assured that we are going to be able to
 6    hunt when this oil is extracted and they plug the wells.
 7              We would like for you guys to come back and
 8    consult with us.  I know that when, you know, you guys do
 9    the lease sales, you guys profit the money.  Are you guys
10    willing to send someone here to, you know, work with us;
11    employ somebody that will be -- that has a technical
12    technology reading of all these EIS and whatever?  We
13    don't have anybody here that -- like that.  We are
14    training at that.  We have made that recommendation to EPA
15    and other agencies that -- you know, to the State.  I'd
16    like to see one in place with -- under the federal
17    government when these lease sales happen.  Don't just take
18    the money back to Washington, D.C.  You know, it's about
19    time the federal government spent some of that money in
20    these villages that are impacted the most.
21              And come again because I'm sure you are going to
22    hear a lot more.  We would like more window open so we
23    have more time to comment and more time to grasp what goes
24    on the EIS.
25              Thank you.
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 1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  I have a
 2    question.  We have heard this before that Nuiqsut -- or I
 3    should say before today when we had meetings today with
 4    the Native Village of Nuiqsut, that they would like a
 5    buffer.  Could you say -- and Cross Island is the camp
 6    that's where you set off from.
 7                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That's our whaling
 8    camp.
 9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Would it be a buffer
10    around Cross Island?
11                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That and the mouth of
12    our river.
13                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  To answer your
14    question, in the past that we have asked for a buffer to
15    protect our subsistence whaling ground of Cross Island.
16    We had asked a 20-mile perimeter, asked Cross Island,
17    being the central location for the 20-mile perimeter for
18    our protection.  And like she got most of my word what
19    else -- that's what was in my mind.
20              The benefits that go to the western villages
21    from Point Barrow all the way to Point Hope, it's not
22    right for us to deal with where they have a buffer that's
23    been implemented by former MMS of 20-mile restriction of
24    no occupancy or no activity from the coastline to 25 miles
25    from the coastline.  There is restrictions that you can't
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 1    do any sort of activity.  And here all these years that we
 2    have been asking for a buffer zone, a buffer to -- that
 3    would protect our whaling, our whaling, subsistence
 4    whaling ground.  It's a very important area.
 5              Like what Dora say, it's in the path of the
 6    migration of the bowhead whale.  The Camden Bay is a very
 7    important resting, feeding area for the bowhead when there
 8    is a storm.  And there is recommendation being proven by
 9    NOAA where the proposed Shell's prospects, Sivulluk
10    prospect, and it's only 40 miles east of our whaling --
11    our whaling ground.  It's right in the path of the bowhead
12    whale.
13              We need -- like I say, we need protection.  We
14    need restrictions.  We need enforceable policy that needs
15    to be changed within the federal level.  All these years
16    we have been expressing our concern.  Now, utilization of
17    our traditional knowledge always been ignored.  And we
18    need those protections.
19              It seems to be that the federal government was
20    more in favor of our eastern neighbors than the western --
21    the western district than us because it is known that the
22    natural resource -- it's been acknowledged that the whales
23    is within that trend.  The Barrow are a trend, but we need
24    protection.  We need noise buffer.  We need to have that
25    protection of our whaling ground.
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 1              The rest of the community of the 11 whaling
 2    communities, people will be able to go hunt, come back to
 3    their home place, relax.  Nuiqsut has to travel 93 miles
 4    to our whaling ground on one of the barrier islands, Cross
 5    Island, and have to be out there until we meet our quota.
 6    In times when Mother Nature don't cooperate, we need to be
 7    out there longer.
 8                    At one point I remember us being out there
 9    for seven weeks and didn't met our quota system because of
10    activities and the weather prediction where our
11    subsistence hunt and the whales were disrupted because of
12    this heavily activity going on in the Beaufort.  We had to
13    go 30 miles north.  That's where we finally were able to
14    see whales because there was so much activity east of
15    Cross Island.
16              And that time we had no choice because a whale
17    was got 35 miles north of Cross Island because of the
18    safety.  These small boats that we go out in to harvest,
19    weather prediction got bad on us.  We had no choice but to
20    let go of the whale even though we didn't want to.  And
21    that year was so harsh because we didn't meet our quota.
22    And it was very noticeable in this community.  There was
23    no whale meat for the community.  There was no whale meat
24    stored in our cellars.  People were hurting.  Very limited
25    stocks of -- for our nutritional diet.  That's the way
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 1    we --
 2              Like I said earlier, we need to sit at the
 3    table.  We need to be part of the process.  We are in the
 4    early stage.  And the final process on the environmental
 5    impact statement.
 6              I've got so much stuff, but I want to give other
 7    folks an opportunity, but everything seems to be coming up
 8    and we need -- like I say, we need protection.  And I
 9    think that the federal government needs to lift up.  We
10    are part of the -- we are part of America.  Folks in the
11    Lower 48 don't see the impact.  They don't know what type
12    of livelihood that is for us -- is for us Eskimos go
13    through while everybody is benefitting out of it.
14              When the price of oil goes up, people scream,
15    say it's too high on the national level.  And here we are
16    only just very short miles away from an oil field, still
17    paying the high cost of living.  And at one point we paid
18    almost nine bucks a gallon just to keep our -- just trying
19    to survive, trying to keep our house warm from freezing
20    up.
21              That's why -- I mean, that's why we need
22    these -- policies need to be change maybe on the federal
23    level.  Time and time again you are going to hear that
24    from me.  There is too much loose cracks that fell through
25    the cracks of these policies.  There is nobody in the
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 1    federal level are monitoring.  All the years you issue
 2    sales but not be able to enforce your policy.  There is
 3    nobody watching them out there, not from the federal
 4    level.  The only thing you believe is what paper trails
 5    that are being submitted, a written report.
 6              We know that oil companies lie.  They are only
 7    here for one business, to be profitable.  I've seen that
 8    stuff during my livelihood.  Time to change, and the
 9    federal government needs to live up to its obligation to
10    enforce and change the policies.  It can be where
11    everybody can benefit.  We haven't seen a dime ever since
12    sales had occurred back from lease sale 171 and on.
13              We need to share some of that sharing, the
14    revenue sharing.  That's one thing that needs to be
15    changed.  It's very important.  We need to be part of the
16    process and share the benefits.  Not folks that are living
17    down in the Lower 48 where they are living in luxury and
18    not seeing the impact or having to deal with impact.
19              Thank you.
20                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Can I go up one more?
21    I forgot.  Dora Leavitt once again.  I forgot to talk
22    about the social impacts that is heavy upon this village
23    that everybody ignores because of the price, maybe.  This
24    community is impacted.  The oil companies give us 50,000 a
25    year to fight over for subsistence mitigation.  That is
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 1    not enough for 400-some people.  Twenty gallons per 40
 2    households for the subsistence hunters is not enough.
 3    That's really bring a toll on the city that is dispersing
 4    these funds.
 5              We get a lot of crap from the community, you
 6    know, but it's something that the industry does just to,
 7    you know, make it look good on paper so that you think,
 8    oh, yeah, they are being mitigated.  That's okay.  That's
 9    not enough.  This 50,000 a year is not enough.  This
10    community is 80, 90 percent subsistence household hunters.
11    And when we are given this small mitigation fund to fight
12    over -- and to me that is a social impact that is brought
13    to our leaders to this community for our subsistence
14    hunters to fight over.
15                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Dora, question:  Could
16    you explain for the record what that subsistence fund is
17    and what you think it should change to?
18                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That subsistence
19    mitigation fund was given -- like we have one from Pioneer
20    as a mitigation for subsistence hunters because in the
21    past the subsistence hunters saying they are having to go
22    further out to hunt their games.  So that they thought
23    maybe that mitigation fund was enough.
24              With -- with the price, you know, the economy
25    going up, everything going up, the price of gas is up, you
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 1    know, 20 gallons is not enough for our subsistence
 2    hunters.  They go out.  Like Isaac said, we go out.  We go
 3    out so many miles to go to the ocean to go hunt our seals.
 4    We are not always successful, so we go again when the
 5    weather permits us.
 6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But is that for offshore
 7    hunting or for --
 8                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That's for wherever
 9    hunting.  We are allowed six vouchers per household.  Not
10    every household gets them.  There is a lot of people that
11    are left out every month, and you know, the --
12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But it also applies to
13    onshore hunting.
14                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  It applies to wherever
15    hunting, onshore, offshore.  It's just subsistence
16    hunting.  We have a calendar.  You know, when there is
17    caribou, we go after caribou.  When it's fishing time, we
18    do our fishing.  It's not just the one-day fishing when we
19    are fishing out there when we have nets under the ice.
20                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  The reason we are asking
21    is we have not heard of this in relation to activities on
22    the Outer Continental Shelf, so it must be from Pioneer
23    who is doing things at, say, Alpine?
24                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  No.  That's the
25    development that's going on just at the mouth of the
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 1    Colville River by Natchiq Pioneer Resource on the Oooguruk
 2    project.
 3                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Offshore
 4    approximately four miles north of -- at the mouth of
 5    Colville River.
 6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  It's in State waters?
 7                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Yeah.
 8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  There we go.
 9                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  But still, you know,
10    the -- my point is that these mitigations are not enough
11    to -- for the whole village.
12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.
13                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Social impact is
14    ignored.  Our community has been really impacted since
15    development happened with Alpine.  When we came -- you see
16    this picture.  This is 1973, this throw that was made.
17    When we came, there was no pipeline, there was no -- we
18    never knew about oil and gas.  One community gathering
19    every day.  Meetings have taken the place of our
20    inspiration, our potlucks, our gatherings.  There is a lot
21    of bickering and fighting on the VHF.  That's social
22    impact, everybody not for development.  It's a -- you
23    know, it's a split.
24              We know that the -- you know, the -- the U.S. is
25    in need for oil.  We know that.  I drive a truck myself.
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 1    I use some of that oil.  But I'm asking them to do it
 2    right and because we are going to be here.  We are still
 3    going to be here when this oil runs out.  There needs to
 4    be other sources that are looked into.  The wind, the
 5    solar, something other than destructing our -- our
 6    livelihood.
 7              There is health assessments that needs to take
 8    place.  For the past ten years this community has had a
 9    cancer patient die every year for the past ten years.
10    Where is it coming from?  There is no health assessment of
11    why our people are dying of cancer.  And it's been -- it's
12    been ten years straight, boom, boom, boom.  Our Elders are
13    getting sick with cancer, people that don't smoke, people,
14    whatever, you know, one after the other.
15              And these are some of the things that the
16    agencies ignore.  For so many years we have voiced these
17    out.  It's time to -- they have studied the waters.  They
18    have studied -- they've spent so much money on studying
19    the marine mammals, and yet they don't come and study who
20    the people are, how they are impacted, what can you do
21    when people -- you know, there is no rehabilitation center
22    on the North Slope for this kind of stuff.
23              Let's get real.  Let's get real and let's put
24    the money back where the impact is.  That's all I'm
25    saying.  Thank you.
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 1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Thank you.
 3                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
 4                    MR. ERIC LEAVITT:  My name is Eric
 5    Leavitt.  I'm a subsistence hunter/whaler in the Village
 6    of Nuiqsut.  I just want to comment on the OCS, the Outer
 7    Continental Shelf.  It's a really touchy subject.  If
 8    another lease sales go on, for instance, if a big player
 9    buys a plot of land on the OCS part where the whales are
10    migrating and they strike oil and they have a blow out,
11    that's going to affect our whaling.  The whales are going
12    to go through that path.  They are going to get all oiled
13    up and they are going to die, and we are going to die with
14    them.
15              I just want to say that they should not do the
16    OCS and move to, like, onshore where it can be -- if there
17    is an oil spill onshore, it can be picked up, at least 90
18    percent of it, whereas offshore you never know how much
19    you can get; maybe, if you are lucky, 40 percent due to
20    the currents and the ice.  So I'm just saying no offshore
21    due to the protection of our whaling because it's been
22    going on for thousands of years.
23              Also the mitigation measures for whaling, my
24    personal opinion on mitigation measures, there is no
25    dollar sign.  There is not enough money in the federal
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 1    government to cover our way of life.  If the whales are
 2    gone, what are they going to do?  Clone whales or what?
 3    It's just -- I don't think there is a mitigation
 4    measurement for our way of life.  It's just there and it
 5    needs to be protected.
 6              Thank you.
 7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
 9                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  I'm Clarence
10    Ahnupkana.  And it's not just the whale.  It's not just
11    the whale migration.  Plus it's the fish, the fish we eat,
12    the whitefish and Arctic cisco.  They are traveling east
13    -- east by each river, so I want you to know before you
14    start -- before you start drilling, fish migration come
15    northeast, migrating southwest, whitefish, Arctic cisco.
16    Plus caribou migrate from northeast heading southwest.  We
17    eat caribou meat.  So I want you to know this ahead of
18    time.
19              I eat whale.  I eat muktuk.  That's my favorite
20    food, plus whitefish, caribou, even ducks or geese or seal
21    or bearded seal.  Those are more important food we eat.  I
22    get real hungry real easy when I have chicken, fried
23    chicken or chicken soup.  That's not enough.  When I eat
24    whale meat and fish, I feel more much comfortable after I
25    grow up with Native food.
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 1              Thank you.
 2                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you very much.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 4                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  We have an Elder
 5    here that's got some questions.
 6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Do you need to take time
 7    to translate?
 8                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  She have hard
 9    time -- sometimes hard time standing.  Her name is
10    Marjorie Ahnupkana.
11                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  My name is
12    Marjorie Ahnupkana.
13              (Translated by Edward Nukapigak.)
14              Assuming that OCS and the Secretary decides to
15    go ahead and open the lease, what are the distance from
16    the shoreline that they have?  Are we looking at just one
17    drill rig, or is there going to be more than one drill
18    rig?  And if so, has the OCS -- they studied the condition
19    of the current, the ice?  And what's going to happen if
20    there is a blowout out there?
21              Does the new management that is here tonight
22    that are not of the past MMS -- she wants to know that you
23    folks are new.  And the concern that she has is the
24    distance from the shoreline, if there is an exploration
25    out there, there is a development phase, protection phase,
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 1    how many more drill rigs are going to be out there and how
 2    many miles are it going to be out in the ocean.
 3              Sivulluk is only 12 miles from Flaxman Island.
 4    So what more are you heading -- are they heading further
 5    out towards the North Pole?  Is that the distance that the
 6    federal government is planning to open the federal waters?
 7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Those are all good
 8    questions, but nothing has been decided.  There was talk
 9    of a buffer zone, how in the west they have the 25-mile
10    buffer, and you don't have that in the east.  There is a
11    recommendation that there should be a buffer zone and
12    there should be a buffer zone around Cross Island.  Well,
13    this is a new plan, a new day.  There are no plans.  We
14    don't know.  We are here for you to tell us the way it
15    should be.  And we can take that back.
16               (Translation.)
17                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  We all know that
18    we have been from meeting to meetings, and every meeting
19    we mention about bowhead whales.  There are other marine
20    mammals that are out there that have not been mentioned or
21    have not been talked about.  The mammals migrate during
22    springtime eastward, and they summer in Canadian waters
23    and Alaskan waters.  And the species that we talk about
24    are not just bowhead whales.  We are talking about
25    walruses, bearded seals, seals and the other mammal
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 1    species that we may have seen or may not have seen that
 2    are under -- beneath the ocean.  And they summer in that
 3    area.
 4              And if they are to be out there to drill, if the
 5    federal government decides to open the Outer Continental
 6    Shelf, do you know the condition of the currents?  Does
 7    any of you have studied any of these currents, how the
 8    current shifts and how the ice forms?  And if there is a
 9    major blowout, how are you going to approach those in
10    those icy conditions?
11              People have talked in the past, especially the
12    ones that have left us, that the currents are pretty
13    strong out there, a current an icebreaker cannot even
14    control, assuming that there is one there by an
15    infrastructure that's always been in place.
16              And the biggest concern is how are you going to
17    clean up if there is a major blowout during ice
18    conditions.  What are the chances of cleaning up any major
19    spills?  Because I, for one -- we are not just talking
20    about one drill rig.  We are not just talking about one
21    lease tract.  There will be multiple lease tracts out
22    there.  There will be more than one infrastructure out
23    there.  And what kind of changes are there going to be to
24    the environment, to the ocean and the species?
25              So every meetings that I come to -- I have been
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 1    coming to these meetings in the past, and every meeting I
 2    hear my colleagues talk of one species, bowhead whale.  I
 3    just want to confirm some of these issues, that there are
 4    more species out there that I know of because it is where
 5    I have grew up in my surrounding.
 6              So she's going to speak some more.
 7              We have meetings in the past with oil companies,
 8    and sometimes they always trying to weaken the community.
 9    And we have spoken so much in the past about the ocean,
10    the environment of the ocean, how much impact and how much
11    we have spoken of certain species of mammals out there.
12              The oil companies wants to be out there to
13    explore and extract oil and gas, but sometimes we have to
14    have meetings, community meetings in order to be prepared
15    for some sort of a major meeting that might come.  You
16    folks came and wanted to hear from this community in
17    regards to the Beaufort Sea that we depend on.
18              I think there are times that she mentioned about
19    having a community meeting with a group of people before
20    we can have -- before you folks or any other agencies that
21    come to this village and hold meetings so that way that we
22    will be prepared to give comments, concerns, may ask
23    questions.
24              And I, for one, I still feel that it is very
25    vulnerable right now to -- to talk about our ocean in
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 1    opening for lease.  She wants to see more thorough
 2    studies.  Her strong concerns are the ice conditions.  The
 3    currents still needs to be studied.  No one knows what the
 4    conditions are out there.  You may have it on your -- on
 5    your black and white data information, but that data
 6    information might change because we never know what Mother
 7    Nature can do.
 8              So that was her -- her concerns, her comments
 9    and her questions.
10                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.
11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank her for us.  Thank
12    you, Marjorie.  Very good comments, very good questions.
13              (Translated.)
14                    MR. GEORGE SIELAK:  For the record, my
15    name is George Sielak, ex-whaling crew member and
16    subsistence user.  We must have testimonies probably
17    thicker than the Library of Congress.  Where are all those
18    testimonies?  I think by this time, this new panel that is
19    formed by Obama, you should have a master EIS by now.
20    Where is all our testimonies?  For 37 years I have lived
21    here, all those testimonies that should be used for this
22    day of development out in the offshore, where are those
23    comments?
24              I mean, I know by now it's more close to all the
25    testimonies that we have brought to this day.  Every year
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 1    for 30-some, almost 40 years, I mean, you have nothing to
 2    show for it today.  I mean, there is nothing to read.  I
 3    mean, it's just kind of disappointing sometimes to see
 4    this type of meeting in our communities.
 5              And I want to share a little of Isaac's
 6    concerns.  I know we have talked about these, and I'm sure
 7    you guys probably haven't heard about them.  Even though
 8    you are a new panel and senior leaders or senior listeners
 9    to the federal government, I mean, we have talked about
10    these issues.  Stricter standard operating procedures,
11    stricter regulations for under the Clean Air Act to get
12    stricter, under the air pollution Act.  I mean, you have
13    people living out here up here.
14              We have seen a lot of change up here when we
15    look at a Deadhorse, Kuparuk, the offshore islands.  I
16    mean, this is our last shot here.  How long more time are
17    we going to wait?  I mean, this is just a normal come to
18    the town and listen and write and -- I mean, where is all
19    the master testimonies?  The master EIS you should have by
20    now because there is almost a development going on out
21    there.  I mean, you should have that book before you to
22    present to our people.  Here are all our testimonies.
23    Where are they?  I mean, it is like our bible for this
24    community.
25              I mean, for so many years the whole ocean you
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 1    see out there is our hunting ground.  It provides us, our
 2    community, provides the food that we eat from out there.
 3              And also one concern I want to bring out, the
 4    ability to clean up an oil spill.  From the experiences
 5    they have at the Gulf of the Deep Horizon cleanup, like
 6    Isaac say, they should be more strict monitoring, a
 7    monitoring program; not only the paperwork process that's
 8    out there you approve and let it go, oh, it passes
 9    regulations, it's safe -- I mean, it's minimum.  It will
10    be okay.  There should be someone out there personally.
11    Agencies that we have talked about should be out there
12    monitoring the program on site.  And on top of that, other
13    agencies should be monitoring the agencies that are out
14    there.
15              And it's just, you know, going back to square
16    one here.  I mean, we know development is coming because
17    of the offshore development.  We all know it's coming, but
18    most of all the people up here on the North Slope have --
19    that did not approve the offshore drilling.  But like most
20    of our people here in this community, we would rather see
21    nearshore or onshore development, other than --
22              And during our -- the lifestyle, the -- the
23    animals that we have in our ocean, which is our food to
24    the table.  Even though you don't see it, it's in the
25    ocean.  It's in the water.  I mean, there is a lot of food
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 1    we eat that comes from the ocean.
 2              And I wish that they could get away from
 3    offshore and start thinking seriously on drilling,
 4    drilling on land and make it more safer and less -- less
 5    battling for everybody.
 6              Thank you.
 7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  The one thing
 9    I'll say about the extensive testimony going back into the
10    1970s was a few years ago our office did collect testimony
11    from Nuiqsut and all the coastal communities and put it
12    into a compendium.  As far as I know, that hasn't been
13    kept up to date, but at least we can take it from that
14    point and bring it forward because we certainly have those
15    records.  And that might be something to put together and
16    at least have it as a reference document.
17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That would be a good
18    idea.
19                    MR. GEORGE SIELAK:  That is a thing I
20    think we need to see, this community need to see.  I mean,
21    for so many years we would like to see that put into the
22    master plan EIS for this offshore development.
23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  So at a least we have got
24    a substantial part of that, and we just need to bring it
25    up to date.
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 1                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  My question is when
 2    Obama leaves the Administration, are you still going to
 3    be, you know -- is there going to be another new face that
 4    we are going to see?
 5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You mean for here?
 6                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  From right here.
 7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are career.  We are
 8    not political.
 9                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I know, but you know,
10    it --
11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Are you asking what would
12    happen to a plan?
13                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  What would happen to
14    the plan when you get new -- a new President and say
15    she -- Sarah Palin is for development.
16                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Don't talk about
17    Sarah.  Witch.
18                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  But that's what we face
19    all the time.
20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  She don't care about
21    Alaskans.
22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, if we have a
23    five-year plan, it's a five-year plan.  The five-year plan
24    we are in now started with the previous Administration.
25    And what had happened is toward the end of this five-year
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 1    plan --
 2                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  They didn't come to us
 3    like you are doing now.  You are doing this different with
 4    the new Administration with Obama.
 5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I didn't want to say too
 6    much about myself, but when I was brought up here for a
 7    few months, the director said, I want you to come up
 8    there, and I said, why, why me?  He said, because you are
 9    a scientist.  You listen well.  Because I have a hearing
10    problem, so I have to focus listening.  I am a scientist.
11    I've done a lot of the science.
12              And so this Administration is very big on making
13    decisions based on the best science, which includes
14    traditional knowledge.  And so you are seeing the result
15    of sort of a new way of doing business.  You mentioned
16    this is the very beginning.  We don't have anything to
17    bring with us for this effort because nothing has been
18    written yet.  The EIS is not written.
19              And we have the testimonies that Tim brought
20    out, but since this is the very, very beginning, we are
21    coming to the communities first.  And so we want to make
22    sure that before we put pen to paper -- and Rob back there
23    is going to be one of the folks that helps us put pen to
24    paper -- that we have this testimony starting from
25    scratch.
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 1                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Are you going to be
 2    implementing the old testimonies of our Elders that have
 3    passed on on some of these EIS because they have talked
 4    about these testimonies from a long time ago, and they --
 5    a lot of traditional knowledge that they gave the old
 6    Administration and the old MMS people.
 7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right.  I think that's a
 8    really good idea, and we need to make sure that that
 9    testimony is not overlooked.  And so by virtue of getting
10    this into the record now, this will cue us up to --
11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad John Goll
12    is no longer the Alaskan Region Director.  That guy was
13    pro-development, never listened, didn't want to hear no
14    traditional knowledge, said hey, I don't want to hear your
15    problems.  That's the kind of guy he was.
16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Understood.  Understood.
17    Before I left in January to come up here, I asked the
18    director, Bromwich if I could come to all these meetings.
19    He said, of course you need to be there.  And I guess the
20    previous regional director didn't come to these meetings.
21    Well, I'm here now.
22                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  That guy was just
23    sitting there sending his little lieutenants out so he
24    didn't get beat up.
25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  He should have came up.
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 1    He would have learned so much.
 2                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Carl Brower, for the
 3    record.  Nuiqsut whaler.  Also hearing everybody on
 4    protection from the -- on the oil industrial side, what
 5    about the protection from all the other folks that are
 6    going to be out there, like the fisheries and the barges
 7    that are going back and forth from east to west?  What
 8    protection is there going to be on the EIS?  Thank you.
 9                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good comment.  When
10    we met with the mayor today, that same issue came up that
11    all of these other countries are sending all this shipping
12    and it's going through the Bering Strait and it's coming
13    up here.  That's a serious issue.  And Tim, you have been
14    involved in some of this.
15                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad he brought
16    that up because we know --
17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You see it.
18                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  It's going to happen
19    sooner than later.  The gateway through North America.
20    That's going to happen.  The shortest access to
21    transportation.  Marine highway, that's going to happen.
22    We know this.  The Coast Guard needs to be out there more.
23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right.  The -- as you all
24    know, everybody knows the receding polar ice cap is
25    opening up more opportunity for more shipping of all
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 1    kinds, not just oil and gas, but commercial shipping,
 2    cruise ships, all these kinds of shipping.  And part of my
 3    job down in Washington, D.C. is to participate in
 4    committees of various federal agencies dealing with the
 5    Arctic.  And some of those deal with shipping.  And the --
 6    there is a great concern about lack of infrastructure for
 7    safe harbors, for Coast Guard presence.  Everybody knows
 8    there is just way not enough.  And so those -- those
 9    issues have been brought up.
10              The issues about conflicts with hunting -- all
11    that kind of shipping with hunting is somewhat recognized,
12    but I don't think it's recognized well enough.  There is
13    an organization that's part of the United Nations, the
14    International Maritime Organization, and they have the
15    ability to regulate and set sea channels for shipping and
16    marine traffic, and if we can work to figure out where to
17    set those shipping lanes best, we can get those
18    recommendations through our U.S. Coast Guard who
19    represents the U.S. government at this International
20    Maritime Organization.
21              And I'm going to kind of put that on my list of
22    things to do, and hopefully we will try to work some
23    things out there; even though it's not our agency's
24    responsibility to do all that, but I think we can -- we
25    are up here, we are hearing your testimony and concerns,
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 1    and we can facilitate that, I think.
 2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Carl, could you give Ed
 3    just a minute to share that with Marjorie, please?
 4              (Translation.)
 5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good comments.
 6    Thank you.
 7                    MR. CARL BROWER:  The reason I ask because
 8    this village experienced impact from other vessels during
 9    our whaling season and almost cost our quota to be only
10    taken by half.  As a whaling captain, it's our
11    responsibility to take the whale home to feed our
12    community to last through the year.  And to get impacted
13    and not receiving the whole quota is very disturbing.
14    Thank you.
15                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Thank you.  Thank you.
16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yeah.  That came up at
17    our meeting today as very important.  How do you have the
18    transportation and the shipping not impact subsistence and
19    whaling.  So that -- thank you.  Good comments.
20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Because they are
21    assessing each household that's been done here, I do
22    believe, through the North Slope Borough Wildlife
23    Management or through one of the organizations that did
24    survey of the consumption used by each, not household, but
25    by each individual per in the household of the consumption
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 1    and use of marine mammals, of wildlife, the fish, of how
 2    much average of nearly a thousand pounds per person.  And
 3    composed of 30 percent of marine mammals, which is whales,
 4    seals, you name it, the marine mammals that we use.
 5    Another 30 percent is the fish.  The fish is the migrating
 6    fish that comes in from the ocean.
 7              It is noted of 28 species of fish that comes
 8    over winter and have them -- and half of those fishes
 9    winter in the Colville River.  Like the Arctic cisco is a
10    migration fish that spawn from the MacKenzie that has been
11    pushed through the current until they are three-,
12    four-year-old.  By that time they are in our river system.
13    But there is fishes that comes in the river.  That's why
14    we are worried what will happen.
15              These are some of the diets, our customary diet
16    that we depend on, not just whales, but whales are one of
17    the main species that we really depend on, and it's been
18    known over 10,000 years, known that we have been whaling.
19    It's been passed down from generation to generation.
20              My brothers and I came from a big whaling
21    family.  As a matter of fact, came from a real subsistence
22    economic.  Our parents are gone now.  Had raised 12 -- 12
23    children with no cash economic.  It's been all
24    subsistence, living off the land, living off the sea.  And
25    we are -- and they are gone now.  And now it's our
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 1    responsibility to continue keeping the tradition alive,
 2    and we are passing it on to our kids.  That's how the
 3    chain -- the chain of -- the chain link occurs.  When we
 4    are gone, they will still be here, even when the oil is
 5    gone, been extracted out.
 6              But it needs to be done the right way.  Change
 7    in policies, being on the table, sharing the benefit, the
 8    revenue benefits because everything is so high, cost of
 9    living, so expensive.  Everything that's transported here
10    has a markup, 115 percent markup from the retail price.
11    Not all of you have gone to our store today and look
12    around at the prices of our goods compared to what urban
13    folks pay.
14              Living an urban life isn't easy.  Always a cost,
15    and everything is all very expensive.  We are not living
16    in luxury.  We are feeling the impact.  And like I say, we
17    need to be part of the process and enjoy the same benefits
18    that everybody that lives an urban life that we need to
19    also enjoy.
20              Thank you.
21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Anybody else want to
22    speak?
23                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I want to hear from
24    her.
25                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Anybody else?
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 1                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  I'll just share one
 2    here.
 3                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  My name is
 4    Clarence Ahnupkana.  Yeah.  They say they clean up the oil
 5    right.  Down in Southeast did they clean up the oil right?
 6    Just the top of it.  Under the rocks there is oil, oil.
 7    There is more oil, more cleanup.  Maybe in the near
 8    future, who knows?  There will be an oil spill north,
 9    northeast, more and more and more and pollute the Beaufort
10    Sea.  Who knows?  You don't know.  I don't know.  More
11    sickness, more disease will come around in the near
12    future.  There will be no -- maybe no left animals there
13    living.
14              Thank you.
15                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
16                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  This young man here.
17    It's good for us to hear from the youth.
18                    MR. JIMMY OYAGAK:  My name's Jimmy Oyagak,
19    city council member of Nuiqsut.  My only comment is open
20    ANWR, lease half of it, a quarter of it.  I'm sure there
21    is a lot more oil under there.  Leave our oceans alone.
22              Thank you.
23                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  Earlier we have
24    mentioned about vessel traffic, open lanes due to climate
25    change, due to thinning up ice.  And there are no more --
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 1    no more land for the seals and bearded seals to depend on,
 2    the polar bears, the walruses that depend on the ice as
 3    their land.  It's shrinking.  Now today these mammals that
 4    we speak of and hunt are now using these rivers for
 5    haul-outs.  They are being stressed.  They are stressed to
 6    a point where -- where our climate change have really
 7    changed, and these are the changes that we are seeing
 8    today.
 9              A long time ago the Elders, when she was able to
10    remember her surroundings, our Elders have spoken that the
11    earth was going to shift.  It is shifting today.  Climate
12    change in the Arctic, blizzards, snowstorms in the Lower
13    48, those are the kind of changes that the Elders have
14    spoke of.  And I, for one, I am witnessing this today.
15              One day we will not have any winter.  There will
16    be no winter on this Arctic.  The North Slope is going to
17    be like Lower 48, ice and snow free.  We will be able to
18    travel year-round by boat.  There will be vessels out
19    there, either for industrial or commercial, which will be
20    open.  And it's already opening.
21              And these are the words that I have heard from
22    my Elders that have left us long time ago.  Now I'm
23    carrying this today ever since I am able to know my
24    surroundings when I was a little girl like her.
25              There was nothing out there, but today it is
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 1    changing.  Your people in Lower 48 will experience what we
 2    are experiencing today, snow, blizzard.  Your rivers are
 3    going to freeze, lakes are going to freeze.  The earth is
 4    shifting.  Our lakes and rivers are not going to be able
 5    to freeze anymore.  That's the climate change that we are
 6    seeing today.  And I am not lying to you.  It is true.
 7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Thank you,
 8    Marjorie.
 9                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Me again, Carl Brower.
10    My one last concern is studying the currents out in the
11    ocean.  You got the current from the east side that comes
12    and meet the current on the -- from the west side.  And
13    when they do meet, it's strong.  I experienced losing
14    whaling equipment out in the ocean because of the current
15    out there.  Especially when the south wind and the south
16    current come together, the forces are too strong to hold
17    the big production that's out there.
18              I just want to see if you guys did any studies
19    on the current that are further out; not just by the land,
20    but the stronger currents that are further out.
21              Thank you.
22                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm pretty sure you
23    guys were in Barrow, right?
24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.
25                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  You guys see what --
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 1    the pressure ridges that happened from --
 2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That was impressive.  I
 3    was there last week.  It was flat, and this week three
 4    stories high.
 5                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  That's why it needs
 6    to be done the right way.  You can't predict Mother Nature
 7    because of the -- what the Mother Nature can does,
 8    especially here in the Arctic conditions.  It can come
 9    from -- from a calm to --
10                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Very violent.
11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  -- very violent
12    hurricane type force weather.
13                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Even if there is no
14    wind, the current itself is very destructive.
15                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  The current and the
16    wind, once they consult together, that can be very --
17                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Very deadly.
18                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Very dangerous.
19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And the ivus.
20                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  It's not just happening
21    on top.  It's gouging under the sea bed, too.
22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Impressive.
23                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  You know, you were
24    talking about Mother Nature, and I -- very reminiscent
25    of -- I'm sure people in New Zealand earlier today wish
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 1    that they had been able to know what Mother Nature had in
 2    mind for them, a terrible earthquake.
 3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Everyone is getting
 4    tired.
 5                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Me again, Isaac
 6    Nukapigak.  It's the future that we are -- that we need to
 7    consider.  When oil is gone, we all will be gone,
 8    especially my respected Elders.  You are older than me.
 9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.
10                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  They are older than me.
11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  We need to protect
12    their -- I'm talking about these kids.
13                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  The little ones, right.
14                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  It's their future
15    that we are -- we are dealing with and doing it the right
16    way instead of playing -- we are playing Russian roulette
17    with their livelihood.  I know for a fact that parents are
18    teaching them the right way of -- of living off the land,
19    living off the sea.  They -- they have been given a taste,
20    and they will continue.
21              If you ever see this young kid as a young man be
22    a whaler, it's like an individual that lives in urban, has
23    a dream of become a pilot or career of some sort.  But
24    when you are a Native, it's always been being a provider
25    to the community, be a hunter.  That's the culture of
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 1    Inupiat.  Pass on the traditions that's been passed on to
 2    us for thousands of years.
 3              We have to do it the right way and be part of
 4    the process.  That's their future that we are dealing
 5    with.  And I want to make sure that maybe -- I'll be gone
 6    then, too, when they are -- when they someday become a
 7    parent or grandfather.  They'll have to pass on what they
 8    have been taught.  We want to continue keeping our
 9    livelihood alive.
10              Subsistence lifestyle is priceless.  There is no
11    price to it, period.  It's our livelihood, part of our
12    culture.  That has been passed on to us for thousands of
13    years.
14              I myself wouldn't give my kids their -- their
15    traditional diet that's been contaminated.  Like, for
16    instance, how would you feel if I realized that our foods
17    were being contaminated when a disaster can occur?  Spills
18    occur.  Oil spills occur.  We have seen that happen with
19    Gulf of Mexico.  and I think that's a wake-up call for the
20    federal government.  I, myself, wouldn't want to feed my
21    kids with contaminated food.
22              The ocean is abundant by a -- it's abundant
23    resources that we depend on.  Do it the right way.  And
24    I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar made that
25    choice that during the beginning of every process with the
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 1    EIS to come to the communities, which is us that are being
 2    impacted, the most impacted community, and the people that
 3    are sitting who have never heard or seen the livelihood of
 4    the -- of us.  We still make noise.  They don't have no --
 5    they are careless and don't have no pity for us.
 6              That's been happening too long.  Statements been
 7    ignored.  Promises been broken.  Commitment never been
 8    followed.  Never share -- never share of the benefits.  We
 9    need those being part of -- like I say early on, being
10    part of the process and being on the table to make sure
11    things are done right and not being ignored.
12              Thank you.
13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
14                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  For the record,
15    I'm Clarence Ahnupkana.  I have four nephews, four nephews
16    here listening, watching.  They will take over our future.
17    Is these meetings going to go on and on and on and on
18    until you get the point?  Thank you.
19                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  (to Lois Epstein:)
20    You bring a translator from Fairbanks or somewhere where
21    you come from?  You have a translator?  I am translating
22    for these folks here.
23                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  He charges by the
24    word.
25                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I just wanted to
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 1    comment very briefly because I was at the --
 2                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  You have an Elder
 3    here that don't understand you.
 4                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Can you interpret for
 5    me?
 6                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  I'm translating for
 7    these folks here, and you are an individual that came from
 8    another organization.
 9                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  From Anchorage.
10                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Exactly.
11                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Okay.
12                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  It is a public meeting.
13    Anyone from the public --
14                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  So I can translate
15    for her?
16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yes, you may, please.
17                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Are you going to
18    pay me, too?  That's a question.
19                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I think they will cover
20    your time for my conversation, and I'll be very fast.  Is
21    that okay?
22                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Very short.
23                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Okay.  Mostly I wanted
24    to thank the community for all your good comments, for
25    hosting this meeting.  I think it's very important.  And
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 1    also thanks to the Bureau of Ocean Energy for the
 2    opportunity to speak.
 3              As I said, my name is Lois Epstein.  I'm an
 4    engineer.  I work on Arctic issues out of Anchorage.  And
 5    I left my card today.  I went in and talked to people at
 6    the city offices.  Unfortunately, the mayor was very busy,
 7    so I didn't get to talk to him, except very briefly at the
 8    airport.  I was in the tribal offices.  I spoke to the
 9    subsistence organization.  And I also stopped in at
10    Kuukpik.  So people can get a hold of me, I left my
11    information.
12              I want to be a resource to the community.  I
13    have experience working on Cook Inlet offshore, the zero
14    discharge issue.  I have done a lot of work on pipelines
15    onshore and offshore nationally as well as in Alaska for
16    ten years.  I know air pollution is a big issue here in
17    Nuiqsut, and I'm trying to keep track of that, as well as
18    in Kaktovik, encourage people to take photographs of that.
19              I did want to mention that, you know, as a
20    watchdog organization, one of the reasons I'm here is to
21    observe and make sure the federal government listens to
22    what everybody says so hopefully that can be -- that can
23    be helpful.
24              Yesterday we heard a lot in Barrow about the
25    Conflict Avoidance Agreement and how BOEMRE doesn't have
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 1    the ability to enforce that, and I think that's very
 2    important and something that they -- the federal
 3    government heard.
 4              So I'll make more detailed comments in
 5    Anchorage.  That will be on the record.  I'm happy to send
 6    that to anyone.  But please, you know, let me know if you
 7    are interested in staying in contact.  And if I can help,
 8    I'd like to be able to do that.  Thank you.
 9              (Translation.)
10                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I just wanted to put
11    for the record that we have had very bad representation
12    from the Wilderness League in the past, from a
13    representative that used to live here that is associated
14    with the Wilderness League or any other environmental
15    groups.  They make out like we are a very sick community,
16    a very poor hunting community.  They speak half truth.
17    Now we are seeing them on TV talking about Nuiqsut.
18              We heard comments like there were 20 respiratory
19    distressed babies that were sent out, 120 people on
20    inhalers.  That is not true.  We know that there needs to
21    be a health assessment that is correct and comes from the
22    community.  We are the ones that are impacted.
23              I appreciate your comments, but I would ask you
24    guys to speak the truth if you are going to try to speak
25    on behalf of Nuiqsut.
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 1                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I won't speak for you.
 2                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Or speak what
 3    development goes around our village.  We can speak for
 4    ourselves.  We have heard environmental groups come in and
 5    distort our testimonies.  They have never been out at our
 6    whaling camp.  They have never been out hunting with us.
 7    And it kind of upsets me to hear it on KACN TV from our
 8    past representative that is closely associated with the
 9    environmental groups.  I was kind of pissed off when I
10    heard those testimonies.
11              And those were a lot of lies that were coming
12    from the Wilderness League, from the Alaska Pacific
13    Coalition and other environmental groups that speak on
14    behalf of these communities that are impacted.  They are
15    not welcome here a lot of times, you know, after the
16    misrepresentation of our communities.  They don't come
17    here and speak -- you know, people kind of shut their
18    doors because of the lies that were presented from
19    their -- their organization.
20              And I would just like to make that for the
21    record.  Thank you.
22                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I'm with the Wilderness
23    Society, not the Wilderness League.  And I won't speak for
24    people from the community.  I would like to help if I can.
25                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad Dora
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 1    brought that up.  We had an individual that was affiliated
 2    with a group, was so-called fired, a physician's
 3    assistant.  No longer holds a license to practice medical
 4    for telling lies to the world of misleading the global
 5    organizations that have been -- that are affiliated with
 6    the Friends of the Earth or any environmental
 7    organizations.
 8              We still have abundance of wildlife.  We are not
 9    starving.  Whales are abundant.  The fish are abundant.
10    But like I say, we need to do it the right way.
11    Regulations need to be changed, need -- new enforceable
12    policies need to be implemented within the federal level.
13    I'm going to repeat myself over and over because of what
14    happened in the past that had ignored our requests.  It's
15    like being shut down by the federal government.
16              I think that's the only way that things can be
17    worked on, the utilization of new technology in
18    integrating the science and traditional knowledge.  We
19    know that we can't -- we can't go backwards.  There is
20    absolutely no way myself or any of them that's sitting
21    here won't -- can go backwards.  We can survive.  The
22    Elders that had lived the traditional way without lights,
23    heating, are gone.  We depend on it nowadays.  Without it,
24    without the -- without the oil to keep our house warm, we
25    can't go back.  We are adopted to that way.
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 1              Even you; even you may be affiliated with other
 2    organization, you still utilize it.  But maybe you are
 3    driving a Cadillac with the oil, gas being poured in your
 4    vehicle or going on a luxury cruise or do sports hunting.
 5    Still -- and you are still fighting.
 6              We are very fortunate to come from that we are
 7    off from the Third World.  Because of these benefits that
 8    had happened from formation of our home government, we
 9    will be able to tax the industry of the facilities.  Now
10    we are enjoying life.  Our livelihood is much easier.
11              I grew up in the honey buckets in the past, no
12    running water.  These are benefits that we see.
13    Employment.  In the past unemployment with the Natives was
14    almost nearly 90 percent unemployment rate.  Nowadays
15    what's been discovered, people have a career in public
16    service; not only in public service, but in the
17    international -- in the national market being competitive,
18    companies to be able to provide jobs, employment, training
19    and show the benefits.
20              We can't go back.  We are -- we are adopted to
21    it.  There is absolutely no way that we could go back.
22    There is absolutely no way.  We can survive.  We will
23    grumble.  I want you to understand that.  Thank you.
24                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Thank you, Isaac and
25    Dora.  And I -- let me tell you what I will say in
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 1    Anchorage.  I would say I agree with what Dora said, take
 2    it slow.  There is a lot of things that the federal
 3    government needs to do before it moves offshore.  I
 4    understand the need for development in Alaska.  I was
 5    hired because I've spent my career trying to make it
 6    better to stop the leases from pipelines.  Spent many
 7    years working on that regulatory structure.
 8              And now those lessons, moving over to the Bureau
 9    of Ocean Energy, the federal government pipeline agency is
10    part of Department of Transportation, so I agree with
11    almost -- just about everything I heard tonight and
12    that's -- that's where I'm coming from.
13              We do need to take it slow.  And potentially,
14    you know, oil shale on State lands is a way to fill the
15    pipeline.  We haven't tried that yet.  It's working in
16    North Dakota.  There are other options besides the
17    offshore.  And those need to be considered by the
18    government.
19              So thank you.  And I'd love to talk to you more
20    about this.
21                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I don't testimony
22    after overtime because you have to pay me.
23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  And the Tea Party is in
24    charge of Congress and they are cutting our budget, so
25    it's going to be hard to pay you, you know.  That's just a
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 1    joke.
 2              Our schedule is to go to 9:45, and it's 9:45.
 3    And I think we will -- my sense is everybody has had an
 4    opportunity to speak.  If I'm wrong, let me know.
 5                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Can I say a very
 6    short, brief -- My name is Edward Nukapigak, for the
 7    record.  I'm a Nuiqsut whaler.  In the past we have -- we
 8    heard tonight about a lot of things that the government
 9    hasn't really heard of, particularly the new panel that
10    has been selected to oversee and coming to communities and
11    gathering comments and concerns about the possible
12    five-year lease plan.
13              Tonight we heard about buffer zones, deferral
14    lines.  Deferral line has been brought before Minerals
15    Management Service and all the other agencies.  It has
16    already been documented, but in the past Secretary of the
17    Interior have not really looked into it under Bush
18    Administration.
19              Nuiqsut is the only one that's been left out
20    from this critical -- that habitat that needs to be
21    preserved, particularly with offshore exploration.
22    Deferral line is something that we need to be protected if
23    federal government wants to be out there to open lease
24    sales.
25              These areas are not just one island we are
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 1    speaking of.  There are numerous islands that need to be
 2    deferred from further seismic exploration and in the
 3    development phase.  These are the critical habitat of the
 4    wildlife, of the marine mammals that depend on haul-outs.
 5    We have haul-outs.  When there is no ice, they depend on
 6    these islands for calving.
 7              I spoke with this young man over here earlier
 8    before we had this meeting going.  Him and I had a good
 9    conversation.  I gave him some nice, good, strong
10    pointers.  And we spoke of deferral lines.  We spoke of
11    the current and the ice conditions that these Elders and
12    the rest have spoke of.  Those have been offset in the
13    past, and we are still seeing them today with different
14    faces, with new panel, with new agencies that comes to
15    this community.
16              That deferral line is very important to us, and
17    it may be important to federal government because it's in
18    federal waters.  It may be in the best interests of
19    their -- of United States energy needs.
20              So how are you going to balance subsistence vice
21    versa industrial?  Not only oil and gas producers, but we
22    are talking about marine traffic lane that is bound to
23    open.  What kind of mitigation impact is the federal
24    government going to give to those nonindustrial vessel
25    traffic that may open in federal waters, either coming
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 1    from Atlantic side or coming from Chukchi or from the
 2    Bering Strait side?
 3              We talk about mitigation impact.  When you talk
 4    about social impact, those are the -- are the impacts that
 5    you are going to -- we are experiencing today.  Do you
 6    think that these oil companies are going to do good in
 7    giving mitigation impact to this community?  Or is the
 8    community going to ask the federal government to set aside
 9    whatever lease tracts they have sold on behalf of oil and
10    gas industry?  How much can you give to the community so
11    that the community can continue to hunt and harvest?
12              Earlier you finally figure out what the
13    mitigation impact fund meant for the onshore and offshore,
14    particularly with Northstar, Pioneer.  The impacts are to
15    us mean that we have to travel further distance, which is
16    already happening today.
17              With what city can give us, we are only limited
18    to our boundless boundary of our subsistence.  We have to
19    travel further out while this 20 gallons per month is
20    going to provide the community with what we hunt from the
21    offshore and how much of horsepower are they looking at
22    just from this 20 gallon that each hunter receives?  So I
23    am limited to travel and harvest from the ocean because
24    the impact is not giving me enough to travel further to
25    harvest and provide for the food on the table.
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 1              So those are the things that we have talked of
 2    tonight.  And we heard the conditions of what Mother
 3    Nature can do.  I think you have already experienced what
 4    a current can do to an ice buildup pressure ridge like you
 5    have mentioned in Barrow.  These are our unexpected
 6    conditions that can happen.  It will not give you any
 7    warning.  National Weather Service ain't going to give you
 8    no warning that something is going to happen out there
 9    when the weather is blowing out there 24 hours ahead of
10    time.  No.  It happens instantly.
11              Ice, you can have ice free, and next thing you
12    will have ice out there.  The current is pushing the wind,
13    and the current are pushing the ice together.  It can open
14    the lead within minutes.  It can close the lead within
15    minutes.
16              And you can hear those icebergs slamming louder
17    than what you can hear banging on a drill rig.  That's the
18    kind of current that we have heard of, that we have seen
19    and heard all these big chunks of ice, no matter how big
20    you look at them.  When they come together, they are
21    smashed, the current -- the ice is carrying them, swirling
22    them.  So what's going to happen if you put out a drill
23    rig out there?  You think one or two ice breakers is going
24    to be enough to protect a drill ship out there?  No.
25              Are those other vessels, support vessels, are
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 1    they double hull to protect from being possibly crushed
 2    and have a spill themselves?  We are not only talking
 3    about a drill ship and a drill rig that may have an oil
 4    spill.  We are talking about other vessels that might have
 5    oil spills that may be impacted by some sort of a current,
 6    ice because the vessels are not double hull.  They are
 7    single hull, and they are easily smashed.  So we are
 8    not -- those are the kind of spills we are talk about,
 9    too.  We are not just talking about from an oil rig that's
10    going to have a major blowout.  You going to think about
11    safety and do it the right way, you are looking at those
12    other vessels, also.
13              So there is something that -- that we all have
14    to work together and what -- and how can you balance
15    subsistence vice versa industry?  You can't.  How can they
16    work together?  The only way that it can work together is
17    that we all have to work together.
18              You come to our community to gather information.
19    You wanted to hear traditional knowledge.  You want to
20    incorporate traditional knowledge into black and white.
21    And you wanted to have traditional knowledge from these
22    Elders that have more knowledgeable that we have inherited
23    and from these pictures that you have seen up here.
24              I have experienced the Sivulluk prospect early
25    in the '80s.  Federal government was so careless when they
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 1    first opened the lease sale.  Hammerhead is now called
 2    Sivulluk.  That's where Shell first drilled their
 3    prospect.  When federal government opened that to
 4    Hammerhead, everything was chaos.
 5              There was no absolutely monitoring of these
 6    offshore oil and gas -- there were less monitoring back
 7    then when they first started that offshore.  Careless in
 8    discharging oil spill and the fluids into the ocean.  And
 9    I've seen icebergs covered with drill mud, not natural
10    mud.  Those I have seen in the past.
11              And noise is a factor.  Yes, noise is a factor
12    in offshore.  We talk about bowhead whales, they are
13    vulnerable to noise.  And not only bowhead whales, but
14    also to the other marine mammals.  But in order for us to
15    do it in a safer manner, our area in the Beaufort Sea
16    needs to be more studied before it can be given to the oil
17    and gas producers.
18              We know that we have been opposing to offshore
19    from time to time over and over; no, no alternative is no
20    sale.  And next thing we hear is there is a sale going on
21    there.  Our voices have been heard.  They have gone from
22    one ear and out to the other.  I think that maybe there is
23    more problems.  I'm not going to say.  Under Obama
24    Administration, I see now that he has -- has put a panel
25    together that's willing to listen to us now, hoping to
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 1    listen to us, not just this community, but also those
 2    other communities that are being -- will be affected.  But
 3    I'm very disappointed that Chukchi Sea side is being more
 4    favored and that's not being impacted yet.
 5              The Beaufort Sea side, Kaktovik and Nuiqsut are
 6    the only two that is being heavily impacted.  And they are
 7    getting more -- they have been granted more than what we
 8    have asked for.  We have been denied from time to time,
 9    not just by one agency; by another agency that we are
10    dealing with the same offshore issue.  One agency is going
11    to say yes, the other is going to say no.
12              We talk about air quality, water quality.  Those
13    are the folks that's going to be coming to this community
14    and make the same presentation for offshore and the
15    same -- possibly same drill ships that we have spoken in
16    the past, the testimonies that have been given.
17              This is just the beginning because you have
18    nothing to present to us.  And one way that we can make
19    this to come alive is that we have to work together and we
20    have to put this in the manner where it's not going to
21    affect our subsistence livelihood.
22              And we are hoping that we should not be driven
23    out of Cross Island area because there might be so much
24    development going on over there.  The land fall of the
25    pipeline is another thing.  And those are the -- right on
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 1    the path of the migration of bowheads, the walruses that
 2    comes ashore from the north.
 3              So we all have to sit down and think what's
 4    going to happen now.  What's going to happen if you guys
 5    leave tomorrow?  Will this community -- will this
 6    community here ever hear from you folks again?  Will we
 7    ever have a promise feedback?  Will there be any promises
 8    that -- that we want the communities and the other
 9    communities want -- want to say no to offshore.
10              But after hearing from my whaling captains and
11    other whaling captains, I see they are not opposed to it.
12    They are not opposed to offshore.  I'm one of the whaling
13    captains.  They want to make sure that the government do
14    it the right way with strongest regulations.  The
15    regulations need to be stronger.  There need to be some
16    observers out there because we don't want to go through
17    that back in 19 early '80s again.  I don't want to see
18    that happen.  Why?  Because of Hammerhead.
19              Under oil/whalers agreement back in '86, before
20    that came -- even came alive, we had a lot of air and
21    vessel traffic for two seasons.  Two seasons none of the
22    whales were sited.  Two seasons none of the whales were
23    landed because of the low altitude of the aircraft and the
24    choppers that are being shuttled back and forth to the
25    drill ship.  A lot of supply vessels going back and forth
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 1    to West Dock is something that has caused all the whales
 2    to be skittish.  They had to even travel further out, and
 3    that's risking their crew members' lives.
 4              So anyway, I'm not opposed to offshore.  I just
 5    want to see that it is done in minimal environmentally
 6    less impact.  And for us to do so, I'm going to ask you
 7    that you go back to Washington, D.C. and tell the
 8    Secretary that the Nuiqsut whalers have been left out on
 9    this deferral line.  If that deferral line cannot be
10    granted, then it must be challenged by the community
11    because it is very important.
12              That Cross Island has been there long before
13    these commercial and Yankee whalers have came that far
14    north.  My people were there subsisting on bowheads,
15    walruses.  There are now some bowhead skulls starting to
16    submerge -- emerge on the north side of the island.  Those
17    are the signs of the old whalers that have harvested those
18    whales.  None of us have harvested and landed a whale on
19    the north side of the island.
20              And we talk about winter ice conditions because
21    it is -- we are out there during hurricane season.  That's
22    another thing:  There is always a weather factor
23    sometimes.  But tonight I just want to make sure that our
24    people want to do it in a safer and environmental way.
25              And we are hoping that -- one oil company that
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 1    doesn't listen to us is Shell.  We are hoping that Shell
 2    will understand where we are coming from.  Shell is the
 3    one that we have been always having a hard time.  That's
 4    their royal touch.  They are from another country.  And we
 5    are not going to be stampeded by them unless the federal
 6    government gives them stronger stipulations.  It is
 7    something that we have gone through, and we don't want to
 8    go through this again with that one company.
 9              So anyway, I thought I'd give a short comment,
10    concern after hearing from my colleagues about a lot of
11    certain issues that have been come forward before you
12    folks.
13              Thank you.
14                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
15                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Good night.
16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Amen.
17                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  For the record,
18    my name is Clarence.  I think that's the end of it.  Thank
19    you.
20               (Proceedings adjourned at 10:11 p.m.)
21
22
23
24
25
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 1                     P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  


 2              (Blessing given by Marjorie Ahnupkana.)
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, good evening, and
  


 4   welcome to the scoping meeting for a programmatic
  


 5   environmental impact statement for the next offshore oil
  


 6   and gas program.  My name's Jim Kendall.  I am the Acting
  


 7   Regional Director for the Alaska Region, or we call it
  


 8   BOEMRE, the Bureau of Ocean Energy.  We used to be MMS.
  


 9             And we do have a translator with us tonight.
  


10   And since I talk fast, I'm going to try and slow down.
  


11   Okay?
  


12             Now, the reason why we're here is the Outer
  


13   Continental Shelf Lands Act -- should I slow down or --
  


14   the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act requires that before
  


15   the Secretary of the Interior can make a decision to have
  


16   a lease sale, he has to have a five-year plan in effect.
  


17   The current five-year program ends in 2012.  It went from
  


18   2007 to 2012.  Now we are planning for the next five-year
  


19   plan, 2012 to 2017.
  


20             Now, because that's a major federal action, the
  


21   National Environmental Policy Act requires us to do an
  


22   environmental impact statement to look at the potential
  


23   impact from these sales.  Now, right now the areas of
  


24   potential interest -- and this is something very
  


25   different -- are Cook Inlet if there is any interest by
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 1   industry, and then the Chukchi and the Beaufort.
  


 2             Now, what makes this very different is that no
  


 3   decisions have been made and no proposals have been made.
  


 4   Is there going to be one sale in the Beaufort and one sale
  


 5   in the Chukchi?  We don't know.  No decision has been
  


 6   made.  It could be one or the other or it could be no
  


 7   sales.
  


 8             The decisionmaker is the Secretary of Interior.
  


 9   And we have been sent to talk with you, listen to what
  


10   your concerns are, listen to what you believe the issues
  


11   that need to be addressed and to see what you think of
  


12   this.  We are here.  We are an open book.  We are here to
  


13   listen.  No decisions are made.  We will take your
  


14   information.  It will be put into the environmental impact
  


15   statement.  Your concerns will be recorded.  We have a
  


16   recorder, Mary here.  And that will go up to the
  


17   decisionmaker all the way to the Secretary, who then will
  


18   make these decisions, but no decisions have been made as
  


19   of now.
  


20             We have folks from all over the country here.
  


21   We're going as to start with --
  


22              (Translation by Edward Nukapigak.)
  


23                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  


24   I'll try to speak slower.  I'm very bad at that.  Again,
  


25   we are here in a listening mode.  No decisions have been
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 1   made.  There are no plans.  We want to hear what people
  


 2   think.  We will take the information back.  We have a
  


 3   recorder who is recording every word.  So we would also
  


 4   ask that when you come up and you tell us what you think
  


 5   and what you are worried about and your concerns, please
  


 6   state your name so we have that for a sign of respect.  We
  


 7   want to record the names.  We like one person to speak at
  


 8   a time.  And I have associates here that will help to
  


 9   answer any questions.  And now I need a favor.
  


10             I am very, very hard of hearing.  I am deaf in
  


11   my left ear, partial here [indicating], so I have to
  


12   really focus to listen.  So I'm going to sit right there
  


13   so I can listen, and I'm going to let Mr. Tim Holder sort
  


14   of run the meeting.  That way I can give undivided
  


15   attention to what is said.  This is very, very important.
  


16             (Translation.)
  


17                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  Whoever would like
  


18   to speak.
  


19                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Sir, before we give
  


20   our own testimony, could I ask your names.
  


21                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Oh, yeah, yeah.
  


22                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good idea.
  


23                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Excuse us.  Excuse us.
  


24                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  What position you
  


25   are with.
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 1                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'll start.  I'm Jim
  


 2   Kendall.  I am the Acting Regional Director for the bureau
  


 3   up here.  Up until January 1st, I was head of the
  


 4   environmental program for the entire bureau out of
  


 5   Washington.  I worked in the Gulf Region, Gulf of Mexico,
  


 6   for 11 years.  I have been in headquarters 11 years, total
  


 7   of 22 years, and I would oversee the assessment, the
  


 8   analysis, and the science.
  


 9             And our Secretary is very concerned and very
  


10   focused at making decisions based on the best science and
  


11   traditional knowledge.  So he said, Jim, since you are a
  


12   scientist and you work with folks and you know about using
  


13   science, I want you to go up there for a few months and
  


14   work with the team.  So this is a new day.
  


15             And then my colleague, Tim Holder, you are from
  


16   where?
  


17                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  I am based in Washington,
  


18   D.C., and my job is to act as liaison between our
  


19   Washington, D.C. headquarters and our processes and events
  


20   going on with environmental issues in our Alaska office.
  


21   I always have to say that I lived 25 years in Alaska; 19
  


22   in Anchorage and six in Nome.  So I try to get as many
  


23   points as I can.
  


24                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  I'm Michael Haller, and
  


25   I'm the Alaska Region community liaison, and I grew up in
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 1   Alaska.  So I'm happy to be here with you tonight.  Thank
  


 2   you very much.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Mary is our recorder,
  


 4   and she's very busy, so I'm not going to bother her.  And
  


 5   Mike.
  


 6                   MR. MIKE ROUTHIER:  Yeah.  My name is Mike
  


 7   Routhier.  I work in the Anchorage office, and I'm a NEPA
  


 8   coordinator, which means that I help write the
  


 9   environmental documents like EISes.
  


10                   MR. STEVE TEXTORIS:  My name's Steve
  


11   Textoris.  I'm in the Washington, D.C. office and I'm the
  


12   Acting Leasing Division Chief.  I came to the Department
  


13   of Interior from the Environmental Protection Agency and
  


14   background in environmental consulting.
  


15                   MR. ROB MCWHORTER:  My name is Rob
  


16   McWhorter.  I work for Argonne National Laboratory.
  


17   Argonne National Laboratory is helping BOEMRE with the
  


18   national environmental impact statement.  And I'm grateful
  


19   to be here, too.
  


20                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Thank you
  


21   for pointing that out.  I didn't mean to miss all my
  


22   folks.
  


23                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  My name is Lois
  


24   Epstein.  I'm an engineer with the Wilderness Society in
  


25   Anchorage.  And it's a nonprofit, and I'm interested --
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 1                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Alaska Wilderness
  


 2   Society?
  


 3                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  The Wilderness -- it's
  


 4   a national group.  And I'm here to listen to what
  


 5   everybody has to say.  I'm not with the federal
  


 6   government.
  


 7                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  You are not with
  


 8   these groups?
  


 9                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.  So I might
  


10   actually make a couple comments, too.  It's a national
  


11   conservation organization.  We support oil and gas in
  


12   Alaska done right without spills and in the right
  


13   locations.  I'll make some comments.  But not everywhere.
  


14             (Translation.)
  


15                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  Thank you.  So we
  


16   will just open up the floor here to comments.  If you are
  


17   going to speak in English, if you could step up to the
  


18   microphone and state your name so Mary can get that down
  


19   for the record.  And let's go from there.
  


20                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, I could start off
  


21   with saying what we have heard.  We have been to Kotzebue,
  


22   Barrow, Wainwright, correct?  And tomorrow we are going to
  


23   Kaktovik.  And the issues that we have heard that we are
  


24   already taking back are that some of the communities say
  


25   that before anything happens they want a seat at the
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 1   table.  They want to be part of the process.
  


 2             They are concerned about infrastructure.  Are
  


 3   there enough assets up here and equipment to do it right?
  


 4   There is concern it will not and should not and must not
  


 5   interrupt subsistence at all.  We take that back.  Is the
  


 6   technology available to clean up a spill if, heaven
  


 7   forbid, there was a spill.
  


 8             So those are the issues your colleagues and your
  


 9   fellow citizens have mentioned in the last couple of days.
  


10   And those are the messages we are taking back.  And so we
  


11   are here to hear what you want to add to that group.
  


12             Don't be shy.
  


13             (Translation.)
  


14                   MR. CARL BROWER:  Carl Brower, Nuiqsut
  


15   whaler.  We had folks like you that came by about less
  


16   than a year ago receiving testimony from this village.
  


17   And I ask them, in the EIS they had nothing -- nothing put
  


18   in the book about mitigation measures for offshore.  And
  


19   the reason I ask, I always ask them what mitigation
  


20   measures do you guys have for the whalers on whaling.  And
  


21   I brought that out.  And the only answer I got was Marine
  


22   Mammal Protection Act.
  


23             And I wonder what you guys are going to put in
  


24   the EIS on -- that's coming up on mitigation measures.
  


25             Thank you.
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 1                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, when we have a --
  


 2   you know, like when questions come up, I'll try my best to
  


 3   answer the questions.  For this -- this stage of the
  


 4   process of writing the EIS, it's to bring up concerns, and
  


 5   then the next step of the process is to write the
  


 6   environmental impact statement, draft environmental impact
  


 7   statement, then go out for more meetings later on this
  


 8   year.  And then in that, because this is a broad
  


 9   programmatic EIS, I don't believe at that stage that we
  


10   put mitigation measures in there.  Jim?
  


11                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Not at this stage.
  


12                   MR. MIKE ROUTHIER:  Right.
  


13                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  I don't believe so.  I
  


14   believe that the stipulations are brought in -- once you
  


15   have a five-year program and if there are lease sales in a
  


16   EIS and then you come to a lease sale EIS, that's when you
  


17   put in stipulations.  Okay.
  


18                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.  There is no
  


19   leasing plans right now.  This would describe for the
  


20   Secretary, this document, on the concerns should there be
  


21   a lease sale.  And then when they have lease sales, you
  


22   would have the documentation and then the mitigations and
  


23   stipulations.  This is at the very, very -- we are getting
  


24   everybody involved at the very beginning of the process.
  


25             So what I'm hearing from you, sir, Carl, is that
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 1   you want strong mitigations to protect subsistence
  


 2   whaling.
  


 3                   MR. CARL BROWER:  Yeah.
  


 4                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  And so that's an issue
  


 5   that we will put in.  We will take that back and the
  


 6   Secretary will see that.  To kind of backtrack on your
  


 7   question, I think this may have been a meeting in November
  


 8   and it was on a supplemental environmental impact
  


 9   statement on some very narrow issues.  And that's why you
  


10   didn't see stipulations in there.  Stipulations were --
  


11   and that was a supplemental EIS for the Chukchi 193 final
  


12   EIS.  And there are -- will be stipulations in that
  


13   environmental impact statement.  So it gets kind of
  


14   confusing because there is lots of documents and lots of
  


15   processes.
  


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  But the important point
  


17   is mitigations to protect the whaling hunts, period.
  


18             (Translation.)
  


19                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
  


20                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  For the record,
  


21   Isaak Nukapigak.  First I want to welcome you to our
  


22   community to hear, express of my fellow Inupiat people's
  


23   concern during the early process of the programmatic
  


24   environmental impact statement as the federal government
  


25   proceeds.
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 1             A couple of things I want brought out time and
  


 2   time again that prior during the past Administration that
  


 3   we have expressed over and over about comments, including
  


 4   utilization of traditional knowledge with science.  But --
  


 5   but in the past we have been ignored by the federal
  


 6   government.  And even during the early process of these
  


 7   lease sales in the Outer Continental Shelf -- I'm a
  


 8   whaling captain, commissioner for Alaska Eskimo Whaling
  


 9   Commission, one of the 11 communities that do subsistence
  


10   hunt under the IEWC system with -- including the NMFS
  


11   process of being -- AEWC being managed through the
  


12   management plan.
  


13             As the process of lease sale occur, when leases
  


14   are being acquired by the oil companies, we have been
  


15   trying to work so hard with the industry to accept a
  


16   Conflict Avoidance Agreement to make sure that our
  


17   subsistence whaling is not being disrupted by activity.
  


18   We have seen that happen in the past.
  


19             And I like the idea of what our western
  


20   neighbors say, that yes, I definitely believe that we
  


21   have -- that we need to be part of the process.  I'm in
  


22   agreement with the western villagers from Barrow saying
  


23   that we need to have a seat on the table.  I'm very much
  


24   in agreement with it.
  


25             Part of the revenue sharing of the leases.
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 1   Alaska had -- all these years of lease Outer Continental
  


 2   Shelf leases that Alaska hasn't received a dime because of
  


 3   the policies that's been established in the past where
  


 4   Louisiana and New Mexico is the one that benefit when
  


 5   there is a sale occur.  So revenue sharing would be a big
  


 6   example.  I'm not against oil and gas, but as long as it
  


 7   can be done right.  Most environmental impact alternative
  


 8   that is initiated -- we know what the nation needs for
  


 9   national security, but it needs to be done right.
  


10             We need to pace -- we need to be paced on slow
  


11   pace and proper chains of regulation that need to be
  


12   initiated even at the federal level to mandate the
  


13   impact -- mandate of the mitigation measures that are
  


14   being implemented.
  


15             We all know that Shell got shot down recently by
  


16   the EPA appeal board because of the conditions.  The
  


17   Beaufort is our Guard of Eden that we want to protect.
  


18   Our whaling is very important.  Our diet is -- our
  


19   traditional diet is very important to us, living off the
  


20   land, living off the sea.  So we need protections.  Do it
  


21   right, you know, and be part of the process.
  


22             And I know you guys are in the early stage.  I
  


23   clap the Obama Administration is making the right choice
  


24   by -- with our Secretary of Interior that's going to be
  


25   the one that's going to make the decisions whether the
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 1   next five years of Outer Continental Shelf, whether the
  


 2   lease will occur or not.  But we need protections.
  


 3             There is a lot of regulations and policies that
  


 4   need to be changed within the federal level for our
  


 5   protection.  They are too loose.  One good example would
  


 6   be adopting the Norwegian standards in relation to oil and
  


 7   gas of zero tolerance discharge.  You have industry that
  


 8   are -- have buckets to transport all their waste instead
  


 9   of -- right now the policy indicated very well that as
  


10   long as they are in compliance with the regulations, they
  


11   can't dispose their waste, the ballistic drilling muds and
  


12   so forth.  But I think by changing and adopting the new
  


13   standard would really help us out.
  


14             It is our Garden of Eden.  The fish that
  


15   migrate.  There is an abundance of Fish & Wildlife that we
  


16   depend on that we are trying to protect and -- trying to
  


17   protect -- and it will jeopardize our livelihood if none
  


18   of these policies and regulations are being -- of being
  


19   replaced with new type of standard policy.  I think by
  


20   having -- by having a seat on the table is a -- it's a
  


21   good step of being part of the process.  We need
  


22   protection.
  


23             Like I say, like I know you will hear more of
  


24   that from my fellow -- my local residents.  Time and time
  


25   again that we express our opinions that science and
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 1   traditional knowledge work together, but they have been
  


 2   ignored.  I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar
  


 3   realized that and sent you guys up to hear and put
  


 4   together information, you know, what the people feel.  I'm
  


 5   glad for him that he's making the right choice in starting
  


 6   the right new path of what's going to happen in the next
  


 7   five years, as the -- as the lease sale planning is due to
  


 8   expire and the new environmental impact statement be
  


 9   written.
  


10             I mean, there is lots -- I've got lots of things
  


11   in my mind, but I'm just going to go ahead and give you
  


12   what I believe as a whaling captain.  We need protections.
  


13   I know I think I take too much of your time, but there is
  


14   other people that wants to express their thoughts.
  


15             Thank you.
  


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
  


17   Thank you very much.  That's what we need to hear.
  


18                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  I just wanted to
  


19   mention, any of you who want to write letters to us or any
  


20   detailed sort of offering written-wise, please do that.
  


21   We have a way and means for you to get that to us.  So if
  


22   you would please feel that you can -- not only in talking
  


23   with us tonight, but follow up with writing your ideas
  


24   down, as you were talking about Isaac.
  


25                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Do you have a
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 1   deadline on your comments?
  


 2                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  We do.  March 31st.  We
  


 3   will pass these around now.
  


 4             (Translation.)
  


 5                   MR. FRANK MATUMEAK:  Frank Matumeak.  I'm
  


 6   a subsistence user in Nuiqsut.  We have been giving our
  


 7   testimonies for over 30 years for the same thing that you
  


 8   have, and I'm wondering if you have studied any of this
  


 9   testimonies that we have been giving to all the entities
  


10   that have been coming here to the village of Nuiqsut.
  


11             Now, I'm very concerned about our lifestyle
  


12   mainly because we depend on the oceans and our waters and
  


13   the rivers.  And this does not only include Alaska.  It
  


14   includes Canada, Greenland, Russia.  And this very current
  


15   that you are thinking about putting into production is
  


16   just endangering all of that -- all those people that uses
  


17   the same foods that we do.  And we all are in the same
  


18   environment.  And I'm glad you are having this meeting.
  


19             Now, my understanding is that you have these
  


20   five-, ten-year plans to do this.  I don't want to be a
  


21   part of a group that will threaten our people and our
  


22   livelihood.  I don't mind oil companies drilling on our
  


23   lands where -- on the land onshore where we can contain
  


24   anything.  Heck, look at that -- that Gulf of Mexico, man,
  


25   that really hurt a whole bunch of people.  And who is
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 1   going to be accountable if something like that happens on
  


 2   our oceans on the ice?
  


 3             And we got no control over that ice.  Nobody
  


 4   does.  No matter how many things you do or look at the way
  


 5   you can correct that problem, it's never going to be
  


 6   there.  And that's the power of the ice and the ocean.
  


 7   And we live with it.  We understand it.  And --
  


 8             But I don't want to be a part of a group that is
  


 9   making a ten-year plan, 20-year plan, whatever plan they
  


10   have that will endanger our livelihoods and our people.
  


11   But I do enjoy the service of sharing a little bit of
  


12   wealth from the oil companies when they do it right on
  


13   land.  But any time you get on the ocean, I'm very,
  


14   very -- I don't want to be a part of a group that is going
  


15   to be making plans to have a lease sale or anything
  


16   because that's really hurting our lifestyle.
  


17             Just like when you study history -- and you
  


18   always study history.  Look at the Black Hills, all that
  


19   gold taken away from the Indians because of that almighty
  


20   gold.  Now you are doing the same doggone thing out in the
  


21   ocean for the oil.  And that will disrupt our livelihoods
  


22   and our source of food, our mainstay.
  


23             Thank you.
  


24                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


25                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
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 1                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Please, don't be shy.
  


 2                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Can I speak a couple
  


 3   more?
  


 4                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sure.  We are here until
  


 5   9:45.  If there is time, you can come up and talk more.
  


 6                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I'm Dora Leavitt.  I'm
  


 7   representing the City of Nuiqsut.  I'm the cultural
  


 8   coordinator.  And we do a lot of commenting with industry.
  


 9   There is a lot of people coming in proposing projects, and
  


10   yet we have such a short window of time to comment on such
  


11   a big thing like this.  We would like more time to review,
  


12   more time to -- to -- to, you know, for us to think about
  


13   what's going to be out there.  It's about time the federal
  


14   government came and start coming up with the beginning of
  


15   their process.
  


16             For years we have been expressing our concerns
  


17   over and over again.  This community is the most impacted
  


18   community in the North Slope.  We are the ones that are
  


19   living with the oil and the pipeline.  We are having to go
  


20   under it when we are out hunting.  And it's never ending,
  


21   these community hall, this never -- you know, besides
  


22   bingo, but there is so much that goes on with meetings,
  


23   and yet we have a short window to comment.  Thirty days is
  


24   not enough.
  


25             And my concerns about this -- the lease sale is
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 1   that you guys are going to go ahead and sell the whole
  


 2   thing, you know.  We need to take it slow.  When I look at
  


 3   the Chukchi, they are protected.  Twenty-five miles of no
  


 4   drill, no development, where the Beaufort Sea, we don't
  


 5   have assurance.  We don't have a buffer zone to tell us
  


 6   that we are protected from the development that's going to
  


 7   go on.  I know this because there is so much oil over here
  


 8   that our buffer zones were stripped.  McCovey, being only
  


 9   four miles from Cross Island and Liberty and Northstar.
  


10   Now we have Sivulluk, who is going to be in the path of
  


11   our migration.
  


12             We would like to see more protection in the
  


13   permitting process.  We would like to be a part of your
  


14   permitting process.  And, you know, who is going to assure
  


15   us that when the oil is gone, that we are going to be able
  


16   to hunt out there, my grandkids, my son?  You know, when
  


17   all -- thirty years is going to come and it's -- you know,
  


18   we see that with Alpine development.  It's already
  


19   declining.  Now they are going to look for more and to tap
  


20   into more pipeline to the west of us.
  


21             With offshore development, we don't have any --
  


22   we don't have any revenue sharing.  I'd like to see more
  


23   stipulations, more mitigation in place.
  


24             When the developers come, the people that have
  


25   bought the lease sale, you know, they have a short window.
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 1   They say they are going to come, like, in July and then
  


 2   they are going to be 100 miles out.  In July the shores --
  


 3   the -- the ice is still close to the -- the shoreline,
  


 4   seven miles.  How are they going to be 100 miles out?
  


 5   When they start to make their way to the Beaufort Sea from
  


 6   the south with the winds and the weather, they are going
  


 7   to be forced to come closer and come in through the
  


 8   barrier islands or just north of the barrier islands to
  


 9   get to their prospect.
  


10             These are some of the things that they put on
  


11   paper and say, yeah, we are going to do it this way.  We
  


12   will be 100 miles out when we get to wherever so we won't
  


13   disturb the hunters and the marine mammals.  And I was --
  


14   when I read that, I was, like, you know what, our ice --
  


15   the pack ice is still really close in July.
  


16             And then they have a month to drill.  Like for
  


17   the Sivulluk project, they will come in July, they will
  


18   drill at Sivulluk until August 25 and pull out.  Where are
  


19   they going to pull out to?  To the shore?  Is it the day,
  


20   the last day going to be the 25th?  Because when our
  


21   whalers go out there, they are going 97 miles to get to
  


22   our whaling camp.  When we go out seal hunting, we go far.
  


23             Our ocean is not just like Barrow where it's
  


24   just right across the street, you know.  It's right there
  


25   when they do their seal hunting.  Us, we have to go 14
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 1   miles to the river and another seven to 20 miles to the
  


 2   ice pack, you know.  And they have a buffer zone.  We
  


 3   don't.  I'd like to see an assurance -- I'd like to see a
  


 4   buffer zone for the Beaufort Sea and to tell me that we
  


 5   are going to be assured that we are going to be able to
  


 6   hunt when this oil is extracted and they plug the wells.
  


 7             We would like for you guys to come back and
  


 8   consult with us.  I know that when, you know, you guys do
  


 9   the lease sales, you guys profit the money.  Are you guys
  


10   willing to send someone here to, you know, work with us;
  


11   employ somebody that will be -- that has a technical
  


12   technology reading of all these EIS and whatever?  We
  


13   don't have anybody here that -- like that.  We are
  


14   training at that.  We have made that recommendation to EPA
  


15   and other agencies that -- you know, to the State.  I'd
  


16   like to see one in place with -- under the federal
  


17   government when these lease sales happen.  Don't just take
  


18   the money back to Washington, D.C.  You know, it's about
  


19   time the federal government spent some of that money in
  


20   these villages that are impacted the most.
  


21             And come again because I'm sure you are going to
  


22   hear a lot more.  We would like more window open so we
  


23   have more time to comment and more time to grasp what goes
  


24   on the EIS.
  


25             Thank you.
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 1                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  I have a
  


 2   question.  We have heard this before that Nuiqsut -- or I
  


 3   should say before today when we had meetings today with
  


 4   the Native Village of Nuiqsut, that they would like a
  


 5   buffer.  Could you say -- and Cross Island is the camp
  


 6   that's where you set off from.
  


 7                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That's our whaling
  


 8   camp.
  


 9                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Would it be a buffer
  


10   around Cross Island?
  


11                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That and the mouth of
  


12   our river.
  


13                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  To answer your
  


14   question, in the past that we have asked for a buffer to
  


15   protect our subsistence whaling ground of Cross Island.
  


16   We had asked a 20-mile perimeter, asked Cross Island,
  


17   being the central location for the 20-mile perimeter for
  


18   our protection.  And like she got most of my word what
  


19   else -- that's what was in my mind.
  


20             The benefits that go to the western villages
  


21   from Point Barrow all the way to Point Hope, it's not
  


22   right for us to deal with where they have a buffer that's
  


23   been implemented by former MMS of 20-mile restriction of
  


24   no occupancy or no activity from the coastline to 25 miles
  


25   from the coastline.  There is restrictions that you can't
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 1   do any sort of activity.  And here all these years that we
  


 2   have been asking for a buffer zone, a buffer to -- that
  


 3   would protect our whaling, our whaling, subsistence
  


 4   whaling ground.  It's a very important area.
  


 5             Like what Dora say, it's in the path of the
  


 6   migration of the bowhead whale.  The Camden Bay is a very
  


 7   important resting, feeding area for the bowhead when there
  


 8   is a storm.  And there is recommendation being proven by
  


 9   NOAA where the proposed Shell's prospects, Sivulluk
  


10   prospect, and it's only 40 miles east of our whaling --
  


11   our whaling ground.  It's right in the path of the bowhead
  


12   whale.
  


13             We need -- like I say, we need protection.  We
  


14   need restrictions.  We need enforceable policy that needs
  


15   to be changed within the federal level.  All these years
  


16   we have been expressing our concern.  Now, utilization of
  


17   our traditional knowledge always been ignored.  And we
  


18   need those protections.
  


19             It seems to be that the federal government was
  


20   more in favor of our eastern neighbors than the western --
  


21   the western district than us because it is known that the
  


22   natural resource -- it's been acknowledged that the whales
  


23   is within that trend.  The Barrow are a trend, but we need
  


24   protection.  We need noise buffer.  We need to have that
  


25   protection of our whaling ground.
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 1             The rest of the community of the 11 whaling
  


 2   communities, people will be able to go hunt, come back to
  


 3   their home place, relax.  Nuiqsut has to travel 93 miles
  


 4   to our whaling ground on one of the barrier islands, Cross
  


 5   Island, and have to be out there until we meet our quota.
  


 6   In times when Mother Nature don't cooperate, we need to be
  


 7   out there longer.
  


 8                   At one point I remember us being out there
  


 9   for seven weeks and didn't met our quota system because of
  


10   activities and the weather prediction where our
  


11   subsistence hunt and the whales were disrupted because of
  


12   this heavily activity going on in the Beaufort.  We had to
  


13   go 30 miles north.  That's where we finally were able to
  


14   see whales because there was so much activity east of
  


15   Cross Island.
  


16             And that time we had no choice because a whale
  


17   was got 35 miles north of Cross Island because of the
  


18   safety.  These small boats that we go out in to harvest,
  


19   weather prediction got bad on us.  We had no choice but to
  


20   let go of the whale even though we didn't want to.  And
  


21   that year was so harsh because we didn't meet our quota.
  


22   And it was very noticeable in this community.  There was
  


23   no whale meat for the community.  There was no whale meat
  


24   stored in our cellars.  People were hurting.  Very limited
  


25   stocks of -- for our nutritional diet.  That's the way
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 1   we --
  


 2             Like I said earlier, we need to sit at the
  


 3   table.  We need to be part of the process.  We are in the
  


 4   early stage.  And the final process on the environmental
  


 5   impact statement.
  


 6             I've got so much stuff, but I want to give other
  


 7   folks an opportunity, but everything seems to be coming up
  


 8   and we need -- like I say, we need protection.  And I
  


 9   think that the federal government needs to lift up.  We
  


10   are part of the -- we are part of America.  Folks in the
  


11   Lower 48 don't see the impact.  They don't know what type
  


12   of livelihood that is for us -- is for us Eskimos go
  


13   through while everybody is benefitting out of it.
  


14             When the price of oil goes up, people scream,
  


15   say it's too high on the national level.  And here we are
  


16   only just very short miles away from an oil field, still
  


17   paying the high cost of living.  And at one point we paid
  


18   almost nine bucks a gallon just to keep our -- just trying
  


19   to survive, trying to keep our house warm from freezing
  


20   up.
  


21             That's why -- I mean, that's why we need
  


22   these -- policies need to be change maybe on the federal
  


23   level.  Time and time again you are going to hear that
  


24   from me.  There is too much loose cracks that fell through
  


25   the cracks of these policies.  There is nobody in the
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 1   federal level are monitoring.  All the years you issue
  


 2   sales but not be able to enforce your policy.  There is
  


 3   nobody watching them out there, not from the federal
  


 4   level.  The only thing you believe is what paper trails
  


 5   that are being submitted, a written report.
  


 6             We know that oil companies lie.  They are only
  


 7   here for one business, to be profitable.  I've seen that
  


 8   stuff during my livelihood.  Time to change, and the
  


 9   federal government needs to live up to its obligation to
  


10   enforce and change the policies.  It can be where
  


11   everybody can benefit.  We haven't seen a dime ever since
  


12   sales had occurred back from lease sale 171 and on.
  


13             We need to share some of that sharing, the
  


14   revenue sharing.  That's one thing that needs to be
  


15   changed.  It's very important.  We need to be part of the
  


16   process and share the benefits.  Not folks that are living
  


17   down in the Lower 48 where they are living in luxury and
  


18   not seeing the impact or having to deal with impact.
  


19             Thank you.
  


20                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Can I go up one more?
  


21   I forgot.  Dora Leavitt once again.  I forgot to talk
  


22   about the social impacts that is heavy upon this village
  


23   that everybody ignores because of the price, maybe.  This
  


24   community is impacted.  The oil companies give us 50,000 a
  


25   year to fight over for subsistence mitigation.  That is
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 1   not enough for 400-some people.  Twenty gallons per 40
  


 2   households for the subsistence hunters is not enough.
  


 3   That's really bring a toll on the city that is dispersing
  


 4   these funds.
  


 5             We get a lot of crap from the community, you
  


 6   know, but it's something that the industry does just to,
  


 7   you know, make it look good on paper so that you think,
  


 8   oh, yeah, they are being mitigated.  That's okay.  That's
  


 9   not enough.  This 50,000 a year is not enough.  This
  


10   community is 80, 90 percent subsistence household hunters.
  


11   And when we are given this small mitigation fund to fight
  


12   over -- and to me that is a social impact that is brought
  


13   to our leaders to this community for our subsistence
  


14   hunters to fight over.
  


15                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  Dora, question:  Could
  


16   you explain for the record what that subsistence fund is
  


17   and what you think it should change to?
  


18                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That subsistence
  


19   mitigation fund was given -- like we have one from Pioneer
  


20   as a mitigation for subsistence hunters because in the
  


21   past the subsistence hunters saying they are having to go
  


22   further out to hunt their games.  So that they thought
  


23   maybe that mitigation fund was enough.
  


24             With -- with the price, you know, the economy
  


25   going up, everything going up, the price of gas is up, you
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 1   know, 20 gallons is not enough for our subsistence
  


 2   hunters.  They go out.  Like Isaac said, we go out.  We go
  


 3   out so many miles to go to the ocean to go hunt our seals.
  


 4   We are not always successful, so we go again when the
  


 5   weather permits us.
  


 6                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  But is that for offshore
  


 7   hunting or for --
  


 8                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That's for wherever
  


 9   hunting.  We are allowed six vouchers per household.  Not
  


10   every household gets them.  There is a lot of people that
  


11   are left out every month, and you know, the --
  


12                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  But it also applies to
  


13   onshore hunting.
  


14                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  It applies to wherever
  


15   hunting, onshore, offshore.  It's just subsistence
  


16   hunting.  We have a calendar.  You know, when there is
  


17   caribou, we go after caribou.  When it's fishing time, we
  


18   do our fishing.  It's not just the one-day fishing when we
  


19   are fishing out there when we have nets under the ice.
  


20                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  The reason we are asking
  


21   is we have not heard of this in relation to activities on
  


22   the Outer Continental Shelf, so it must be from Pioneer
  


23   who is doing things at, say, Alpine?
  


24                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  No.  That's the
  


25   development that's going on just at the mouth of the
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 1   Colville River by Natchiq Pioneer Resource on the Oooguruk
  


 2   project.
  


 3                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Offshore
  


 4   approximately four miles north of -- at the mouth of
  


 5   Colville River.
  


 6                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  It's in State waters?
  


 7                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Yeah.
  


 8                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  There we go.
  


 9                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  But still, you know,
  


10   the -- my point is that these mitigations are not enough
  


11   to -- for the whole village.
  


12                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.
  


13                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Social impact is
  


14   ignored.  Our community has been really impacted since
  


15   development happened with Alpine.  When we came -- you see
  


16   this picture.  This is 1973, this throw that was made.
  


17   When we came, there was no pipeline, there was no -- we
  


18   never knew about oil and gas.  One community gathering
  


19   every day.  Meetings have taken the place of our
  


20   inspiration, our potlucks, our gatherings.  There is a lot
  


21   of bickering and fighting on the VHF.  That's social
  


22   impact, everybody not for development.  It's a -- you
  


23   know, it's a split.
  


24             We know that the -- you know, the -- the U.S. is
  


25   in need for oil.  We know that.  I drive a truck myself.
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 1   I use some of that oil.  But I'm asking them to do it
  


 2   right and because we are going to be here.  We are still
  


 3   going to be here when this oil runs out.  There needs to
  


 4   be other sources that are looked into.  The wind, the
  


 5   solar, something other than destructing our -- our
  


 6   livelihood.
  


 7             There is health assessments that needs to take
  


 8   place.  For the past ten years this community has had a
  


 9   cancer patient die every year for the past ten years.
  


10   Where is it coming from?  There is no health assessment of
  


11   why our people are dying of cancer.  And it's been -- it's
  


12   been ten years straight, boom, boom, boom.  Our Elders are
  


13   getting sick with cancer, people that don't smoke, people,
  


14   whatever, you know, one after the other.
  


15             And these are some of the things that the
  


16   agencies ignore.  For so many years we have voiced these
  


17   out.  It's time to -- they have studied the waters.  They
  


18   have studied -- they've spent so much money on studying
  


19   the marine mammals, and yet they don't come and study who
  


20   the people are, how they are impacted, what can you do
  


21   when people -- you know, there is no rehabilitation center
  


22   on the North Slope for this kind of stuff.
  


23             Let's get real.  Let's get real and let's put
  


24   the money back where the impact is.  That's all I'm
  


25   saying.  Thank you.
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 1                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


 2                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  Thank you.
  


 3                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
  


 4                   MR. ERIC LEAVITT:  My name is Eric
  


 5   Leavitt.  I'm a subsistence hunter/whaler in the Village
  


 6   of Nuiqsut.  I just want to comment on the OCS, the Outer
  


 7   Continental Shelf.  It's a really touchy subject.  If
  


 8   another lease sales go on, for instance, if a big player
  


 9   buys a plot of land on the OCS part where the whales are
  


10   migrating and they strike oil and they have a blow out,
  


11   that's going to affect our whaling.  The whales are going
  


12   to go through that path.  They are going to get all oiled
  


13   up and they are going to die, and we are going to die with
  


14   them.
  


15             I just want to say that they should not do the
  


16   OCS and move to, like, onshore where it can be -- if there
  


17   is an oil spill onshore, it can be picked up, at least 90
  


18   percent of it, whereas offshore you never know how much
  


19   you can get; maybe, if you are lucky, 40 percent due to
  


20   the currents and the ice.  So I'm just saying no offshore
  


21   due to the protection of our whaling because it's been
  


22   going on for thousands of years.
  


23             Also the mitigation measures for whaling, my
  


24   personal opinion on mitigation measures, there is no
  


25   dollar sign.  There is not enough money in the federal
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 1   government to cover our way of life.  If the whales are
  


 2   gone, what are they going to do?  Clone whales or what?
  


 3   It's just -- I don't think there is a mitigation
  


 4   measurement for our way of life.  It's just there and it
  


 5   needs to be protected.
  


 6             Thank you.
  


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


 8                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
  


 9                   MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  I'm Clarence
  


10   Ahnupkana.  And it's not just the whale.  It's not just
  


11   the whale migration.  Plus it's the fish, the fish we eat,
  


12   the whitefish and Arctic cisco.  They are traveling east
  


13   -- east by each river, so I want you to know before you
  


14   start -- before you start drilling, fish migration come
  


15   northeast, migrating southwest, whitefish, Arctic cisco.
  


16   Plus caribou migrate from northeast heading southwest.  We
  


17   eat caribou meat.  So I want you to know this ahead of
  


18   time.
  


19             I eat whale.  I eat muktuk.  That's my favorite
  


20   food, plus whitefish, caribou, even ducks or geese or seal
  


21   or bearded seal.  Those are more important food we eat.  I
  


22   get real hungry real easy when I have chicken, fried
  


23   chicken or chicken soup.  That's not enough.  When I eat
  


24   whale meat and fish, I feel more much comfortable after I
  


25   grow up with Native food.
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 1             Thank you.
  


 2                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you very much.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


 4                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  We have an Elder
  


 5   here that's got some questions.
  


 6                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Do you need to take time
  


 7   to translate?
  


 8                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  She have hard
  


 9   time -- sometimes hard time standing.  Her name is
  


10   Marjorie Ahnupkana.
  


11                   MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  My name is
  


12   Marjorie Ahnupkana.
  


13             (Translated by Edward Nukapigak.)
  


14             Assuming that OCS and the Secretary decides to
  


15   go ahead and open the lease, what are the distance from
  


16   the shoreline that they have?  Are we looking at just one
  


17   drill rig, or is there going to be more than one drill
  


18   rig?  And if so, has the OCS -- they studied the condition
  


19   of the current, the ice?  And what's going to happen if
  


20   there is a blowout out there?
  


21             Does the new management that is here tonight
  


22   that are not of the past MMS -- she wants to know that you
  


23   folks are new.  And the concern that she has is the
  


24   distance from the shoreline, if there is an exploration
  


25   out there, there is a development phase, protection phase,
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 1   how many more drill rigs are going to be out there and how
  


 2   many miles are it going to be out in the ocean.
  


 3             Sivulluk is only 12 miles from Flaxman Island.
  


 4   So what more are you heading -- are they heading further
  


 5   out towards the North Pole?  Is that the distance that the
  


 6   federal government is planning to open the federal waters?
  


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Those are all good
  


 8   questions, but nothing has been decided.  There was talk
  


 9   of a buffer zone, how in the west they have the 25-mile
  


10   buffer, and you don't have that in the east.  There is a
  


11   recommendation that there should be a buffer zone and
  


12   there should be a buffer zone around Cross Island.  Well,
  


13   this is a new plan, a new day.  There are no plans.  We
  


14   don't know.  We are here for you to tell us the way it
  


15   should be.  And we can take that back.
  


16              (Translation.)
  


17                   MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  We all know that
  


18   we have been from meeting to meetings, and every meeting
  


19   we mention about bowhead whales.  There are other marine
  


20   mammals that are out there that have not been mentioned or
  


21   have not been talked about.  The mammals migrate during
  


22   springtime eastward, and they summer in Canadian waters
  


23   and Alaskan waters.  And the species that we talk about
  


24   are not just bowhead whales.  We are talking about
  


25   walruses, bearded seals, seals and the other mammal
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 1   species that we may have seen or may not have seen that
  


 2   are under -- beneath the ocean.  And they summer in that
  


 3   area.
  


 4             And if they are to be out there to drill, if the
  


 5   federal government decides to open the Outer Continental
  


 6   Shelf, do you know the condition of the currents?  Does
  


 7   any of you have studied any of these currents, how the
  


 8   current shifts and how the ice forms?  And if there is a
  


 9   major blowout, how are you going to approach those in
  


10   those icy conditions?
  


11             People have talked in the past, especially the
  


12   ones that have left us, that the currents are pretty
  


13   strong out there, a current an icebreaker cannot even
  


14   control, assuming that there is one there by an
  


15   infrastructure that's always been in place.
  


16             And the biggest concern is how are you going to
  


17   clean up if there is a major blowout during ice
  


18   conditions.  What are the chances of cleaning up any major
  


19   spills?  Because I, for one -- we are not just talking
  


20   about one drill rig.  We are not just talking about one
  


21   lease tract.  There will be multiple lease tracts out
  


22   there.  There will be more than one infrastructure out
  


23   there.  And what kind of changes are there going to be to
  


24   the environment, to the ocean and the species?
  


25             So every meetings that I come to -- I have been
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 1   coming to these meetings in the past, and every meeting I
  


 2   hear my colleagues talk of one species, bowhead whale.  I
  


 3   just want to confirm some of these issues, that there are
  


 4   more species out there that I know of because it is where
  


 5   I have grew up in my surrounding.
  


 6             So she's going to speak some more.
  


 7             We have meetings in the past with oil companies,
  


 8   and sometimes they always trying to weaken the community.
  


 9   And we have spoken so much in the past about the ocean,
  


10   the environment of the ocean, how much impact and how much
  


11   we have spoken of certain species of mammals out there.
  


12             The oil companies wants to be out there to
  


13   explore and extract oil and gas, but sometimes we have to
  


14   have meetings, community meetings in order to be prepared
  


15   for some sort of a major meeting that might come.  You
  


16   folks came and wanted to hear from this community in
  


17   regards to the Beaufort Sea that we depend on.
  


18             I think there are times that she mentioned about
  


19   having a community meeting with a group of people before
  


20   we can have -- before you folks or any other agencies that
  


21   come to this village and hold meetings so that way that we
  


22   will be prepared to give comments, concerns, may ask
  


23   questions.
  


24             And I, for one, I still feel that it is very
  


25   vulnerable right now to -- to talk about our ocean in
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 1   opening for lease.  She wants to see more thorough
  


 2   studies.  Her strong concerns are the ice conditions.  The
  


 3   currents still needs to be studied.  No one knows what the
  


 4   conditions are out there.  You may have it on your -- on
  


 5   your black and white data information, but that data
  


 6   information might change because we never know what Mother
  


 7   Nature can do.
  


 8             So that was her -- her concerns, her comments
  


 9   and her questions.
  


10                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.
  


11                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank her for us.  Thank
  


12   you, Marjorie.  Very good comments, very good questions.
  


13             (Translated.)
  


14                   MR. GEORGE SIELAK:  For the record, my
  


15   name is George Sielak, ex-whaling crew member and
  


16   subsistence user.  We must have testimonies probably
  


17   thicker than the Library of Congress.  Where are all those
  


18   testimonies?  I think by this time, this new panel that is
  


19   formed by Obama, you should have a master EIS by now.
  


20   Where is all our testimonies?  For 37 years I have lived
  


21   here, all those testimonies that should be used for this
  


22   day of development out in the offshore, where are those
  


23   comments?
  


24             I mean, I know by now it's more close to all the
  


25   testimonies that we have brought to this day.  Every year
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 1   for 30-some, almost 40 years, I mean, you have nothing to
  


 2   show for it today.  I mean, there is nothing to read.  I
  


 3   mean, it's just kind of disappointing sometimes to see
  


 4   this type of meeting in our communities.
  


 5             And I want to share a little of Isaac's
  


 6   concerns.  I know we have talked about these, and I'm sure
  


 7   you guys probably haven't heard about them.  Even though
  


 8   you are a new panel and senior leaders or senior listeners
  


 9   to the federal government, I mean, we have talked about
  


10   these issues.  Stricter standard operating procedures,
  


11   stricter regulations for under the Clean Air Act to get
  


12   stricter, under the air pollution Act.  I mean, you have
  


13   people living out here up here.
  


14             We have seen a lot of change up here when we
  


15   look at a Deadhorse, Kuparuk, the offshore islands.  I
  


16   mean, this is our last shot here.  How long more time are
  


17   we going to wait?  I mean, this is just a normal come to
  


18   the town and listen and write and -- I mean, where is all
  


19   the master testimonies?  The master EIS you should have by
  


20   now because there is almost a development going on out
  


21   there.  I mean, you should have that book before you to
  


22   present to our people.  Here are all our testimonies.
  


23   Where are they?  I mean, it is like our bible for this
  


24   community.
  


25             I mean, for so many years the whole ocean you
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 1   see out there is our hunting ground.  It provides us, our
  


 2   community, provides the food that we eat from out there.
  


 3             And also one concern I want to bring out, the
  


 4   ability to clean up an oil spill.  From the experiences
  


 5   they have at the Gulf of the Deep Horizon cleanup, like
  


 6   Isaac say, they should be more strict monitoring, a
  


 7   monitoring program; not only the paperwork process that's
  


 8   out there you approve and let it go, oh, it passes
  


 9   regulations, it's safe -- I mean, it's minimum.  It will
  


10   be okay.  There should be someone out there personally.
  


11   Agencies that we have talked about should be out there
  


12   monitoring the program on site.  And on top of that, other
  


13   agencies should be monitoring the agencies that are out
  


14   there.
  


15             And it's just, you know, going back to square
  


16   one here.  I mean, we know development is coming because
  


17   of the offshore development.  We all know it's coming, but
  


18   most of all the people up here on the North Slope have --
  


19   that did not approve the offshore drilling.  But like most
  


20   of our people here in this community, we would rather see
  


21   nearshore or onshore development, other than --
  


22             And during our -- the lifestyle, the -- the
  


23   animals that we have in our ocean, which is our food to
  


24   the table.  Even though you don't see it, it's in the
  


25   ocean.  It's in the water.  I mean, there is a lot of food
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 1   we eat that comes from the ocean.
  


 2             And I wish that they could get away from
  


 3   offshore and start thinking seriously on drilling,
  


 4   drilling on land and make it more safer and less -- less
  


 5   battling for everybody.
  


 6             Thank you.
  


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


 8                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  The one thing
  


 9   I'll say about the extensive testimony going back into the
  


10   1970s was a few years ago our office did collect testimony
  


11   from Nuiqsut and all the coastal communities and put it
  


12   into a compendium.  As far as I know, that hasn't been
  


13   kept up to date, but at least we can take it from that
  


14   point and bring it forward because we certainly have those
  


15   records.  And that might be something to put together and
  


16   at least have it as a reference document.
  


17                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  That would be a good
  


18   idea.
  


19                   MR. GEORGE SIELAK:  That is a thing I
  


20   think we need to see, this community need to see.  I mean,
  


21   for so many years we would like to see that put into the
  


22   master plan EIS for this offshore development.
  


23                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  So at a least we have got
  


24   a substantial part of that, and we just need to bring it
  


25   up to date.
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 1                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  My question is when
  


 2   Obama leaves the Administration, are you still going to
  


 3   be, you know -- is there going to be another new face that
  


 4   we are going to see?
  


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  You mean for here?
  


 6                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  From right here.
  


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are career.  We are
  


 8   not political.
  


 9                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I know, but you know,
  


10   it --
  


11                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Are you asking what would
  


12   happen to a plan?
  


13                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  What would happen to
  


14   the plan when you get new -- a new President and say
  


15   she -- Sarah Palin is for development.
  


16                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Don't talk about
  


17   Sarah.  Witch.
  


18                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  But that's what we face
  


19   all the time.
  


20                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  She don't care about
  


21   Alaskans.
  


22                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, if we have a
  


23   five-year plan, it's a five-year plan.  The five-year plan
  


24   we are in now started with the previous Administration.
  


25   And what had happened is toward the end of this five-year
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 1   plan --
  


 2                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  They didn't come to us
  


 3   like you are doing now.  You are doing this different with
  


 4   the new Administration with Obama.
  


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  I didn't want to say too
  


 6   much about myself, but when I was brought up here for a
  


 7   few months, the director said, I want you to come up
  


 8   there, and I said, why, why me?  He said, because you are
  


 9   a scientist.  You listen well.  Because I have a hearing
  


10   problem, so I have to focus listening.  I am a scientist.
  


11   I've done a lot of the science.
  


12             And so this Administration is very big on making
  


13   decisions based on the best science, which includes
  


14   traditional knowledge.  And so you are seeing the result
  


15   of sort of a new way of doing business.  You mentioned
  


16   this is the very beginning.  We don't have anything to
  


17   bring with us for this effort because nothing has been
  


18   written yet.  The EIS is not written.
  


19             And we have the testimonies that Tim brought
  


20   out, but since this is the very, very beginning, we are
  


21   coming to the communities first.  And so we want to make
  


22   sure that before we put pen to paper -- and Rob back there
  


23   is going to be one of the folks that helps us put pen to
  


24   paper -- that we have this testimony starting from
  


25   scratch.
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 1                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Are you going to be
  


 2   implementing the old testimonies of our Elders that have
  


 3   passed on on some of these EIS because they have talked
  


 4   about these testimonies from a long time ago, and they --
  


 5   a lot of traditional knowledge that they gave the old
  


 6   Administration and the old MMS people.
  


 7                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right.  I think that's a
  


 8   really good idea, and we need to make sure that that
  


 9   testimony is not overlooked.  And so by virtue of getting
  


10   this into the record now, this will cue us up to --
  


11                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad John Goll
  


12   is no longer the Alaskan Region Director.  That guy was
  


13   pro-development, never listened, didn't want to hear no
  


14   traditional knowledge, said hey, I don't want to hear your
  


15   problems.  That's the kind of guy he was.
  


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Understood.  Understood.
  


17   Before I left in January to come up here, I asked the
  


18   director, Bromwich if I could come to all these meetings.
  


19   He said, of course you need to be there.  And I guess the
  


20   previous regional director didn't come to these meetings.
  


21   Well, I'm here now.
  


22                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  That guy was just
  


23   sitting there sending his little lieutenants out so he
  


24   didn't get beat up.
  


25                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  He should have came up.
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 1   He would have learned so much.
  


 2                   MR. CARL BROWER:  Carl Brower, for the
  


 3   record.  Nuiqsut whaler.  Also hearing everybody on
  


 4   protection from the -- on the oil industrial side, what
  


 5   about the protection from all the other folks that are
  


 6   going to be out there, like the fisheries and the barges
  


 7   that are going back and forth from east to west?  What
  


 8   protection is there going to be on the EIS?  Thank you.
  


 9                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good comment.  When
  


10   we met with the mayor today, that same issue came up that
  


11   all of these other countries are sending all this shipping
  


12   and it's going through the Bering Strait and it's coming
  


13   up here.  That's a serious issue.  And Tim, you have been
  


14   involved in some of this.
  


15                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad he brought
  


16   that up because we know --
  


17                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  You see it.
  


18                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  It's going to happen
  


19   sooner than later.  The gateway through North America.
  


20   That's going to happen.  The shortest access to
  


21   transportation.  Marine highway, that's going to happen.
  


22   We know this.  The Coast Guard needs to be out there more.
  


23                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right.  The -- as you all
  


24   know, everybody knows the receding polar ice cap is
  


25   opening up more opportunity for more shipping of all
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 1   kinds, not just oil and gas, but commercial shipping,
  


 2   cruise ships, all these kinds of shipping.  And part of my
  


 3   job down in Washington, D.C. is to participate in
  


 4   committees of various federal agencies dealing with the
  


 5   Arctic.  And some of those deal with shipping.  And the --
  


 6   there is a great concern about lack of infrastructure for
  


 7   safe harbors, for Coast Guard presence.  Everybody knows
  


 8   there is just way not enough.  And so those -- those
  


 9   issues have been brought up.
  


10             The issues about conflicts with hunting -- all
  


11   that kind of shipping with hunting is somewhat recognized,
  


12   but I don't think it's recognized well enough.  There is
  


13   an organization that's part of the United Nations, the
  


14   International Maritime Organization, and they have the
  


15   ability to regulate and set sea channels for shipping and
  


16   marine traffic, and if we can work to figure out where to
  


17   set those shipping lanes best, we can get those
  


18   recommendations through our U.S. Coast Guard who
  


19   represents the U.S. government at this International
  


20   Maritime Organization.
  


21             And I'm going to kind of put that on my list of
  


22   things to do, and hopefully we will try to work some
  


23   things out there; even though it's not our agency's
  


24   responsibility to do all that, but I think we can -- we
  


25   are up here, we are hearing your testimony and concerns,
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 1   and we can facilitate that, I think.
  


 2                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  Carl, could you give Ed
  


 3   just a minute to share that with Marjorie, please?
  


 4             (Translation.)
  


 5                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good comments.
  


 6   Thank you.
  


 7                   MR. CARL BROWER:  The reason I ask because
  


 8   this village experienced impact from other vessels during
  


 9   our whaling season and almost cost our quota to be only
  


10   taken by half.  As a whaling captain, it's our
  


11   responsibility to take the whale home to feed our
  


12   community to last through the year.  And to get impacted
  


13   and not receiving the whole quota is very disturbing.
  


14   Thank you.
  


15                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  Thank you.  Thank you.
  


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yeah.  That came up at
  


17   our meeting today as very important.  How do you have the
  


18   transportation and the shipping not impact subsistence and
  


19   whaling.  So that -- thank you.  Good comments.
  


20                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Because they are
  


21   assessing each household that's been done here, I do
  


22   believe, through the North Slope Borough Wildlife
  


23   Management or through one of the organizations that did
  


24   survey of the consumption used by each, not household, but
  


25   by each individual per in the household of the consumption
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 1   and use of marine mammals, of wildlife, the fish, of how
  


 2   much average of nearly a thousand pounds per person.  And
  


 3   composed of 30 percent of marine mammals, which is whales,
  


 4   seals, you name it, the marine mammals that we use.
  


 5   Another 30 percent is the fish.  The fish is the migrating
  


 6   fish that comes in from the ocean.
  


 7             It is noted of 28 species of fish that comes
  


 8   over winter and have them -- and half of those fishes
  


 9   winter in the Colville River.  Like the Arctic cisco is a
  


10   migration fish that spawn from the MacKenzie that has been
  


11   pushed through the current until they are three-,
  


12   four-year-old.  By that time they are in our river system.
  


13   But there is fishes that comes in the river.  That's why
  


14   we are worried what will happen.
  


15             These are some of the diets, our customary diet
  


16   that we depend on, not just whales, but whales are one of
  


17   the main species that we really depend on, and it's been
  


18   known over 10,000 years, known that we have been whaling.
  


19   It's been passed down from generation to generation.
  


20             My brothers and I came from a big whaling
  


21   family.  As a matter of fact, came from a real subsistence
  


22   economic.  Our parents are gone now.  Had raised 12 -- 12
  


23   children with no cash economic.  It's been all
  


24   subsistence, living off the land, living off the sea.  And
  


25   we are -- and they are gone now.  And now it's our
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 1   responsibility to continue keeping the tradition alive,
  


 2   and we are passing it on to our kids.  That's how the
  


 3   chain -- the chain of -- the chain link occurs.  When we
  


 4   are gone, they will still be here, even when the oil is
  


 5   gone, been extracted out.
  


 6             But it needs to be done the right way.  Change
  


 7   in policies, being on the table, sharing the benefit, the
  


 8   revenue benefits because everything is so high, cost of
  


 9   living, so expensive.  Everything that's transported here
  


10   has a markup, 115 percent markup from the retail price.
  


11   Not all of you have gone to our store today and look
  


12   around at the prices of our goods compared to what urban
  


13   folks pay.
  


14             Living an urban life isn't easy.  Always a cost,
  


15   and everything is all very expensive.  We are not living
  


16   in luxury.  We are feeling the impact.  And like I say, we
  


17   need to be part of the process and enjoy the same benefits
  


18   that everybody that lives an urban life that we need to
  


19   also enjoy.
  


20             Thank you.
  


21                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Anybody else want to
  


22   speak?
  


23                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I want to hear from
  


24   her.
  


25                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Anybody else?
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 1                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  I'll just share one
  


 2   here.
  


 3                   MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  My name is
  


 4   Clarence Ahnupkana.  Yeah.  They say they clean up the oil
  


 5   right.  Down in Southeast did they clean up the oil right?
  


 6   Just the top of it.  Under the rocks there is oil, oil.
  


 7   There is more oil, more cleanup.  Maybe in the near
  


 8   future, who knows?  There will be an oil spill north,
  


 9   northeast, more and more and more and pollute the Beaufort
  


10   Sea.  Who knows?  You don't know.  I don't know.  More
  


11   sickness, more disease will come around in the near
  


12   future.  There will be no -- maybe no left animals there
  


13   living.
  


14             Thank you.
  


15                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


16                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  This young man here.
  


17   It's good for us to hear from the youth.
  


18                   MR. JIMMY OYAGAK:  My name's Jimmy Oyagak,
  


19   city council member of Nuiqsut.  My only comment is open
  


20   ANWR, lease half of it, a quarter of it.  I'm sure there
  


21   is a lot more oil under there.  Leave our oceans alone.
  


22             Thank you.
  


23                   MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  Earlier we have
  


24   mentioned about vessel traffic, open lanes due to climate
  


25   change, due to thinning up ice.  And there are no more --
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 1   no more land for the seals and bearded seals to depend on,
  


 2   the polar bears, the walruses that depend on the ice as
  


 3   their land.  It's shrinking.  Now today these mammals that
  


 4   we speak of and hunt are now using these rivers for
  


 5   haul-outs.  They are being stressed.  They are stressed to
  


 6   a point where -- where our climate change have really
  


 7   changed, and these are the changes that we are seeing
  


 8   today.
  


 9             A long time ago the Elders, when she was able to
  


10   remember her surroundings, our Elders have spoken that the
  


11   earth was going to shift.  It is shifting today.  Climate
  


12   change in the Arctic, blizzards, snowstorms in the Lower
  


13   48, those are the kind of changes that the Elders have
  


14   spoke of.  And I, for one, I am witnessing this today.
  


15             One day we will not have any winter.  There will
  


16   be no winter on this Arctic.  The North Slope is going to
  


17   be like Lower 48, ice and snow free.  We will be able to
  


18   travel year-round by boat.  There will be vessels out
  


19   there, either for industrial or commercial, which will be
  


20   open.  And it's already opening.
  


21             And these are the words that I have heard from
  


22   my Elders that have left us long time ago.  Now I'm
  


23   carrying this today ever since I am able to know my
  


24   surroundings when I was a little girl like her.
  


25             There was nothing out there, but today it is
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 1   changing.  Your people in Lower 48 will experience what we
  


 2   are experiencing today, snow, blizzard.  Your rivers are
  


 3   going to freeze, lakes are going to freeze.  The earth is
  


 4   shifting.  Our lakes and rivers are not going to be able
  


 5   to freeze anymore.  That's the climate change that we are
  


 6   seeing today.  And I am not lying to you.  It is true.
  


 7                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Thank you,
  


 8   Marjorie.
  


 9                   MR. CARL BROWER:  Me again, Carl Brower.
  


10   My one last concern is studying the currents out in the
  


11   ocean.  You got the current from the east side that comes
  


12   and meet the current on the -- from the west side.  And
  


13   when they do meet, it's strong.  I experienced losing
  


14   whaling equipment out in the ocean because of the current
  


15   out there.  Especially when the south wind and the south
  


16   current come together, the forces are too strong to hold
  


17   the big production that's out there.
  


18             I just want to see if you guys did any studies
  


19   on the current that are further out; not just by the land,
  


20   but the stronger currents that are further out.
  


21             Thank you.
  


22                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm pretty sure you
  


23   guys were in Barrow, right?
  


24                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.
  


25                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  You guys see what --
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 1   the pressure ridges that happened from --
  


 2                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  That was impressive.  I
  


 3   was there last week.  It was flat, and this week three
  


 4   stories high.
  


 5                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  That's why it needs
  


 6   to be done the right way.  You can't predict Mother Nature
  


 7   because of the -- what the Mother Nature can does,
  


 8   especially here in the Arctic conditions.  It can come
  


 9   from -- from a calm to --
  


10                   MR. CARL BROWER:  Very violent.
  


11                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  -- very violent
  


12   hurricane type force weather.
  


13                   MR. CARL BROWER:  Even if there is no
  


14   wind, the current itself is very destructive.
  


15                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  The current and the
  


16   wind, once they consult together, that can be very --
  


17                   MR. CARL BROWER:  Very deadly.
  


18                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Very dangerous.
  


19                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  And the ivus.
  


20                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  It's not just happening
  


21   on top.  It's gouging under the sea bed, too.
  


22                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Impressive.
  


23                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  You know, you were
  


24   talking about Mother Nature, and I -- very reminiscent
  


25   of -- I'm sure people in New Zealand earlier today wish
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 1   that they had been able to know what Mother Nature had in
  


 2   mind for them, a terrible earthquake.
  


 3                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Everyone is getting
  


 4   tired.
  


 5                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Me again, Isaac
  


 6   Nukapigak.  It's the future that we are -- that we need to
  


 7   consider.  When oil is gone, we all will be gone,
  


 8   especially my respected Elders.  You are older than me.
  


 9                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.
  


10                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  They are older than me.
  


11                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  We need to protect
  


12   their -- I'm talking about these kids.
  


13                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  The little ones, right.
  


14                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  It's their future
  


15   that we are -- we are dealing with and doing it the right
  


16   way instead of playing -- we are playing Russian roulette
  


17   with their livelihood.  I know for a fact that parents are
  


18   teaching them the right way of -- of living off the land,
  


19   living off the sea.  They -- they have been given a taste,
  


20   and they will continue.
  


21             If you ever see this young kid as a young man be
  


22   a whaler, it's like an individual that lives in urban, has
  


23   a dream of become a pilot or career of some sort.  But
  


24   when you are a Native, it's always been being a provider
  


25   to the community, be a hunter.  That's the culture of
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 1   Inupiat.  Pass on the traditions that's been passed on to
  


 2   us for thousands of years.
  


 3             We have to do it the right way and be part of
  


 4   the process.  That's their future that we are dealing
  


 5   with.  And I want to make sure that maybe -- I'll be gone
  


 6   then, too, when they are -- when they someday become a
  


 7   parent or grandfather.  They'll have to pass on what they
  


 8   have been taught.  We want to continue keeping our
  


 9   livelihood alive.
  


10             Subsistence lifestyle is priceless.  There is no
  


11   price to it, period.  It's our livelihood, part of our
  


12   culture.  That has been passed on to us for thousands of
  


13   years.
  


14             I myself wouldn't give my kids their -- their
  


15   traditional diet that's been contaminated.  Like, for
  


16   instance, how would you feel if I realized that our foods
  


17   were being contaminated when a disaster can occur?  Spills
  


18   occur.  Oil spills occur.  We have seen that happen with
  


19   Gulf of Mexico.  and I think that's a wake-up call for the
  


20   federal government.  I, myself, wouldn't want to feed my
  


21   kids with contaminated food.
  


22             The ocean is abundant by a -- it's abundant
  


23   resources that we depend on.  Do it the right way.  And
  


24   I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar made that
  


25   choice that during the beginning of every process with the
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 1   EIS to come to the communities, which is us that are being
  


 2   impacted, the most impacted community, and the people that
  


 3   are sitting who have never heard or seen the livelihood of
  


 4   the -- of us.  We still make noise.  They don't have no --
  


 5   they are careless and don't have no pity for us.
  


 6             That's been happening too long.  Statements been
  


 7   ignored.  Promises been broken.  Commitment never been
  


 8   followed.  Never share -- never share of the benefits.  We
  


 9   need those being part of -- like I say early on, being
  


10   part of the process and being on the table to make sure
  


11   things are done right and not being ignored.
  


12             Thank you.
  


13                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


14                   MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  For the record,
  


15   I'm Clarence Ahnupkana.  I have four nephews, four nephews
  


16   here listening, watching.  They will take over our future.
  


17   Is these meetings going to go on and on and on and on
  


18   until you get the point?  Thank you.
  


19                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  (to Lois Epstein:)
  


20   You bring a translator from Fairbanks or somewhere where
  


21   you come from?  You have a translator?  I am translating
  


22   for these folks here.
  


23                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  He charges by the
  


24   word.
  


25                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I just wanted to
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 1   comment very briefly because I was at the --
  


 2                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  You have an Elder
  


 3   here that don't understand you.
  


 4                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Can you interpret for
  


 5   me?
  


 6                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  I'm translating for
  


 7   these folks here, and you are an individual that came from
  


 8   another organization.
  


 9                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  From Anchorage.
  


10                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Exactly.
  


11                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Okay.
  


12                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  It is a public meeting.
  


13   Anyone from the public --
  


14                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  So I can translate
  


15   for her?
  


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yes, you may, please.
  


17                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Are you going to
  


18   pay me, too?  That's a question.
  


19                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I think they will cover
  


20   your time for my conversation, and I'll be very fast.  Is
  


21   that okay?
  


22                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Very short.
  


23                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Okay.  Mostly I wanted
  


24   to thank the community for all your good comments, for
  


25   hosting this meeting.  I think it's very important.  And
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 1   also thanks to the Bureau of Ocean Energy for the
  


 2   opportunity to speak.
  


 3             As I said, my name is Lois Epstein.  I'm an
  


 4   engineer.  I work on Arctic issues out of Anchorage.  And
  


 5   I left my card today.  I went in and talked to people at
  


 6   the city offices.  Unfortunately, the mayor was very busy,
  


 7   so I didn't get to talk to him, except very briefly at the
  


 8   airport.  I was in the tribal offices.  I spoke to the
  


 9   subsistence organization.  And I also stopped in at
  


10   Kuukpik.  So people can get a hold of me, I left my
  


11   information.
  


12             I want to be a resource to the community.  I
  


13   have experience working on Cook Inlet offshore, the zero
  


14   discharge issue.  I have done a lot of work on pipelines
  


15   onshore and offshore nationally as well as in Alaska for
  


16   ten years.  I know air pollution is a big issue here in
  


17   Nuiqsut, and I'm trying to keep track of that, as well as
  


18   in Kaktovik, encourage people to take photographs of that.
  


19             I did want to mention that, you know, as a
  


20   watchdog organization, one of the reasons I'm here is to
  


21   observe and make sure the federal government listens to
  


22   what everybody says so hopefully that can be -- that can
  


23   be helpful.
  


24             Yesterday we heard a lot in Barrow about the
  


25   Conflict Avoidance Agreement and how BOEMRE doesn't have
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 1   the ability to enforce that, and I think that's very
  


 2   important and something that they -- the federal
  


 3   government heard.
  


 4             So I'll make more detailed comments in
  


 5   Anchorage.  That will be on the record.  I'm happy to send
  


 6   that to anyone.  But please, you know, let me know if you
  


 7   are interested in staying in contact.  And if I can help,
  


 8   I'd like to be able to do that.  Thank you.
  


 9             (Translation.)
  


10                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I just wanted to put
  


11   for the record that we have had very bad representation
  


12   from the Wilderness League in the past, from a
  


13   representative that used to live here that is associated
  


14   with the Wilderness League or any other environmental
  


15   groups.  They make out like we are a very sick community,
  


16   a very poor hunting community.  They speak half truth.
  


17   Now we are seeing them on TV talking about Nuiqsut.
  


18             We heard comments like there were 20 respiratory
  


19   distressed babies that were sent out, 120 people on
  


20   inhalers.  That is not true.  We know that there needs to
  


21   be a health assessment that is correct and comes from the
  


22   community.  We are the ones that are impacted.
  


23             I appreciate your comments, but I would ask you
  


24   guys to speak the truth if you are going to try to speak
  


25   on behalf of Nuiqsut.
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 1                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I won't speak for you.
  


 2                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Or speak what
  


 3   development goes around our village.  We can speak for
  


 4   ourselves.  We have heard environmental groups come in and
  


 5   distort our testimonies.  They have never been out at our
  


 6   whaling camp.  They have never been out hunting with us.
  


 7   And it kind of upsets me to hear it on KACN TV from our
  


 8   past representative that is closely associated with the
  


 9   environmental groups.  I was kind of pissed off when I
  


10   heard those testimonies.
  


11             And those were a lot of lies that were coming
  


12   from the Wilderness League, from the Alaska Pacific
  


13   Coalition and other environmental groups that speak on
  


14   behalf of these communities that are impacted.  They are
  


15   not welcome here a lot of times, you know, after the
  


16   misrepresentation of our communities.  They don't come
  


17   here and speak -- you know, people kind of shut their
  


18   doors because of the lies that were presented from
  


19   their -- their organization.
  


20             And I would just like to make that for the
  


21   record.  Thank you.
  


22                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I'm with the Wilderness
  


23   Society, not the Wilderness League.  And I won't speak for
  


24   people from the community.  I would like to help if I can.
  


25                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad Dora
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 1   brought that up.  We had an individual that was affiliated
  


 2   with a group, was so-called fired, a physician's
  


 3   assistant.  No longer holds a license to practice medical
  


 4   for telling lies to the world of misleading the global
  


 5   organizations that have been -- that are affiliated with
  


 6   the Friends of the Earth or any environmental
  


 7   organizations.
  


 8             We still have abundance of wildlife.  We are not
  


 9   starving.  Whales are abundant.  The fish are abundant.
  


10   But like I say, we need to do it the right way.
  


11   Regulations need to be changed, need -- new enforceable
  


12   policies need to be implemented within the federal level.
  


13   I'm going to repeat myself over and over because of what
  


14   happened in the past that had ignored our requests.  It's
  


15   like being shut down by the federal government.
  


16             I think that's the only way that things can be
  


17   worked on, the utilization of new technology in
  


18   integrating the science and traditional knowledge.  We
  


19   know that we can't -- we can't go backwards.  There is
  


20   absolutely no way myself or any of them that's sitting
  


21   here won't -- can go backwards.  We can survive.  The
  


22   Elders that had lived the traditional way without lights,
  


23   heating, are gone.  We depend on it nowadays.  Without it,
  


24   without the -- without the oil to keep our house warm, we
  


25   can't go back.  We are adopted to that way.
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 1             Even you; even you may be affiliated with other
  


 2   organization, you still utilize it.  But maybe you are
  


 3   driving a Cadillac with the oil, gas being poured in your
  


 4   vehicle or going on a luxury cruise or do sports hunting.
  


 5   Still -- and you are still fighting.
  


 6             We are very fortunate to come from that we are
  


 7   off from the Third World.  Because of these benefits that
  


 8   had happened from formation of our home government, we
  


 9   will be able to tax the industry of the facilities.  Now
  


10   we are enjoying life.  Our livelihood is much easier.
  


11             I grew up in the honey buckets in the past, no
  


12   running water.  These are benefits that we see.
  


13   Employment.  In the past unemployment with the Natives was
  


14   almost nearly 90 percent unemployment rate.  Nowadays
  


15   what's been discovered, people have a career in public
  


16   service; not only in public service, but in the
  


17   international -- in the national market being competitive,
  


18   companies to be able to provide jobs, employment, training
  


19   and show the benefits.
  


20             We can't go back.  We are -- we are adopted to
  


21   it.  There is absolutely no way that we could go back.
  


22   There is absolutely no way.  We can survive.  We will
  


23   grumble.  I want you to understand that.  Thank you.
  


24                   MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Thank you, Isaac and
  


25   Dora.  And I -- let me tell you what I will say in
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 1   Anchorage.  I would say I agree with what Dora said, take
  


 2   it slow.  There is a lot of things that the federal
  


 3   government needs to do before it moves offshore.  I
  


 4   understand the need for development in Alaska.  I was
  


 5   hired because I've spent my career trying to make it
  


 6   better to stop the leases from pipelines.  Spent many
  


 7   years working on that regulatory structure.
  


 8             And now those lessons, moving over to the Bureau
  


 9   of Ocean Energy, the federal government pipeline agency is
  


10   part of Department of Transportation, so I agree with
  


11   almost -- just about everything I heard tonight and
  


12   that's -- that's where I'm coming from.
  


13             We do need to take it slow.  And potentially,
  


14   you know, oil shale on State lands is a way to fill the
  


15   pipeline.  We haven't tried that yet.  It's working in
  


16   North Dakota.  There are other options besides the
  


17   offshore.  And those need to be considered by the
  


18   government.
  


19             So thank you.  And I'd love to talk to you more
  


20   about this.
  


21                   MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I don't testimony
  


22   after overtime because you have to pay me.
  


23                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  And the Tea Party is in
  


24   charge of Congress and they are cutting our budget, so
  


25   it's going to be hard to pay you, you know.  That's just a
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 1   joke.
  


 2             Our schedule is to go to 9:45, and it's 9:45.
  


 3   And I think we will -- my sense is everybody has had an
  


 4   opportunity to speak.  If I'm wrong, let me know.
  


 5                   MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Can I say a very
  


 6   short, brief -- My name is Edward Nukapigak, for the
  


 7   record.  I'm a Nuiqsut whaler.  In the past we have -- we
  


 8   heard tonight about a lot of things that the government
  


 9   hasn't really heard of, particularly the new panel that
  


10   has been selected to oversee and coming to communities and
  


11   gathering comments and concerns about the possible
  


12   five-year lease plan.
  


13             Tonight we heard about buffer zones, deferral
  


14   lines.  Deferral line has been brought before Minerals
  


15   Management Service and all the other agencies.  It has
  


16   already been documented, but in the past Secretary of the
  


17   Interior have not really looked into it under Bush
  


18   Administration.
  


19             Nuiqsut is the only one that's been left out
  


20   from this critical -- that habitat that needs to be
  


21   preserved, particularly with offshore exploration.
  


22   Deferral line is something that we need to be protected if
  


23   federal government wants to be out there to open lease
  


24   sales.
  


25             These areas are not just one island we are
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 1   speaking of.  There are numerous islands that need to be
  


 2   deferred from further seismic exploration and in the
  


 3   development phase.  These are the critical habitat of the
  


 4   wildlife, of the marine mammals that depend on haul-outs.
  


 5   We have haul-outs.  When there is no ice, they depend on
  


 6   these islands for calving.
  


 7             I spoke with this young man over here earlier
  


 8   before we had this meeting going.  Him and I had a good
  


 9   conversation.  I gave him some nice, good, strong
  


10   pointers.  And we spoke of deferral lines.  We spoke of
  


11   the current and the ice conditions that these Elders and
  


12   the rest have spoke of.  Those have been offset in the
  


13   past, and we are still seeing them today with different
  


14   faces, with new panel, with new agencies that comes to
  


15   this community.
  


16             That deferral line is very important to us, and
  


17   it may be important to federal government because it's in
  


18   federal waters.  It may be in the best interests of
  


19   their -- of United States energy needs.
  


20             So how are you going to balance subsistence vice
  


21   versa industrial?  Not only oil and gas producers, but we
  


22   are talking about marine traffic lane that is bound to
  


23   open.  What kind of mitigation impact is the federal
  


24   government going to give to those nonindustrial vessel
  


25   traffic that may open in federal waters, either coming
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 1   from Atlantic side or coming from Chukchi or from the
  


 2   Bering Strait side?
  


 3             We talk about mitigation impact.  When you talk
  


 4   about social impact, those are the -- are the impacts that
  


 5   you are going to -- we are experiencing today.  Do you
  


 6   think that these oil companies are going to do good in
  


 7   giving mitigation impact to this community?  Or is the
  


 8   community going to ask the federal government to set aside
  


 9   whatever lease tracts they have sold on behalf of oil and
  


10   gas industry?  How much can you give to the community so
  


11   that the community can continue to hunt and harvest?
  


12             Earlier you finally figure out what the
  


13   mitigation impact fund meant for the onshore and offshore,
  


14   particularly with Northstar, Pioneer.  The impacts are to
  


15   us mean that we have to travel further distance, which is
  


16   already happening today.
  


17             With what city can give us, we are only limited
  


18   to our boundless boundary of our subsistence.  We have to
  


19   travel further out while this 20 gallons per month is
  


20   going to provide the community with what we hunt from the
  


21   offshore and how much of horsepower are they looking at
  


22   just from this 20 gallon that each hunter receives?  So I
  


23   am limited to travel and harvest from the ocean because
  


24   the impact is not giving me enough to travel further to
  


25   harvest and provide for the food on the table.
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 1             So those are the things that we have talked of
  


 2   tonight.  And we heard the conditions of what Mother
  


 3   Nature can do.  I think you have already experienced what
  


 4   a current can do to an ice buildup pressure ridge like you
  


 5   have mentioned in Barrow.  These are our unexpected
  


 6   conditions that can happen.  It will not give you any
  


 7   warning.  National Weather Service ain't going to give you
  


 8   no warning that something is going to happen out there
  


 9   when the weather is blowing out there 24 hours ahead of
  


10   time.  No.  It happens instantly.
  


11             Ice, you can have ice free, and next thing you
  


12   will have ice out there.  The current is pushing the wind,
  


13   and the current are pushing the ice together.  It can open
  


14   the lead within minutes.  It can close the lead within
  


15   minutes.
  


16             And you can hear those icebergs slamming louder
  


17   than what you can hear banging on a drill rig.  That's the
  


18   kind of current that we have heard of, that we have seen
  


19   and heard all these big chunks of ice, no matter how big
  


20   you look at them.  When they come together, they are
  


21   smashed, the current -- the ice is carrying them, swirling
  


22   them.  So what's going to happen if you put out a drill
  


23   rig out there?  You think one or two ice breakers is going
  


24   to be enough to protect a drill ship out there?  No.
  


25             Are those other vessels, support vessels, are
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 1   they double hull to protect from being possibly crushed
  


 2   and have a spill themselves?  We are not only talking
  


 3   about a drill ship and a drill rig that may have an oil
  


 4   spill.  We are talking about other vessels that might have
  


 5   oil spills that may be impacted by some sort of a current,
  


 6   ice because the vessels are not double hull.  They are
  


 7   single hull, and they are easily smashed.  So we are
  


 8   not -- those are the kind of spills we are talk about,
  


 9   too.  We are not just talking about from an oil rig that's
  


10   going to have a major blowout.  You going to think about
  


11   safety and do it the right way, you are looking at those
  


12   other vessels, also.
  


13             So there is something that -- that we all have
  


14   to work together and what -- and how can you balance
  


15   subsistence vice versa industry?  You can't.  How can they
  


16   work together?  The only way that it can work together is
  


17   that we all have to work together.
  


18             You come to our community to gather information.
  


19   You wanted to hear traditional knowledge.  You want to
  


20   incorporate traditional knowledge into black and white.
  


21   And you wanted to have traditional knowledge from these
  


22   Elders that have more knowledgeable that we have inherited
  


23   and from these pictures that you have seen up here.
  


24             I have experienced the Sivulluk prospect early
  


25   in the '80s.  Federal government was so careless when they
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 1   first opened the lease sale.  Hammerhead is now called
  


 2   Sivulluk.  That's where Shell first drilled their
  


 3   prospect.  When federal government opened that to
  


 4   Hammerhead, everything was chaos.
  


 5             There was no absolutely monitoring of these
  


 6   offshore oil and gas -- there were less monitoring back
  


 7   then when they first started that offshore.  Careless in
  


 8   discharging oil spill and the fluids into the ocean.  And
  


 9   I've seen icebergs covered with drill mud, not natural
  


10   mud.  Those I have seen in the past.
  


11             And noise is a factor.  Yes, noise is a factor
  


12   in offshore.  We talk about bowhead whales, they are
  


13   vulnerable to noise.  And not only bowhead whales, but
  


14   also to the other marine mammals.  But in order for us to
  


15   do it in a safer manner, our area in the Beaufort Sea
  


16   needs to be more studied before it can be given to the oil
  


17   and gas producers.
  


18             We know that we have been opposing to offshore
  


19   from time to time over and over; no, no alternative is no
  


20   sale.  And next thing we hear is there is a sale going on
  


21   there.  Our voices have been heard.  They have gone from
  


22   one ear and out to the other.  I think that maybe there is
  


23   more problems.  I'm not going to say.  Under Obama
  


24   Administration, I see now that he has -- has put a panel
  


25   together that's willing to listen to us now, hoping to
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 1   listen to us, not just this community, but also those
  


 2   other communities that are being -- will be affected.  But
  


 3   I'm very disappointed that Chukchi Sea side is being more
  


 4   favored and that's not being impacted yet.
  


 5             The Beaufort Sea side, Kaktovik and Nuiqsut are
  


 6   the only two that is being heavily impacted.  And they are
  


 7   getting more -- they have been granted more than what we
  


 8   have asked for.  We have been denied from time to time,
  


 9   not just by one agency; by another agency that we are
  


10   dealing with the same offshore issue.  One agency is going
  


11   to say yes, the other is going to say no.
  


12             We talk about air quality, water quality.  Those
  


13   are the folks that's going to be coming to this community
  


14   and make the same presentation for offshore and the
  


15   same -- possibly same drill ships that we have spoken in
  


16   the past, the testimonies that have been given.
  


17             This is just the beginning because you have
  


18   nothing to present to us.  And one way that we can make
  


19   this to come alive is that we have to work together and we
  


20   have to put this in the manner where it's not going to
  


21   affect our subsistence livelihood.
  


22             And we are hoping that we should not be driven
  


23   out of Cross Island area because there might be so much
  


24   development going on over there.  The land fall of the
  


25   pipeline is another thing.  And those are the -- right on
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 1   the path of the migration of bowheads, the walruses that
  


 2   comes ashore from the north.
  


 3             So we all have to sit down and think what's
  


 4   going to happen now.  What's going to happen if you guys
  


 5   leave tomorrow?  Will this community -- will this
  


 6   community here ever hear from you folks again?  Will we
  


 7   ever have a promise feedback?  Will there be any promises
  


 8   that -- that we want the communities and the other
  


 9   communities want -- want to say no to offshore.
  


10             But after hearing from my whaling captains and
  


11   other whaling captains, I see they are not opposed to it.
  


12   They are not opposed to offshore.  I'm one of the whaling
  


13   captains.  They want to make sure that the government do
  


14   it the right way with strongest regulations.  The
  


15   regulations need to be stronger.  There need to be some
  


16   observers out there because we don't want to go through
  


17   that back in 19 early '80s again.  I don't want to see
  


18   that happen.  Why?  Because of Hammerhead.
  


19             Under oil/whalers agreement back in '86, before
  


20   that came -- even came alive, we had a lot of air and
  


21   vessel traffic for two seasons.  Two seasons none of the
  


22   whales were sited.  Two seasons none of the whales were
  


23   landed because of the low altitude of the aircraft and the
  


24   choppers that are being shuttled back and forth to the
  


25   drill ship.  A lot of supply vessels going back and forth
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 1   to West Dock is something that has caused all the whales
  


 2   to be skittish.  They had to even travel further out, and
  


 3   that's risking their crew members' lives.
  


 4             So anyway, I'm not opposed to offshore.  I just
  


 5   want to see that it is done in minimal environmentally
  


 6   less impact.  And for us to do so, I'm going to ask you
  


 7   that you go back to Washington, D.C. and tell the
  


 8   Secretary that the Nuiqsut whalers have been left out on
  


 9   this deferral line.  If that deferral line cannot be
  


10   granted, then it must be challenged by the community
  


11   because it is very important.
  


12             That Cross Island has been there long before
  


13   these commercial and Yankee whalers have came that far
  


14   north.  My people were there subsisting on bowheads,
  


15   walruses.  There are now some bowhead skulls starting to
  


16   submerge -- emerge on the north side of the island.  Those
  


17   are the signs of the old whalers that have harvested those
  


18   whales.  None of us have harvested and landed a whale on
  


19   the north side of the island.
  


20             And we talk about winter ice conditions because
  


21   it is -- we are out there during hurricane season.  That's
  


22   another thing:  There is always a weather factor
  


23   sometimes.  But tonight I just want to make sure that our
  


24   people want to do it in a safer and environmental way.
  


25             And we are hoping that -- one oil company that
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 1   doesn't listen to us is Shell.  We are hoping that Shell
  


 2   will understand where we are coming from.  Shell is the
  


 3   one that we have been always having a hard time.  That's
  


 4   their royal touch.  They are from another country.  And we
  


 5   are not going to be stampeded by them unless the federal
  


 6   government gives them stronger stipulations.  It is
  


 7   something that we have gone through, and we don't want to
  


 8   go through this again with that one company.
  


 9             So anyway, I thought I'd give a short comment,
  


10   concern after hearing from my colleagues about a lot of
  


11   certain issues that have been come forward before you
  


12   folks.
  


13             Thank you.
  


14                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  


15                   MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Good night.
  


16                   DR. JIM KENDALL:  Amen.
  


17                   MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  For the record,
  


18   my name is Clarence.  I think that's the end of it.  Thank
  


19   you.
  


20              (Proceedings adjourned at 10:11 p.m.)
  


21
  


22
  


23
  


24
  


25
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  1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  2               (Blessing given by Marjorie Ahnupkana.)
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, good evening, and
  4    welcome to the scoping meeting for a programmatic
  5    environmental impact statement for the next offshore oil
  6    and gas program.  My name's Jim Kendall.  I am the Acting
  7    Regional Director for the Alaska Region, or we call it
  8    BOEMRE, the Bureau of Ocean Energy.  We used to be MMS.
  9              And we do have a translator with us tonight.
 10    And since I talk fast, I'm going to try and slow down.
 11    Okay?
 12              Now, the reason why we're here is the Outer
 13    Continental Shelf Lands Act -- should I slow down or --
 14    the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act requires that before
 15    the Secretary of the Interior can make a decision to have
 16    a lease sale, he has to have a five-year plan in effect.
 17    The current five-year program ends in 2012.  It went from
 18    2007 to 2012.  Now we are planning for the next five-year
 19    plan, 2012 to 2017.
 20              Now, because that's a major federal action, the
 21    National Environmental Policy Act requires us to do an
 22    environmental impact statement to look at the potential
 23    impact from these sales.  Now, right now the areas of
 24    potential interest -- and this is something very
 25    different -- are Cook Inlet if there is any interest by
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  1    industry, and then the Chukchi and the Beaufort.
  2              Now, what makes this very different is that no
  3    decisions have been made and no proposals have been made.
  4    Is there going to be one sale in the Beaufort and one sale
  5    in the Chukchi?  We don't know.  No decision has been
  6    made.  It could be one or the other or it could be no
  7    sales.
  8              The decisionmaker is the Secretary of Interior.
  9    And we have been sent to talk with you, listen to what
 10    your concerns are, listen to what you believe the issues
 11    that need to be addressed and to see what you think of
 12    this.  We are here.  We are an open book.  We are here to
 13    listen.  No decisions are made.  We will take your
 14    information.  It will be put into the environmental impact
 15    statement.  Your concerns will be recorded.  We have a
 16    recorder, Mary here.  And that will go up to the
 17    decisionmaker all the way to the Secretary, who then will
 18    make these decisions, but no decisions have been made as
 19    of now.
 20              We have folks from all over the country here.
 21    We're going as to start with --
 22               (Translation by Edward Nukapigak.)
 23                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
 24    I'll try to speak slower.  I'm very bad at that.  Again,
 25    we are here in a listening mode.  No decisions have been
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  1    made.  There are no plans.  We want to hear what people
  2    think.  We will take the information back.  We have a
  3    recorder who is recording every word.  So we would also
  4    ask that when you come up and you tell us what you think
  5    and what you are worried about and your concerns, please
  6    state your name so we have that for a sign of respect.  We
  7    want to record the names.  We like one person to speak at
  8    a time.  And I have associates here that will help to
  9    answer any questions.  And now I need a favor.
 10              I am very, very hard of hearing.  I am deaf in
 11    my left ear, partial here [indicating], so I have to
 12    really focus to listen.  So I'm going to sit right there
 13    so I can listen, and I'm going to let Mr. Tim Holder sort
 14    of run the meeting.  That way I can give undivided
 15    attention to what is said.  This is very, very important.
 16              (Translation.)
 17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  Whoever would like
 18    to speak.
 19                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Sir, before we give
 20    our own testimony, could I ask your names.
 21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Oh, yeah, yeah.
 22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good idea.
 23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Excuse us.  Excuse us.
 24                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  What position you
 25    are with.
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  1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I'll start.  I'm Jim
  2    Kendall.  I am the Acting Regional Director for the bureau
  3    up here.  Up until January 1st, I was head of the
  4    environmental program for the entire bureau out of
  5    Washington.  I worked in the Gulf Region, Gulf of Mexico,
  6    for 11 years.  I have been in headquarters 11 years, total
  7    of 22 years, and I would oversee the assessment, the
  8    analysis, and the science.
  9              And our Secretary is very concerned and very
 10    focused at making decisions based on the best science and
 11    traditional knowledge.  So he said, Jim, since you are a
 12    scientist and you work with folks and you know about using
 13    science, I want you to go up there for a few months and
 14    work with the team.  So this is a new day.
 15              And then my colleague, Tim Holder, you are from
 16    where?
 17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I am based in Washington,
 18    D.C., and my job is to act as liaison between our
 19    Washington, D.C. headquarters and our processes and events
 20    going on with environmental issues in our Alaska office.
 21    I always have to say that I lived 25 years in Alaska; 19
 22    in Anchorage and six in Nome.  So I try to get as many
 23    points as I can.
 24                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I'm Michael Haller, and
 25    I'm the Alaska Region community liaison, and I grew up in
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  1    Alaska.  So I'm happy to be here with you tonight.  Thank
  2    you very much.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Mary is our recorder,
  4    and she's very busy, so I'm not going to bother her.  And
  5    Mike.
  6                    MR. MIKE ROUTHIER:  Yeah.  My name is Mike
  7    Routhier.  I work in the Anchorage office, and I'm a NEPA
  8    coordinator, which means that I help write the
  9    environmental documents like EISes.
 10                    MR. STEVE TEXTORIS:  My name's Steve
 11    Textoris.  I'm in the Washington, D.C. office and I'm the
 12    Acting Leasing Division Chief.  I came to the Department
 13    of Interior from the Environmental Protection Agency and
 14    background in environmental consulting.
 15                    MR. ROB MCWHORTER:  My name is Rob
 16    McWhorter.  I work for Argonne National Laboratory.
 17    Argonne National Laboratory is helping BOEMRE with the
 18    national environmental impact statement.  And I'm grateful
 19    to be here, too.
 20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Thank you
 21    for pointing that out.  I didn't mean to miss all my
 22    folks.
 23                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  My name is Lois
 24    Epstein.  I'm an engineer with the Wilderness Society in
 25    Anchorage.  And it's a nonprofit, and I'm interested --
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  1                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Alaska Wilderness
  2    Society?
  3                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  The Wilderness -- it's
  4    a national group.  And I'm here to listen to what
  5    everybody has to say.  I'm not with the federal
  6    government.
  7                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  You are not with
  8    these groups?
  9                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Right.  So I might
 10    actually make a couple comments, too.  It's a national
 11    conservation organization.  We support oil and gas in
 12    Alaska done right without spills and in the right
 13    locations.  I'll make some comments.  But not everywhere.
 14              (Translation.)
 15                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  Thank you.  So we
 16    will just open up the floor here to comments.  If you are
 17    going to speak in English, if you could step up to the
 18    microphone and state your name so Mary can get that down
 19    for the record.  And let's go from there.
 20                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, I could start off
 21    with saying what we have heard.  We have been to Kotzebue,
 22    Barrow, Wainwright, correct?  And tomorrow we are going to
 23    Kaktovik.  And the issues that we have heard that we are
 24    already taking back are that some of the communities say
 25    that before anything happens they want a seat at the
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  1    table.  They want to be part of the process.
  2              They are concerned about infrastructure.  Are
  3    there enough assets up here and equipment to do it right?
  4    There is concern it will not and should not and must not
  5    interrupt subsistence at all.  We take that back.  Is the
  6    technology available to clean up a spill if, heaven
  7    forbid, there was a spill.
  8              So those are the issues your colleagues and your
  9    fellow citizens have mentioned in the last couple of days.
 10    And those are the messages we are taking back.  And so we
 11    are here to hear what you want to add to that group.
 12              Don't be shy.
 13              (Translation.)
 14                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Carl Brower, Nuiqsut
 15    whaler.  We had folks like you that came by about less
 16    than a year ago receiving testimony from this village.
 17    And I ask them, in the EIS they had nothing -- nothing put
 18    in the book about mitigation measures for offshore.  And
 19    the reason I ask, I always ask them what mitigation
 20    measures do you guys have for the whalers on whaling.  And
 21    I brought that out.  And the only answer I got was Marine
 22    Mammal Protection Act.
 23              And I wonder what you guys are going to put in
 24    the EIS on -- that's coming up on mitigation measures.
 25              Thank you.
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  1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, when we have a --
  2    you know, like when questions come up, I'll try my best to
  3    answer the questions.  For this -- this stage of the
  4    process of writing the EIS, it's to bring up concerns, and
  5    then the next step of the process is to write the
  6    environmental impact statement, draft environmental impact
  7    statement, then go out for more meetings later on this
  8    year.  And then in that, because this is a broad
  9    programmatic EIS, I don't believe at that stage that we
 10    put mitigation measures in there.  Jim?
 11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Not at this stage.
 12                    MR. MIKE ROUTHIER:  Right.
 13                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I don't believe so.  I
 14    believe that the stipulations are brought in -- once you
 15    have a five-year program and if there are lease sales in a
 16    EIS and then you come to a lease sale EIS, that's when you
 17    put in stipulations.  Okay.
 18                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.  There is no
 19    leasing plans right now.  This would describe for the
 20    Secretary, this document, on the concerns should there be
 21    a lease sale.  And then when they have lease sales, you
 22    would have the documentation and then the mitigations and
 23    stipulations.  This is at the very, very -- we are getting
 24    everybody involved at the very beginning of the process.
 25              So what I'm hearing from you, sir, Carl, is that
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  1    you want strong mitigations to protect subsistence
  2    whaling.
  3                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Yeah.
  4                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  And so that's an issue
  5    that we will put in.  We will take that back and the
  6    Secretary will see that.  To kind of backtrack on your
  7    question, I think this may have been a meeting in November
  8    and it was on a supplemental environmental impact
  9    statement on some very narrow issues.  And that's why you
 10    didn't see stipulations in there.  Stipulations were --
 11    and that was a supplemental EIS for the Chukchi 193 final
 12    EIS.  And there are -- will be stipulations in that
 13    environmental impact statement.  So it gets kind of
 14    confusing because there is lots of documents and lots of
 15    processes.
 16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  But the important point
 17    is mitigations to protect the whaling hunts, period.
 18              (Translation.)
 19                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
 20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  For the record,
 21    Isaak Nukapigak.  First I want to welcome you to our
 22    community to hear, express of my fellow Inupiat people's
 23    concern during the early process of the programmatic
 24    environmental impact statement as the federal government
 25    proceeds.
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  1              A couple of things I want brought out time and
  2    time again that prior during the past Administration that
  3    we have expressed over and over about comments, including
  4    utilization of traditional knowledge with science.  But --
  5    but in the past we have been ignored by the federal
  6    government.  And even during the early process of these
  7    lease sales in the Outer Continental Shelf -- I'm a
  8    whaling captain, commissioner for Alaska Eskimo Whaling
  9    Commission, one of the 11 communities that do subsistence
 10    hunt under the IEWC system with -- including the NMFS
 11    process of being -- AEWC being managed through the
 12    management plan.
 13              As the process of lease sale occur, when leases
 14    are being acquired by the oil companies, we have been
 15    trying to work so hard with the industry to accept a
 16    Conflict Avoidance Agreement to make sure that our
 17    subsistence whaling is not being disrupted by activity.
 18    We have seen that happen in the past.
 19              And I like the idea of what our western
 20    neighbors say, that yes, I definitely believe that we
 21    have -- that we need to be part of the process.  I'm in
 22    agreement with the western villagers from Barrow saying
 23    that we need to have a seat on the table.  I'm very much
 24    in agreement with it.
 25              Part of the revenue sharing of the leases.
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  1    Alaska had -- all these years of lease Outer Continental
  2    Shelf leases that Alaska hasn't received a dime because of
  3    the policies that's been established in the past where
  4    Louisiana and New Mexico is the one that benefit when
  5    there is a sale occur.  So revenue sharing would be a big
  6    example.  I'm not against oil and gas, but as long as it
  7    can be done right.  Most environmental impact alternative
  8    that is initiated -- we know what the nation needs for
  9    national security, but it needs to be done right.
 10              We need to pace -- we need to be paced on slow
 11    pace and proper chains of regulation that need to be
 12    initiated even at the federal level to mandate the
 13    impact -- mandate of the mitigation measures that are
 14    being implemented.
 15              We all know that Shell got shot down recently by
 16    the EPA appeal board because of the conditions.  The
 17    Beaufort is our Guard of Eden that we want to protect.
 18    Our whaling is very important.  Our diet is -- our
 19    traditional diet is very important to us, living off the
 20    land, living off the sea.  So we need protections.  Do it
 21    right, you know, and be part of the process.
 22              And I know you guys are in the early stage.  I
 23    clap the Obama Administration is making the right choice
 24    by -- with our Secretary of Interior that's going to be
 25    the one that's going to make the decisions whether the
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  1    next five years of Outer Continental Shelf, whether the
  2    lease will occur or not.  But we need protections.
  3              There is a lot of regulations and policies that
  4    need to be changed within the federal level for our
  5    protection.  They are too loose.  One good example would
  6    be adopting the Norwegian standards in relation to oil and
  7    gas of zero tolerance discharge.  You have industry that
  8    are -- have buckets to transport all their waste instead
  9    of -- right now the policy indicated very well that as
 10    long as they are in compliance with the regulations, they
 11    can't dispose their waste, the ballistic drilling muds and
 12    so forth.  But I think by changing and adopting the new
 13    standard would really help us out.
 14              It is our Garden of Eden.  The fish that
 15    migrate.  There is an abundance of Fish & Wildlife that we
 16    depend on that we are trying to protect and -- trying to
 17    protect -- and it will jeopardize our livelihood if none
 18    of these policies and regulations are being -- of being
 19    replaced with new type of standard policy.  I think by
 20    having -- by having a seat on the table is a -- it's a
 21    good step of being part of the process.  We need
 22    protection.
 23              Like I say, like I know you will hear more of
 24    that from my fellow -- my local residents.  Time and time
 25    again that we express our opinions that science and
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  1    traditional knowledge work together, but they have been
  2    ignored.  I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar
  3    realized that and sent you guys up to hear and put
  4    together information, you know, what the people feel.  I'm
  5    glad for him that he's making the right choice in starting
  6    the right new path of what's going to happen in the next
  7    five years, as the -- as the lease sale planning is due to
  8    expire and the new environmental impact statement be
  9    written.
 10              I mean, there is lots -- I've got lots of things
 11    in my mind, but I'm just going to go ahead and give you
 12    what I believe as a whaling captain.  We need protections.
 13    I know I think I take too much of your time, but there is
 14    other people that wants to express their thoughts.
 15              Thank you.
 16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you very much.
 17    Thank you very much.  That's what we need to hear.
 18                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  I just wanted to
 19    mention, any of you who want to write letters to us or any
 20    detailed sort of offering written-wise, please do that.
 21    We have a way and means for you to get that to us.  So if
 22    you would please feel that you can -- not only in talking
 23    with us tonight, but follow up with writing your ideas
 24    down, as you were talking about Isaac.
 25                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Do you have a
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  1    deadline on your comments?
  2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  We do.  March 31st.  We
  3    will pass these around now.
  4              (Translation.)
  5                    MR. FRANK MATUMEAK:  Frank Matumeak.  I'm
  6    a subsistence user in Nuiqsut.  We have been giving our
  7    testimonies for over 30 years for the same thing that you
  8    have, and I'm wondering if you have studied any of this
  9    testimonies that we have been giving to all the entities
 10    that have been coming here to the village of Nuiqsut.
 11              Now, I'm very concerned about our lifestyle
 12    mainly because we depend on the oceans and our waters and
 13    the rivers.  And this does not only include Alaska.  It
 14    includes Canada, Greenland, Russia.  And this very current
 15    that you are thinking about putting into production is
 16    just endangering all of that -- all those people that uses
 17    the same foods that we do.  And we all are in the same
 18    environment.  And I'm glad you are having this meeting.
 19              Now, my understanding is that you have these
 20    five-, ten-year plans to do this.  I don't want to be a
 21    part of a group that will threaten our people and our
 22    livelihood.  I don't mind oil companies drilling on our
 23    lands where -- on the land onshore where we can contain
 24    anything.  Heck, look at that -- that Gulf of Mexico, man,
 25    that really hurt a whole bunch of people.  And who is
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  1    going to be accountable if something like that happens on
  2    our oceans on the ice?
  3              And we got no control over that ice.  Nobody
  4    does.  No matter how many things you do or look at the way
  5    you can correct that problem, it's never going to be
  6    there.  And that's the power of the ice and the ocean.
  7    And we live with it.  We understand it.  And --
  8              But I don't want to be a part of a group that is
  9    making a ten-year plan, 20-year plan, whatever plan they
 10    have that will endanger our livelihoods and our people.
 11    But I do enjoy the service of sharing a little bit of
 12    wealth from the oil companies when they do it right on
 13    land.  But any time you get on the ocean, I'm very,
 14    very -- I don't want to be a part of a group that is going
 15    to be making plans to have a lease sale or anything
 16    because that's really hurting our lifestyle.
 17              Just like when you study history -- and you
 18    always study history.  Look at the Black Hills, all that
 19    gold taken away from the Indians because of that almighty
 20    gold.  Now you are doing the same doggone thing out in the
 21    ocean for the oil.  And that will disrupt our livelihoods
 22    and our source of food, our mainstay.
 23              Thank you.
 24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 25                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
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  1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Please, don't be shy.
  2                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Can I speak a couple
  3    more?
  4                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Sure.  We are here until
  5    9:45.  If there is time, you can come up and talk more.
  6                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I'm Dora Leavitt.  I'm
  7    representing the City of Nuiqsut.  I'm the cultural
  8    coordinator.  And we do a lot of commenting with industry.
  9    There is a lot of people coming in proposing projects, and
 10    yet we have such a short window of time to comment on such
 11    a big thing like this.  We would like more time to review,
 12    more time to -- to -- to, you know, for us to think about
 13    what's going to be out there.  It's about time the federal
 14    government came and start coming up with the beginning of
 15    their process.
 16              For years we have been expressing our concerns
 17    over and over again.  This community is the most impacted
 18    community in the North Slope.  We are the ones that are
 19    living with the oil and the pipeline.  We are having to go
 20    under it when we are out hunting.  And it's never ending,
 21    these community hall, this never -- you know, besides
 22    bingo, but there is so much that goes on with meetings,
 23    and yet we have a short window to comment.  Thirty days is
 24    not enough.
 25              And my concerns about this -- the lease sale is
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  1    that you guys are going to go ahead and sell the whole
  2    thing, you know.  We need to take it slow.  When I look at
  3    the Chukchi, they are protected.  Twenty-five miles of no
  4    drill, no development, where the Beaufort Sea, we don't
  5    have assurance.  We don't have a buffer zone to tell us
  6    that we are protected from the development that's going to
  7    go on.  I know this because there is so much oil over here
  8    that our buffer zones were stripped.  McCovey, being only
  9    four miles from Cross Island and Liberty and Northstar.
 10    Now we have Sivulluk, who is going to be in the path of
 11    our migration.
 12              We would like to see more protection in the
 13    permitting process.  We would like to be a part of your
 14    permitting process.  And, you know, who is going to assure
 15    us that when the oil is gone, that we are going to be able
 16    to hunt out there, my grandkids, my son?  You know, when
 17    all -- thirty years is going to come and it's -- you know,
 18    we see that with Alpine development.  It's already
 19    declining.  Now they are going to look for more and to tap
 20    into more pipeline to the west of us.
 21              With offshore development, we don't have any --
 22    we don't have any revenue sharing.  I'd like to see more
 23    stipulations, more mitigation in place.
 24              When the developers come, the people that have
 25    bought the lease sale, you know, they have a short window.
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  1    They say they are going to come, like, in July and then
  2    they are going to be 100 miles out.  In July the shores --
  3    the -- the ice is still close to the -- the shoreline,
  4    seven miles.  How are they going to be 100 miles out?
  5    When they start to make their way to the Beaufort Sea from
  6    the south with the winds and the weather, they are going
  7    to be forced to come closer and come in through the
  8    barrier islands or just north of the barrier islands to
  9    get to their prospect.
 10              These are some of the things that they put on
 11    paper and say, yeah, we are going to do it this way.  We
 12    will be 100 miles out when we get to wherever so we won't
 13    disturb the hunters and the marine mammals.  And I was --
 14    when I read that, I was, like, you know what, our ice --
 15    the pack ice is still really close in July.
 16              And then they have a month to drill.  Like for
 17    the Sivulluk project, they will come in July, they will
 18    drill at Sivulluk until August 25 and pull out.  Where are
 19    they going to pull out to?  To the shore?  Is it the day,
 20    the last day going to be the 25th?  Because when our
 21    whalers go out there, they are going 97 miles to get to
 22    our whaling camp.  When we go out seal hunting, we go far.
 23              Our ocean is not just like Barrow where it's
 24    just right across the street, you know.  It's right there
 25    when they do their seal hunting.  Us, we have to go 14
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  1    miles to the river and another seven to 20 miles to the
  2    ice pack, you know.  And they have a buffer zone.  We
  3    don't.  I'd like to see an assurance -- I'd like to see a
  4    buffer zone for the Beaufort Sea and to tell me that we
  5    are going to be assured that we are going to be able to
  6    hunt when this oil is extracted and they plug the wells.
  7              We would like for you guys to come back and
  8    consult with us.  I know that when, you know, you guys do
  9    the lease sales, you guys profit the money.  Are you guys
 10    willing to send someone here to, you know, work with us;
 11    employ somebody that will be -- that has a technical
 12    technology reading of all these EIS and whatever?  We
 13    don't have anybody here that -- like that.  We are
 14    training at that.  We have made that recommendation to EPA
 15    and other agencies that -- you know, to the State.  I'd
 16    like to see one in place with -- under the federal
 17    government when these lease sales happen.  Don't just take
 18    the money back to Washington, D.C.  You know, it's about
 19    time the federal government spent some of that money in
 20    these villages that are impacted the most.
 21              And come again because I'm sure you are going to
 22    hear a lot more.  We would like more window open so we
 23    have more time to comment and more time to grasp what goes
 24    on the EIS.
 25              Thank you.
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  1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  I have a
  2    question.  We have heard this before that Nuiqsut -- or I
  3    should say before today when we had meetings today with
  4    the Native Village of Nuiqsut, that they would like a
  5    buffer.  Could you say -- and Cross Island is the camp
  6    that's where you set off from.
  7                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That's our whaling
  8    camp.
  9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Would it be a buffer
 10    around Cross Island?
 11                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That and the mouth of
 12    our river.
 13                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  To answer your
 14    question, in the past that we have asked for a buffer to
 15    protect our subsistence whaling ground of Cross Island.
 16    We had asked a 20-mile perimeter, asked Cross Island,
 17    being the central location for the 20-mile perimeter for
 18    our protection.  And like she got most of my word what
 19    else -- that's what was in my mind.
 20              The benefits that go to the western villages
 21    from Point Barrow all the way to Point Hope, it's not
 22    right for us to deal with where they have a buffer that's
 23    been implemented by former MMS of 20-mile restriction of
 24    no occupancy or no activity from the coastline to 25 miles
 25    from the coastline.  There is restrictions that you can't
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  1    do any sort of activity.  And here all these years that we
  2    have been asking for a buffer zone, a buffer to -- that
  3    would protect our whaling, our whaling, subsistence
  4    whaling ground.  It's a very important area.
  5              Like what Dora say, it's in the path of the
  6    migration of the bowhead whale.  The Camden Bay is a very
  7    important resting, feeding area for the bowhead when there
  8    is a storm.  And there is recommendation being proven by
  9    NOAA where the proposed Shell's prospects, Sivulluk
 10    prospect, and it's only 40 miles east of our whaling --
 11    our whaling ground.  It's right in the path of the bowhead
 12    whale.
 13              We need -- like I say, we need protection.  We
 14    need restrictions.  We need enforceable policy that needs
 15    to be changed within the federal level.  All these years
 16    we have been expressing our concern.  Now, utilization of
 17    our traditional knowledge always been ignored.  And we
 18    need those protections.
 19              It seems to be that the federal government was
 20    more in favor of our eastern neighbors than the western --
 21    the western district than us because it is known that the
 22    natural resource -- it's been acknowledged that the whales
 23    is within that trend.  The Barrow are a trend, but we need
 24    protection.  We need noise buffer.  We need to have that
 25    protection of our whaling ground.
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  1              The rest of the community of the 11 whaling
  2    communities, people will be able to go hunt, come back to
  3    their home place, relax.  Nuiqsut has to travel 93 miles
  4    to our whaling ground on one of the barrier islands, Cross
  5    Island, and have to be out there until we meet our quota.
  6    In times when Mother Nature don't cooperate, we need to be
  7    out there longer.
  8                    At one point I remember us being out there
  9    for seven weeks and didn't met our quota system because of
 10    activities and the weather prediction where our
 11    subsistence hunt and the whales were disrupted because of
 12    this heavily activity going on in the Beaufort.  We had to
 13    go 30 miles north.  That's where we finally were able to
 14    see whales because there was so much activity east of
 15    Cross Island.
 16              And that time we had no choice because a whale
 17    was got 35 miles north of Cross Island because of the
 18    safety.  These small boats that we go out in to harvest,
 19    weather prediction got bad on us.  We had no choice but to
 20    let go of the whale even though we didn't want to.  And
 21    that year was so harsh because we didn't meet our quota.
 22    And it was very noticeable in this community.  There was
 23    no whale meat for the community.  There was no whale meat
 24    stored in our cellars.  People were hurting.  Very limited
 25    stocks of -- for our nutritional diet.  That's the way
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  1    we --
  2              Like I said earlier, we need to sit at the
  3    table.  We need to be part of the process.  We are in the
  4    early stage.  And the final process on the environmental
  5    impact statement.
  6              I've got so much stuff, but I want to give other
  7    folks an opportunity, but everything seems to be coming up
  8    and we need -- like I say, we need protection.  And I
  9    think that the federal government needs to lift up.  We
 10    are part of the -- we are part of America.  Folks in the
 11    Lower 48 don't see the impact.  They don't know what type
 12    of livelihood that is for us -- is for us Eskimos go
 13    through while everybody is benefitting out of it.
 14              When the price of oil goes up, people scream,
 15    say it's too high on the national level.  And here we are
 16    only just very short miles away from an oil field, still
 17    paying the high cost of living.  And at one point we paid
 18    almost nine bucks a gallon just to keep our -- just trying
 19    to survive, trying to keep our house warm from freezing
 20    up.
 21              That's why -- I mean, that's why we need
 22    these -- policies need to be change maybe on the federal
 23    level.  Time and time again you are going to hear that
 24    from me.  There is too much loose cracks that fell through
 25    the cracks of these policies.  There is nobody in the
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  1    federal level are monitoring.  All the years you issue
  2    sales but not be able to enforce your policy.  There is
  3    nobody watching them out there, not from the federal
  4    level.  The only thing you believe is what paper trails
  5    that are being submitted, a written report.
  6              We know that oil companies lie.  They are only
  7    here for one business, to be profitable.  I've seen that
  8    stuff during my livelihood.  Time to change, and the
  9    federal government needs to live up to its obligation to
 10    enforce and change the policies.  It can be where
 11    everybody can benefit.  We haven't seen a dime ever since
 12    sales had occurred back from lease sale 171 and on.
 13              We need to share some of that sharing, the
 14    revenue sharing.  That's one thing that needs to be
 15    changed.  It's very important.  We need to be part of the
 16    process and share the benefits.  Not folks that are living
 17    down in the Lower 48 where they are living in luxury and
 18    not seeing the impact or having to deal with impact.
 19              Thank you.
 20                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Can I go up one more?
 21    I forgot.  Dora Leavitt once again.  I forgot to talk
 22    about the social impacts that is heavy upon this village
 23    that everybody ignores because of the price, maybe.  This
 24    community is impacted.  The oil companies give us 50,000 a
 25    year to fight over for subsistence mitigation.  That is
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  1    not enough for 400-some people.  Twenty gallons per 40
  2    households for the subsistence hunters is not enough.
  3    That's really bring a toll on the city that is dispersing
  4    these funds.
  5              We get a lot of crap from the community, you
  6    know, but it's something that the industry does just to,
  7    you know, make it look good on paper so that you think,
  8    oh, yeah, they are being mitigated.  That's okay.  That's
  9    not enough.  This 50,000 a year is not enough.  This
 10    community is 80, 90 percent subsistence household hunters.
 11    And when we are given this small mitigation fund to fight
 12    over -- and to me that is a social impact that is brought
 13    to our leaders to this community for our subsistence
 14    hunters to fight over.
 15                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Dora, question:  Could
 16    you explain for the record what that subsistence fund is
 17    and what you think it should change to?
 18                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That subsistence
 19    mitigation fund was given -- like we have one from Pioneer
 20    as a mitigation for subsistence hunters because in the
 21    past the subsistence hunters saying they are having to go
 22    further out to hunt their games.  So that they thought
 23    maybe that mitigation fund was enough.
 24              With -- with the price, you know, the economy
 25    going up, everything going up, the price of gas is up, you
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  1    know, 20 gallons is not enough for our subsistence
  2    hunters.  They go out.  Like Isaac said, we go out.  We go
  3    out so many miles to go to the ocean to go hunt our seals.
  4    We are not always successful, so we go again when the
  5    weather permits us.
  6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But is that for offshore
  7    hunting or for --
  8                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  That's for wherever
  9    hunting.  We are allowed six vouchers per household.  Not
 10    every household gets them.  There is a lot of people that
 11    are left out every month, and you know, the --
 12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But it also applies to
 13    onshore hunting.
 14                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  It applies to wherever
 15    hunting, onshore, offshore.  It's just subsistence
 16    hunting.  We have a calendar.  You know, when there is
 17    caribou, we go after caribou.  When it's fishing time, we
 18    do our fishing.  It's not just the one-day fishing when we
 19    are fishing out there when we have nets under the ice.
 20                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  The reason we are asking
 21    is we have not heard of this in relation to activities on
 22    the Outer Continental Shelf, so it must be from Pioneer
 23    who is doing things at, say, Alpine?
 24                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  No.  That's the
 25    development that's going on just at the mouth of the
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  1    Colville River by Natchiq Pioneer Resource on the Oooguruk
  2    project.
  3                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Offshore
  4    approximately four miles north of -- at the mouth of
  5    Colville River.
  6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  It's in State waters?
  7                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Yeah.
  8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  There we go.
  9                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  But still, you know,
 10    the -- my point is that these mitigations are not enough
 11    to -- for the whole village.
 12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.
 13                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Social impact is
 14    ignored.  Our community has been really impacted since
 15    development happened with Alpine.  When we came -- you see
 16    this picture.  This is 1973, this throw that was made.
 17    When we came, there was no pipeline, there was no -- we
 18    never knew about oil and gas.  One community gathering
 19    every day.  Meetings have taken the place of our
 20    inspiration, our potlucks, our gatherings.  There is a lot
 21    of bickering and fighting on the VHF.  That's social
 22    impact, everybody not for development.  It's a -- you
 23    know, it's a split.
 24              We know that the -- you know, the -- the U.S. is
 25    in need for oil.  We know that.  I drive a truck myself.
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  1    I use some of that oil.  But I'm asking them to do it
  2    right and because we are going to be here.  We are still
  3    going to be here when this oil runs out.  There needs to
  4    be other sources that are looked into.  The wind, the
  5    solar, something other than destructing our -- our
  6    livelihood.
  7              There is health assessments that needs to take
  8    place.  For the past ten years this community has had a
  9    cancer patient die every year for the past ten years.
 10    Where is it coming from?  There is no health assessment of
 11    why our people are dying of cancer.  And it's been -- it's
 12    been ten years straight, boom, boom, boom.  Our Elders are
 13    getting sick with cancer, people that don't smoke, people,
 14    whatever, you know, one after the other.
 15              And these are some of the things that the
 16    agencies ignore.  For so many years we have voiced these
 17    out.  It's time to -- they have studied the waters.  They
 18    have studied -- they've spent so much money on studying
 19    the marine mammals, and yet they don't come and study who
 20    the people are, how they are impacted, what can you do
 21    when people -- you know, there is no rehabilitation center
 22    on the North Slope for this kind of stuff.
 23              Let's get real.  Let's get real and let's put
 24    the money back where the impact is.  That's all I'm
 25    saying.  Thank you.
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  1                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Thank you.
  3                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
  4                    MR. ERIC LEAVITT:  My name is Eric
  5    Leavitt.  I'm a subsistence hunter/whaler in the Village
  6    of Nuiqsut.  I just want to comment on the OCS, the Outer
  7    Continental Shelf.  It's a really touchy subject.  If
  8    another lease sales go on, for instance, if a big player
  9    buys a plot of land on the OCS part where the whales are
 10    migrating and they strike oil and they have a blow out,
 11    that's going to affect our whaling.  The whales are going
 12    to go through that path.  They are going to get all oiled
 13    up and they are going to die, and we are going to die with
 14    them.
 15              I just want to say that they should not do the
 16    OCS and move to, like, onshore where it can be -- if there
 17    is an oil spill onshore, it can be picked up, at least 90
 18    percent of it, whereas offshore you never know how much
 19    you can get; maybe, if you are lucky, 40 percent due to
 20    the currents and the ice.  So I'm just saying no offshore
 21    due to the protection of our whaling because it's been
 22    going on for thousands of years.
 23              Also the mitigation measures for whaling, my
 24    personal opinion on mitigation measures, there is no
 25    dollar sign.  There is not enough money in the federal
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  1    government to cover our way of life.  If the whales are
  2    gone, what are they going to do?  Clone whales or what?
  3    It's just -- I don't think there is a mitigation
  4    measurement for our way of life.  It's just there and it
  5    needs to be protected.
  6              Thank you.
  7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Next?
  9                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  I'm Clarence
 10    Ahnupkana.  And it's not just the whale.  It's not just
 11    the whale migration.  Plus it's the fish, the fish we eat,
 12    the whitefish and Arctic cisco.  They are traveling east
 13    -- east by each river, so I want you to know before you
 14    start -- before you start drilling, fish migration come
 15    northeast, migrating southwest, whitefish, Arctic cisco.
 16    Plus caribou migrate from northeast heading southwest.  We
 17    eat caribou meat.  So I want you to know this ahead of
 18    time.
 19              I eat whale.  I eat muktuk.  That's my favorite
 20    food, plus whitefish, caribou, even ducks or geese or seal
 21    or bearded seal.  Those are more important food we eat.  I
 22    get real hungry real easy when I have chicken, fried
 23    chicken or chicken soup.  That's not enough.  When I eat
 24    whale meat and fish, I feel more much comfortable after I
 25    grow up with Native food.
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  1              Thank you.
  2                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you very much.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  4                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  We have an Elder
  5    here that's got some questions.
  6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Do you need to take time
  7    to translate?
  8                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  She have hard
  9    time -- sometimes hard time standing.  Her name is
 10    Marjorie Ahnupkana.
 11                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  My name is
 12    Marjorie Ahnupkana.
 13              (Translated by Edward Nukapigak.)
 14              Assuming that OCS and the Secretary decides to
 15    go ahead and open the lease, what are the distance from
 16    the shoreline that they have?  Are we looking at just one
 17    drill rig, or is there going to be more than one drill
 18    rig?  And if so, has the OCS -- they studied the condition
 19    of the current, the ice?  And what's going to happen if
 20    there is a blowout out there?
 21              Does the new management that is here tonight
 22    that are not of the past MMS -- she wants to know that you
 23    folks are new.  And the concern that she has is the
 24    distance from the shoreline, if there is an exploration
 25    out there, there is a development phase, protection phase,
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  1    how many more drill rigs are going to be out there and how
  2    many miles are it going to be out in the ocean.
  3              Sivulluk is only 12 miles from Flaxman Island.
  4    So what more are you heading -- are they heading further
  5    out towards the North Pole?  Is that the distance that the
  6    federal government is planning to open the federal waters?
  7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Those are all good
  8    questions, but nothing has been decided.  There was talk
  9    of a buffer zone, how in the west they have the 25-mile
 10    buffer, and you don't have that in the east.  There is a
 11    recommendation that there should be a buffer zone and
 12    there should be a buffer zone around Cross Island.  Well,
 13    this is a new plan, a new day.  There are no plans.  We
 14    don't know.  We are here for you to tell us the way it
 15    should be.  And we can take that back.
 16               (Translation.)
 17                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  We all know that
 18    we have been from meeting to meetings, and every meeting
 19    we mention about bowhead whales.  There are other marine
 20    mammals that are out there that have not been mentioned or
 21    have not been talked about.  The mammals migrate during
 22    springtime eastward, and they summer in Canadian waters
 23    and Alaskan waters.  And the species that we talk about
 24    are not just bowhead whales.  We are talking about
 25    walruses, bearded seals, seals and the other mammal
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  1    species that we may have seen or may not have seen that
  2    are under -- beneath the ocean.  And they summer in that
  3    area.
  4              And if they are to be out there to drill, if the
  5    federal government decides to open the Outer Continental
  6    Shelf, do you know the condition of the currents?  Does
  7    any of you have studied any of these currents, how the
  8    current shifts and how the ice forms?  And if there is a
  9    major blowout, how are you going to approach those in
 10    those icy conditions?
 11              People have talked in the past, especially the
 12    ones that have left us, that the currents are pretty
 13    strong out there, a current an icebreaker cannot even
 14    control, assuming that there is one there by an
 15    infrastructure that's always been in place.
 16              And the biggest concern is how are you going to
 17    clean up if there is a major blowout during ice
 18    conditions.  What are the chances of cleaning up any major
 19    spills?  Because I, for one -- we are not just talking
 20    about one drill rig.  We are not just talking about one
 21    lease tract.  There will be multiple lease tracts out
 22    there.  There will be more than one infrastructure out
 23    there.  And what kind of changes are there going to be to
 24    the environment, to the ocean and the species?
 25              So every meetings that I come to -- I have been
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  1    coming to these meetings in the past, and every meeting I
  2    hear my colleagues talk of one species, bowhead whale.  I
  3    just want to confirm some of these issues, that there are
  4    more species out there that I know of because it is where
  5    I have grew up in my surrounding.
  6              So she's going to speak some more.
  7              We have meetings in the past with oil companies,
  8    and sometimes they always trying to weaken the community.
  9    And we have spoken so much in the past about the ocean,
 10    the environment of the ocean, how much impact and how much
 11    we have spoken of certain species of mammals out there.
 12              The oil companies wants to be out there to
 13    explore and extract oil and gas, but sometimes we have to
 14    have meetings, community meetings in order to be prepared
 15    for some sort of a major meeting that might come.  You
 16    folks came and wanted to hear from this community in
 17    regards to the Beaufort Sea that we depend on.
 18              I think there are times that she mentioned about
 19    having a community meeting with a group of people before
 20    we can have -- before you folks or any other agencies that
 21    come to this village and hold meetings so that way that we
 22    will be prepared to give comments, concerns, may ask
 23    questions.
 24              And I, for one, I still feel that it is very
 25    vulnerable right now to -- to talk about our ocean in
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  1    opening for lease.  She wants to see more thorough
  2    studies.  Her strong concerns are the ice conditions.  The
  3    currents still needs to be studied.  No one knows what the
  4    conditions are out there.  You may have it on your -- on
  5    your black and white data information, but that data
  6    information might change because we never know what Mother
  7    Nature can do.
  8              So that was her -- her concerns, her comments
  9    and her questions.
 10                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.
 11                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank her for us.  Thank
 12    you, Marjorie.  Very good comments, very good questions.
 13              (Translated.)
 14                    MR. GEORGE SIELAK:  For the record, my
 15    name is George Sielak, ex-whaling crew member and
 16    subsistence user.  We must have testimonies probably
 17    thicker than the Library of Congress.  Where are all those
 18    testimonies?  I think by this time, this new panel that is
 19    formed by Obama, you should have a master EIS by now.
 20    Where is all our testimonies?  For 37 years I have lived
 21    here, all those testimonies that should be used for this
 22    day of development out in the offshore, where are those
 23    comments?
 24              I mean, I know by now it's more close to all the
 25    testimonies that we have brought to this day.  Every year
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  1    for 30-some, almost 40 years, I mean, you have nothing to
  2    show for it today.  I mean, there is nothing to read.  I
  3    mean, it's just kind of disappointing sometimes to see
  4    this type of meeting in our communities.
  5              And I want to share a little of Isaac's
  6    concerns.  I know we have talked about these, and I'm sure
  7    you guys probably haven't heard about them.  Even though
  8    you are a new panel and senior leaders or senior listeners
  9    to the federal government, I mean, we have talked about
 10    these issues.  Stricter standard operating procedures,
 11    stricter regulations for under the Clean Air Act to get
 12    stricter, under the air pollution Act.  I mean, you have
 13    people living out here up here.
 14              We have seen a lot of change up here when we
 15    look at a Deadhorse, Kuparuk, the offshore islands.  I
 16    mean, this is our last shot here.  How long more time are
 17    we going to wait?  I mean, this is just a normal come to
 18    the town and listen and write and -- I mean, where is all
 19    the master testimonies?  The master EIS you should have by
 20    now because there is almost a development going on out
 21    there.  I mean, you should have that book before you to
 22    present to our people.  Here are all our testimonies.
 23    Where are they?  I mean, it is like our bible for this
 24    community.
 25              I mean, for so many years the whole ocean you
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  1    see out there is our hunting ground.  It provides us, our
  2    community, provides the food that we eat from out there.
  3              And also one concern I want to bring out, the
  4    ability to clean up an oil spill.  From the experiences
  5    they have at the Gulf of the Deep Horizon cleanup, like
  6    Isaac say, they should be more strict monitoring, a
  7    monitoring program; not only the paperwork process that's
  8    out there you approve and let it go, oh, it passes
  9    regulations, it's safe -- I mean, it's minimum.  It will
 10    be okay.  There should be someone out there personally.
 11    Agencies that we have talked about should be out there
 12    monitoring the program on site.  And on top of that, other
 13    agencies should be monitoring the agencies that are out
 14    there.
 15              And it's just, you know, going back to square
 16    one here.  I mean, we know development is coming because
 17    of the offshore development.  We all know it's coming, but
 18    most of all the people up here on the North Slope have --
 19    that did not approve the offshore drilling.  But like most
 20    of our people here in this community, we would rather see
 21    nearshore or onshore development, other than --
 22              And during our -- the lifestyle, the -- the
 23    animals that we have in our ocean, which is our food to
 24    the table.  Even though you don't see it, it's in the
 25    ocean.  It's in the water.  I mean, there is a lot of food
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  1    we eat that comes from the ocean.
  2              And I wish that they could get away from
  3    offshore and start thinking seriously on drilling,
  4    drilling on land and make it more safer and less -- less
  5    battling for everybody.
  6              Thank you.
  7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
  8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  The one thing
  9    I'll say about the extensive testimony going back into the
 10    1970s was a few years ago our office did collect testimony
 11    from Nuiqsut and all the coastal communities and put it
 12    into a compendium.  As far as I know, that hasn't been
 13    kept up to date, but at least we can take it from that
 14    point and bring it forward because we certainly have those
 15    records.  And that might be something to put together and
 16    at least have it as a reference document.
 17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That would be a good
 18    idea.
 19                    MR. GEORGE SIELAK:  That is a thing I
 20    think we need to see, this community need to see.  I mean,
 21    for so many years we would like to see that put into the
 22    master plan EIS for this offshore development.
 23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  So at a least we have got
 24    a substantial part of that, and we just need to bring it
 25    up to date.
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  1                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  My question is when
  2    Obama leaves the Administration, are you still going to
  3    be, you know -- is there going to be another new face that
  4    we are going to see?
  5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You mean for here?
  6                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  From right here.
  7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  We are career.  We are
  8    not political.
  9                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I know, but you know,
 10    it --
 11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Are you asking what would
 12    happen to a plan?
 13                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  What would happen to
 14    the plan when you get new -- a new President and say
 15    she -- Sarah Palin is for development.
 16                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Don't talk about
 17    Sarah.  Witch.
 18                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  But that's what we face
 19    all the time.
 20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  She don't care about
 21    Alaskans.
 22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Well, if we have a
 23    five-year plan, it's a five-year plan.  The five-year plan
 24    we are in now started with the previous Administration.
 25    And what had happened is toward the end of this five-year
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  1    plan --
  2                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  They didn't come to us
  3    like you are doing now.  You are doing this different with
  4    the new Administration with Obama.
  5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  I didn't want to say too
  6    much about myself, but when I was brought up here for a
  7    few months, the director said, I want you to come up
  8    there, and I said, why, why me?  He said, because you are
  9    a scientist.  You listen well.  Because I have a hearing
 10    problem, so I have to focus listening.  I am a scientist.
 11    I've done a lot of the science.
 12              And so this Administration is very big on making
 13    decisions based on the best science, which includes
 14    traditional knowledge.  And so you are seeing the result
 15    of sort of a new way of doing business.  You mentioned
 16    this is the very beginning.  We don't have anything to
 17    bring with us for this effort because nothing has been
 18    written yet.  The EIS is not written.
 19              And we have the testimonies that Tim brought
 20    out, but since this is the very, very beginning, we are
 21    coming to the communities first.  And so we want to make
 22    sure that before we put pen to paper -- and Rob back there
 23    is going to be one of the folks that helps us put pen to
 24    paper -- that we have this testimony starting from
 25    scratch.
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  1                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Are you going to be
  2    implementing the old testimonies of our Elders that have
  3    passed on on some of these EIS because they have talked
  4    about these testimonies from a long time ago, and they --
  5    a lot of traditional knowledge that they gave the old
  6    Administration and the old MMS people.
  7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right.  I think that's a
  8    really good idea, and we need to make sure that that
  9    testimony is not overlooked.  And so by virtue of getting
 10    this into the record now, this will cue us up to --
 11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad John Goll
 12    is no longer the Alaskan Region Director.  That guy was
 13    pro-development, never listened, didn't want to hear no
 14    traditional knowledge, said hey, I don't want to hear your
 15    problems.  That's the kind of guy he was.
 16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Understood.  Understood.
 17    Before I left in January to come up here, I asked the
 18    director, Bromwich if I could come to all these meetings.
 19    He said, of course you need to be there.  And I guess the
 20    previous regional director didn't come to these meetings.
 21    Well, I'm here now.
 22                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  That guy was just
 23    sitting there sending his little lieutenants out so he
 24    didn't get beat up.
 25                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  He should have came up.
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  1    He would have learned so much.
  2                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Carl Brower, for the
  3    record.  Nuiqsut whaler.  Also hearing everybody on
  4    protection from the -- on the oil industrial side, what
  5    about the protection from all the other folks that are
  6    going to be out there, like the fisheries and the barges
  7    that are going back and forth from east to west?  What
  8    protection is there going to be on the EIS?  Thank you.
  9                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good comment.  When
 10    we met with the mayor today, that same issue came up that
 11    all of these other countries are sending all this shipping
 12    and it's going through the Bering Strait and it's coming
 13    up here.  That's a serious issue.  And Tim, you have been
 14    involved in some of this.
 15                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad he brought
 16    that up because we know --
 17                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  You see it.
 18                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  It's going to happen
 19    sooner than later.  The gateway through North America.
 20    That's going to happen.  The shortest access to
 21    transportation.  Marine highway, that's going to happen.
 22    We know this.  The Coast Guard needs to be out there more.
 23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right.  The -- as you all
 24    know, everybody knows the receding polar ice cap is
 25    opening up more opportunity for more shipping of all
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  1    kinds, not just oil and gas, but commercial shipping,
  2    cruise ships, all these kinds of shipping.  And part of my
  3    job down in Washington, D.C. is to participate in
  4    committees of various federal agencies dealing with the
  5    Arctic.  And some of those deal with shipping.  And the --
  6    there is a great concern about lack of infrastructure for
  7    safe harbors, for Coast Guard presence.  Everybody knows
  8    there is just way not enough.  And so those -- those
  9    issues have been brought up.
 10              The issues about conflicts with hunting -- all
 11    that kind of shipping with hunting is somewhat recognized,
 12    but I don't think it's recognized well enough.  There is
 13    an organization that's part of the United Nations, the
 14    International Maritime Organization, and they have the
 15    ability to regulate and set sea channels for shipping and
 16    marine traffic, and if we can work to figure out where to
 17    set those shipping lanes best, we can get those
 18    recommendations through our U.S. Coast Guard who
 19    represents the U.S. government at this International
 20    Maritime Organization.
 21              And I'm going to kind of put that on my list of
 22    things to do, and hopefully we will try to work some
 23    things out there; even though it's not our agency's
 24    responsibility to do all that, but I think we can -- we
 25    are up here, we are hearing your testimony and concerns,
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  1    and we can facilitate that, I think.
  2                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Carl, could you give Ed
  3    just a minute to share that with Marjorie, please?
  4              (Translation.)
  5                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Very good comments.
  6    Thank you.
  7                    MR. CARL BROWER:  The reason I ask because
  8    this village experienced impact from other vessels during
  9    our whaling season and almost cost our quota to be only
 10    taken by half.  As a whaling captain, it's our
 11    responsibility to take the whale home to feed our
 12    community to last through the year.  And to get impacted
 13    and not receiving the whole quota is very disturbing.
 14    Thank you.
 15                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Thank you.  Thank you.
 16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yeah.  That came up at
 17    our meeting today as very important.  How do you have the
 18    transportation and the shipping not impact subsistence and
 19    whaling.  So that -- thank you.  Good comments.
 20                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Because they are
 21    assessing each household that's been done here, I do
 22    believe, through the North Slope Borough Wildlife
 23    Management or through one of the organizations that did
 24    survey of the consumption used by each, not household, but
 25    by each individual per in the household of the consumption
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  1    and use of marine mammals, of wildlife, the fish, of how
  2    much average of nearly a thousand pounds per person.  And
  3    composed of 30 percent of marine mammals, which is whales,
  4    seals, you name it, the marine mammals that we use.
  5    Another 30 percent is the fish.  The fish is the migrating
  6    fish that comes in from the ocean.
  7              It is noted of 28 species of fish that comes
  8    over winter and have them -- and half of those fishes
  9    winter in the Colville River.  Like the Arctic cisco is a
 10    migration fish that spawn from the MacKenzie that has been
 11    pushed through the current until they are three-,
 12    four-year-old.  By that time they are in our river system.
 13    But there is fishes that comes in the river.  That's why
 14    we are worried what will happen.
 15              These are some of the diets, our customary diet
 16    that we depend on, not just whales, but whales are one of
 17    the main species that we really depend on, and it's been
 18    known over 10,000 years, known that we have been whaling.
 19    It's been passed down from generation to generation.
 20              My brothers and I came from a big whaling
 21    family.  As a matter of fact, came from a real subsistence
 22    economic.  Our parents are gone now.  Had raised 12 -- 12
 23    children with no cash economic.  It's been all
 24    subsistence, living off the land, living off the sea.  And
 25    we are -- and they are gone now.  And now it's our
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  1    responsibility to continue keeping the tradition alive,
  2    and we are passing it on to our kids.  That's how the
  3    chain -- the chain of -- the chain link occurs.  When we
  4    are gone, they will still be here, even when the oil is
  5    gone, been extracted out.
  6              But it needs to be done the right way.  Change
  7    in policies, being on the table, sharing the benefit, the
  8    revenue benefits because everything is so high, cost of
  9    living, so expensive.  Everything that's transported here
 10    has a markup, 115 percent markup from the retail price.
 11    Not all of you have gone to our store today and look
 12    around at the prices of our goods compared to what urban
 13    folks pay.
 14              Living an urban life isn't easy.  Always a cost,
 15    and everything is all very expensive.  We are not living
 16    in luxury.  We are feeling the impact.  And like I say, we
 17    need to be part of the process and enjoy the same benefits
 18    that everybody that lives an urban life that we need to
 19    also enjoy.
 20              Thank you.
 21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Anybody else want to
 22    speak?
 23                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I want to hear from
 24    her.
 25                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Anybody else?
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  1                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  I'll just share one
  2    here.
  3                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  My name is
  4    Clarence Ahnupkana.  Yeah.  They say they clean up the oil
  5    right.  Down in Southeast did they clean up the oil right?
  6    Just the top of it.  Under the rocks there is oil, oil.
  7    There is more oil, more cleanup.  Maybe in the near
  8    future, who knows?  There will be an oil spill north,
  9    northeast, more and more and more and pollute the Beaufort
 10    Sea.  Who knows?  You don't know.  I don't know.  More
 11    sickness, more disease will come around in the near
 12    future.  There will be no -- maybe no left animals there
 13    living.
 14              Thank you.
 15                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 16                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  This young man here.
 17    It's good for us to hear from the youth.
 18                    MR. JIMMY OYAGAK:  My name's Jimmy Oyagak,
 19    city council member of Nuiqsut.  My only comment is open
 20    ANWR, lease half of it, a quarter of it.  I'm sure there
 21    is a lot more oil under there.  Leave our oceans alone.
 22              Thank you.
 23                    MS. MARJORIE AHNUPKANA:  Earlier we have
 24    mentioned about vessel traffic, open lanes due to climate
 25    change, due to thinning up ice.  And there are no more --
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  1    no more land for the seals and bearded seals to depend on,
  2    the polar bears, the walruses that depend on the ice as
  3    their land.  It's shrinking.  Now today these mammals that
  4    we speak of and hunt are now using these rivers for
  5    haul-outs.  They are being stressed.  They are stressed to
  6    a point where -- where our climate change have really
  7    changed, and these are the changes that we are seeing
  8    today.
  9              A long time ago the Elders, when she was able to
 10    remember her surroundings, our Elders have spoken that the
 11    earth was going to shift.  It is shifting today.  Climate
 12    change in the Arctic, blizzards, snowstorms in the Lower
 13    48, those are the kind of changes that the Elders have
 14    spoke of.  And I, for one, I am witnessing this today.
 15              One day we will not have any winter.  There will
 16    be no winter on this Arctic.  The North Slope is going to
 17    be like Lower 48, ice and snow free.  We will be able to
 18    travel year-round by boat.  There will be vessels out
 19    there, either for industrial or commercial, which will be
 20    open.  And it's already opening.
 21              And these are the words that I have heard from
 22    my Elders that have left us long time ago.  Now I'm
 23    carrying this today ever since I am able to know my
 24    surroundings when I was a little girl like her.
 25              There was nothing out there, but today it is
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  1    changing.  Your people in Lower 48 will experience what we
  2    are experiencing today, snow, blizzard.  Your rivers are
  3    going to freeze, lakes are going to freeze.  The earth is
  4    shifting.  Our lakes and rivers are not going to be able
  5    to freeze anymore.  That's the climate change that we are
  6    seeing today.  And I am not lying to you.  It is true.
  7                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.  Thank you,
  8    Marjorie.
  9                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Me again, Carl Brower.
 10    My one last concern is studying the currents out in the
 11    ocean.  You got the current from the east side that comes
 12    and meet the current on the -- from the west side.  And
 13    when they do meet, it's strong.  I experienced losing
 14    whaling equipment out in the ocean because of the current
 15    out there.  Especially when the south wind and the south
 16    current come together, the forces are too strong to hold
 17    the big production that's out there.
 18              I just want to see if you guys did any studies
 19    on the current that are further out; not just by the land,
 20    but the stronger currents that are further out.
 21              Thank you.
 22                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm pretty sure you
 23    guys were in Barrow, right?
 24                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Right.
 25                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  You guys see what --
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  1    the pressure ridges that happened from --
  2                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  That was impressive.  I
  3    was there last week.  It was flat, and this week three
  4    stories high.
  5                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  That's why it needs
  6    to be done the right way.  You can't predict Mother Nature
  7    because of the -- what the Mother Nature can does,
  8    especially here in the Arctic conditions.  It can come
  9    from -- from a calm to --
 10                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Very violent.
 11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  -- very violent
 12    hurricane type force weather.
 13                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Even if there is no
 14    wind, the current itself is very destructive.
 15                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  The current and the
 16    wind, once they consult together, that can be very --
 17                    MR. CARL BROWER:  Very deadly.
 18                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Very dangerous.
 19                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  And the ivus.
 20                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  It's not just happening
 21    on top.  It's gouging under the sea bed, too.
 22                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Impressive.
 23                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  You know, you were
 24    talking about Mother Nature, and I -- very reminiscent
 25    of -- I'm sure people in New Zealand earlier today wish
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  1    that they had been able to know what Mother Nature had in
  2    mind for them, a terrible earthquake.
  3                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Everyone is getting
  4    tired.
  5                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  Me again, Isaac
  6    Nukapigak.  It's the future that we are -- that we need to
  7    consider.  When oil is gone, we all will be gone,
  8    especially my respected Elders.  You are older than me.
  9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.
 10                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  They are older than me.
 11                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  We need to protect
 12    their -- I'm talking about these kids.
 13                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  The little ones, right.
 14                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  It's their future
 15    that we are -- we are dealing with and doing it the right
 16    way instead of playing -- we are playing Russian roulette
 17    with their livelihood.  I know for a fact that parents are
 18    teaching them the right way of -- of living off the land,
 19    living off the sea.  They -- they have been given a taste,
 20    and they will continue.
 21              If you ever see this young kid as a young man be
 22    a whaler, it's like an individual that lives in urban, has
 23    a dream of become a pilot or career of some sort.  But
 24    when you are a Native, it's always been being a provider
 25    to the community, be a hunter.  That's the culture of
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  1    Inupiat.  Pass on the traditions that's been passed on to
  2    us for thousands of years.
  3              We have to do it the right way and be part of
  4    the process.  That's their future that we are dealing
  5    with.  And I want to make sure that maybe -- I'll be gone
  6    then, too, when they are -- when they someday become a
  7    parent or grandfather.  They'll have to pass on what they
  8    have been taught.  We want to continue keeping our
  9    livelihood alive.
 10              Subsistence lifestyle is priceless.  There is no
 11    price to it, period.  It's our livelihood, part of our
 12    culture.  That has been passed on to us for thousands of
 13    years.
 14              I myself wouldn't give my kids their -- their
 15    traditional diet that's been contaminated.  Like, for
 16    instance, how would you feel if I realized that our foods
 17    were being contaminated when a disaster can occur?  Spills
 18    occur.  Oil spills occur.  We have seen that happen with
 19    Gulf of Mexico.  and I think that's a wake-up call for the
 20    federal government.  I, myself, wouldn't want to feed my
 21    kids with contaminated food.
 22              The ocean is abundant by a -- it's abundant
 23    resources that we depend on.  Do it the right way.  And
 24    I'm glad that Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar made that
 25    choice that during the beginning of every process with the
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  1    EIS to come to the communities, which is us that are being
  2    impacted, the most impacted community, and the people that
  3    are sitting who have never heard or seen the livelihood of
  4    the -- of us.  We still make noise.  They don't have no --
  5    they are careless and don't have no pity for us.
  6              That's been happening too long.  Statements been
  7    ignored.  Promises been broken.  Commitment never been
  8    followed.  Never share -- never share of the benefits.  We
  9    need those being part of -- like I say early on, being
 10    part of the process and being on the table to make sure
 11    things are done right and not being ignored.
 12              Thank you.
 13                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 14                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  For the record,
 15    I'm Clarence Ahnupkana.  I have four nephews, four nephews
 16    here listening, watching.  They will take over our future.
 17    Is these meetings going to go on and on and on and on
 18    until you get the point?  Thank you.
 19                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  (to Lois Epstein:)
 20    You bring a translator from Fairbanks or somewhere where
 21    you come from?  You have a translator?  I am translating
 22    for these folks here.
 23                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  He charges by the
 24    word.
 25                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I just wanted to
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  1    comment very briefly because I was at the --
  2                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  You have an Elder
  3    here that don't understand you.
  4                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Can you interpret for
  5    me?
  6                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  I'm translating for
  7    these folks here, and you are an individual that came from
  8    another organization.
  9                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  From Anchorage.
 10                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Exactly.
 11                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Okay.
 12                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  It is a public meeting.
 13    Anyone from the public --
 14                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  So I can translate
 15    for her?
 16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Yes, you may, please.
 17                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Are you going to
 18    pay me, too?  That's a question.
 19                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I think they will cover
 20    your time for my conversation, and I'll be very fast.  Is
 21    that okay?
 22                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Very short.
 23                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Okay.  Mostly I wanted
 24    to thank the community for all your good comments, for
 25    hosting this meeting.  I think it's very important.  And
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  1    also thanks to the Bureau of Ocean Energy for the
  2    opportunity to speak.
  3              As I said, my name is Lois Epstein.  I'm an
  4    engineer.  I work on Arctic issues out of Anchorage.  And
  5    I left my card today.  I went in and talked to people at
  6    the city offices.  Unfortunately, the mayor was very busy,
  7    so I didn't get to talk to him, except very briefly at the
  8    airport.  I was in the tribal offices.  I spoke to the
  9    subsistence organization.  And I also stopped in at
 10    Kuukpik.  So people can get a hold of me, I left my
 11    information.
 12              I want to be a resource to the community.  I
 13    have experience working on Cook Inlet offshore, the zero
 14    discharge issue.  I have done a lot of work on pipelines
 15    onshore and offshore nationally as well as in Alaska for
 16    ten years.  I know air pollution is a big issue here in
 17    Nuiqsut, and I'm trying to keep track of that, as well as
 18    in Kaktovik, encourage people to take photographs of that.
 19              I did want to mention that, you know, as a
 20    watchdog organization, one of the reasons I'm here is to
 21    observe and make sure the federal government listens to
 22    what everybody says so hopefully that can be -- that can
 23    be helpful.
 24              Yesterday we heard a lot in Barrow about the
 25    Conflict Avoidance Agreement and how BOEMRE doesn't have
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  1    the ability to enforce that, and I think that's very
  2    important and something that they -- the federal
  3    government heard.
  4              So I'll make more detailed comments in
  5    Anchorage.  That will be on the record.  I'm happy to send
  6    that to anyone.  But please, you know, let me know if you
  7    are interested in staying in contact.  And if I can help,
  8    I'd like to be able to do that.  Thank you.
  9              (Translation.)
 10                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  I just wanted to put
 11    for the record that we have had very bad representation
 12    from the Wilderness League in the past, from a
 13    representative that used to live here that is associated
 14    with the Wilderness League or any other environmental
 15    groups.  They make out like we are a very sick community,
 16    a very poor hunting community.  They speak half truth.
 17    Now we are seeing them on TV talking about Nuiqsut.
 18              We heard comments like there were 20 respiratory
 19    distressed babies that were sent out, 120 people on
 20    inhalers.  That is not true.  We know that there needs to
 21    be a health assessment that is correct and comes from the
 22    community.  We are the ones that are impacted.
 23              I appreciate your comments, but I would ask you
 24    guys to speak the truth if you are going to try to speak
 25    on behalf of Nuiqsut.
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  1                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I won't speak for you.
  2                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Or speak what
  3    development goes around our village.  We can speak for
  4    ourselves.  We have heard environmental groups come in and
  5    distort our testimonies.  They have never been out at our
  6    whaling camp.  They have never been out hunting with us.
  7    And it kind of upsets me to hear it on KACN TV from our
  8    past representative that is closely associated with the
  9    environmental groups.  I was kind of pissed off when I
 10    heard those testimonies.
 11              And those were a lot of lies that were coming
 12    from the Wilderness League, from the Alaska Pacific
 13    Coalition and other environmental groups that speak on
 14    behalf of these communities that are impacted.  They are
 15    not welcome here a lot of times, you know, after the
 16    misrepresentation of our communities.  They don't come
 17    here and speak -- you know, people kind of shut their
 18    doors because of the lies that were presented from
 19    their -- their organization.
 20              And I would just like to make that for the
 21    record.  Thank you.
 22                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  I'm with the Wilderness
 23    Society, not the Wilderness League.  And I won't speak for
 24    people from the community.  I would like to help if I can.
 25                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I'm glad Dora
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  1    brought that up.  We had an individual that was affiliated
  2    with a group, was so-called fired, a physician's
  3    assistant.  No longer holds a license to practice medical
  4    for telling lies to the world of misleading the global
  5    organizations that have been -- that are affiliated with
  6    the Friends of the Earth or any environmental
  7    organizations.
  8              We still have abundance of wildlife.  We are not
  9    starving.  Whales are abundant.  The fish are abundant.
 10    But like I say, we need to do it the right way.
 11    Regulations need to be changed, need -- new enforceable
 12    policies need to be implemented within the federal level.
 13    I'm going to repeat myself over and over because of what
 14    happened in the past that had ignored our requests.  It's
 15    like being shut down by the federal government.
 16              I think that's the only way that things can be
 17    worked on, the utilization of new technology in
 18    integrating the science and traditional knowledge.  We
 19    know that we can't -- we can't go backwards.  There is
 20    absolutely no way myself or any of them that's sitting
 21    here won't -- can go backwards.  We can survive.  The
 22    Elders that had lived the traditional way without lights,
 23    heating, are gone.  We depend on it nowadays.  Without it,
 24    without the -- without the oil to keep our house warm, we
 25    can't go back.  We are adopted to that way.
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  1              Even you; even you may be affiliated with other
  2    organization, you still utilize it.  But maybe you are
  3    driving a Cadillac with the oil, gas being poured in your
  4    vehicle or going on a luxury cruise or do sports hunting.
  5    Still -- and you are still fighting.
  6              We are very fortunate to come from that we are
  7    off from the Third World.  Because of these benefits that
  8    had happened from formation of our home government, we
  9    will be able to tax the industry of the facilities.  Now
 10    we are enjoying life.  Our livelihood is much easier.
 11              I grew up in the honey buckets in the past, no
 12    running water.  These are benefits that we see.
 13    Employment.  In the past unemployment with the Natives was
 14    almost nearly 90 percent unemployment rate.  Nowadays
 15    what's been discovered, people have a career in public
 16    service; not only in public service, but in the
 17    international -- in the national market being competitive,
 18    companies to be able to provide jobs, employment, training
 19    and show the benefits.
 20              We can't go back.  We are -- we are adopted to
 21    it.  There is absolutely no way that we could go back.
 22    There is absolutely no way.  We can survive.  We will
 23    grumble.  I want you to understand that.  Thank you.
 24                    MS. LOIS EPSTEIN:  Thank you, Isaac and
 25    Dora.  And I -- let me tell you what I will say in
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  1    Anchorage.  I would say I agree with what Dora said, take
  2    it slow.  There is a lot of things that the federal
  3    government needs to do before it moves offshore.  I
  4    understand the need for development in Alaska.  I was
  5    hired because I've spent my career trying to make it
  6    better to stop the leases from pipelines.  Spent many
  7    years working on that regulatory structure.
  8              And now those lessons, moving over to the Bureau
  9    of Ocean Energy, the federal government pipeline agency is
 10    part of Department of Transportation, so I agree with
 11    almost -- just about everything I heard tonight and
 12    that's -- that's where I'm coming from.
 13              We do need to take it slow.  And potentially,
 14    you know, oil shale on State lands is a way to fill the
 15    pipeline.  We haven't tried that yet.  It's working in
 16    North Dakota.  There are other options besides the
 17    offshore.  And those need to be considered by the
 18    government.
 19              So thank you.  And I'd love to talk to you more
 20    about this.
 21                    MR. ISAAC NUKAPIGAK:  I don't testimony
 22    after overtime because you have to pay me.
 23                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  And the Tea Party is in
 24    charge of Congress and they are cutting our budget, so
 25    it's going to be hard to pay you, you know.  That's just a
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  1    joke.
  2              Our schedule is to go to 9:45, and it's 9:45.
  3    And I think we will -- my sense is everybody has had an
  4    opportunity to speak.  If I'm wrong, let me know.
  5                    MR. EDWARD NUKAPIGAK:  Can I say a very
  6    short, brief -- My name is Edward Nukapigak, for the
  7    record.  I'm a Nuiqsut whaler.  In the past we have -- we
  8    heard tonight about a lot of things that the government
  9    hasn't really heard of, particularly the new panel that
 10    has been selected to oversee and coming to communities and
 11    gathering comments and concerns about the possible
 12    five-year lease plan.
 13              Tonight we heard about buffer zones, deferral
 14    lines.  Deferral line has been brought before Minerals
 15    Management Service and all the other agencies.  It has
 16    already been documented, but in the past Secretary of the
 17    Interior have not really looked into it under Bush
 18    Administration.
 19              Nuiqsut is the only one that's been left out
 20    from this critical -- that habitat that needs to be
 21    preserved, particularly with offshore exploration.
 22    Deferral line is something that we need to be protected if
 23    federal government wants to be out there to open lease
 24    sales.
 25              These areas are not just one island we are
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  1    speaking of.  There are numerous islands that need to be
  2    deferred from further seismic exploration and in the
  3    development phase.  These are the critical habitat of the
  4    wildlife, of the marine mammals that depend on haul-outs.
  5    We have haul-outs.  When there is no ice, they depend on
  6    these islands for calving.
  7              I spoke with this young man over here earlier
  8    before we had this meeting going.  Him and I had a good
  9    conversation.  I gave him some nice, good, strong
 10    pointers.  And we spoke of deferral lines.  We spoke of
 11    the current and the ice conditions that these Elders and
 12    the rest have spoke of.  Those have been offset in the
 13    past, and we are still seeing them today with different
 14    faces, with new panel, with new agencies that comes to
 15    this community.
 16              That deferral line is very important to us, and
 17    it may be important to federal government because it's in
 18    federal waters.  It may be in the best interests of
 19    their -- of United States energy needs.
 20              So how are you going to balance subsistence vice
 21    versa industrial?  Not only oil and gas producers, but we
 22    are talking about marine traffic lane that is bound to
 23    open.  What kind of mitigation impact is the federal
 24    government going to give to those nonindustrial vessel
 25    traffic that may open in federal waters, either coming
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  1    from Atlantic side or coming from Chukchi or from the
  2    Bering Strait side?
  3              We talk about mitigation impact.  When you talk
  4    about social impact, those are the -- are the impacts that
  5    you are going to -- we are experiencing today.  Do you
  6    think that these oil companies are going to do good in
  7    giving mitigation impact to this community?  Or is the
  8    community going to ask the federal government to set aside
  9    whatever lease tracts they have sold on behalf of oil and
 10    gas industry?  How much can you give to the community so
 11    that the community can continue to hunt and harvest?
 12              Earlier you finally figure out what the
 13    mitigation impact fund meant for the onshore and offshore,
 14    particularly with Northstar, Pioneer.  The impacts are to
 15    us mean that we have to travel further distance, which is
 16    already happening today.
 17              With what city can give us, we are only limited
 18    to our boundless boundary of our subsistence.  We have to
 19    travel further out while this 20 gallons per month is
 20    going to provide the community with what we hunt from the
 21    offshore and how much of horsepower are they looking at
 22    just from this 20 gallon that each hunter receives?  So I
 23    am limited to travel and harvest from the ocean because
 24    the impact is not giving me enough to travel further to
 25    harvest and provide for the food on the table.
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  1              So those are the things that we have talked of
  2    tonight.  And we heard the conditions of what Mother
  3    Nature can do.  I think you have already experienced what
  4    a current can do to an ice buildup pressure ridge like you
  5    have mentioned in Barrow.  These are our unexpected
  6    conditions that can happen.  It will not give you any
  7    warning.  National Weather Service ain't going to give you
  8    no warning that something is going to happen out there
  9    when the weather is blowing out there 24 hours ahead of
 10    time.  No.  It happens instantly.
 11              Ice, you can have ice free, and next thing you
 12    will have ice out there.  The current is pushing the wind,
 13    and the current are pushing the ice together.  It can open
 14    the lead within minutes.  It can close the lead within
 15    minutes.
 16              And you can hear those icebergs slamming louder
 17    than what you can hear banging on a drill rig.  That's the
 18    kind of current that we have heard of, that we have seen
 19    and heard all these big chunks of ice, no matter how big
 20    you look at them.  When they come together, they are
 21    smashed, the current -- the ice is carrying them, swirling
 22    them.  So what's going to happen if you put out a drill
 23    rig out there?  You think one or two ice breakers is going
 24    to be enough to protect a drill ship out there?  No.
 25              Are those other vessels, support vessels, are
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  1    they double hull to protect from being possibly crushed
  2    and have a spill themselves?  We are not only talking
  3    about a drill ship and a drill rig that may have an oil
  4    spill.  We are talking about other vessels that might have
  5    oil spills that may be impacted by some sort of a current,
  6    ice because the vessels are not double hull.  They are
  7    single hull, and they are easily smashed.  So we are
  8    not -- those are the kind of spills we are talk about,
  9    too.  We are not just talking about from an oil rig that's
 10    going to have a major blowout.  You going to think about
 11    safety and do it the right way, you are looking at those
 12    other vessels, also.
 13              So there is something that -- that we all have
 14    to work together and what -- and how can you balance
 15    subsistence vice versa industry?  You can't.  How can they
 16    work together?  The only way that it can work together is
 17    that we all have to work together.
 18              You come to our community to gather information.
 19    You wanted to hear traditional knowledge.  You want to
 20    incorporate traditional knowledge into black and white.
 21    And you wanted to have traditional knowledge from these
 22    Elders that have more knowledgeable that we have inherited
 23    and from these pictures that you have seen up here.
 24              I have experienced the Sivulluk prospect early
 25    in the '80s.  Federal government was so careless when they
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  1    first opened the lease sale.  Hammerhead is now called
  2    Sivulluk.  That's where Shell first drilled their
  3    prospect.  When federal government opened that to
  4    Hammerhead, everything was chaos.
  5              There was no absolutely monitoring of these
  6    offshore oil and gas -- there were less monitoring back
  7    then when they first started that offshore.  Careless in
  8    discharging oil spill and the fluids into the ocean.  And
  9    I've seen icebergs covered with drill mud, not natural
 10    mud.  Those I have seen in the past.
 11              And noise is a factor.  Yes, noise is a factor
 12    in offshore.  We talk about bowhead whales, they are
 13    vulnerable to noise.  And not only bowhead whales, but
 14    also to the other marine mammals.  But in order for us to
 15    do it in a safer manner, our area in the Beaufort Sea
 16    needs to be more studied before it can be given to the oil
 17    and gas producers.
 18              We know that we have been opposing to offshore
 19    from time to time over and over; no, no alternative is no
 20    sale.  And next thing we hear is there is a sale going on
 21    there.  Our voices have been heard.  They have gone from
 22    one ear and out to the other.  I think that maybe there is
 23    more problems.  I'm not going to say.  Under Obama
 24    Administration, I see now that he has -- has put a panel
 25    together that's willing to listen to us now, hoping to
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  1    listen to us, not just this community, but also those
  2    other communities that are being -- will be affected.  But
  3    I'm very disappointed that Chukchi Sea side is being more
  4    favored and that's not being impacted yet.
  5              The Beaufort Sea side, Kaktovik and Nuiqsut are
  6    the only two that is being heavily impacted.  And they are
  7    getting more -- they have been granted more than what we
  8    have asked for.  We have been denied from time to time,
  9    not just by one agency; by another agency that we are
 10    dealing with the same offshore issue.  One agency is going
 11    to say yes, the other is going to say no.
 12              We talk about air quality, water quality.  Those
 13    are the folks that's going to be coming to this community
 14    and make the same presentation for offshore and the
 15    same -- possibly same drill ships that we have spoken in
 16    the past, the testimonies that have been given.
 17              This is just the beginning because you have
 18    nothing to present to us.  And one way that we can make
 19    this to come alive is that we have to work together and we
 20    have to put this in the manner where it's not going to
 21    affect our subsistence livelihood.
 22              And we are hoping that we should not be driven
 23    out of Cross Island area because there might be so much
 24    development going on over there.  The land fall of the
 25    pipeline is another thing.  And those are the -- right on
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  1    the path of the migration of bowheads, the walruses that
  2    comes ashore from the north.
  3              So we all have to sit down and think what's
  4    going to happen now.  What's going to happen if you guys
  5    leave tomorrow?  Will this community -- will this
  6    community here ever hear from you folks again?  Will we
  7    ever have a promise feedback?  Will there be any promises
  8    that -- that we want the communities and the other
  9    communities want -- want to say no to offshore.
 10              But after hearing from my whaling captains and
 11    other whaling captains, I see they are not opposed to it.
 12    They are not opposed to offshore.  I'm one of the whaling
 13    captains.  They want to make sure that the government do
 14    it the right way with strongest regulations.  The
 15    regulations need to be stronger.  There need to be some
 16    observers out there because we don't want to go through
 17    that back in 19 early '80s again.  I don't want to see
 18    that happen.  Why?  Because of Hammerhead.
 19              Under oil/whalers agreement back in '86, before
 20    that came -- even came alive, we had a lot of air and
 21    vessel traffic for two seasons.  Two seasons none of the
 22    whales were sited.  Two seasons none of the whales were
 23    landed because of the low altitude of the aircraft and the
 24    choppers that are being shuttled back and forth to the
 25    drill ship.  A lot of supply vessels going back and forth
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  1    to West Dock is something that has caused all the whales
  2    to be skittish.  They had to even travel further out, and
  3    that's risking their crew members' lives.
  4              So anyway, I'm not opposed to offshore.  I just
  5    want to see that it is done in minimal environmentally
  6    less impact.  And for us to do so, I'm going to ask you
  7    that you go back to Washington, D.C. and tell the
  8    Secretary that the Nuiqsut whalers have been left out on
  9    this deferral line.  If that deferral line cannot be
 10    granted, then it must be challenged by the community
 11    because it is very important.
 12              That Cross Island has been there long before
 13    these commercial and Yankee whalers have came that far
 14    north.  My people were there subsisting on bowheads,
 15    walruses.  There are now some bowhead skulls starting to
 16    submerge -- emerge on the north side of the island.  Those
 17    are the signs of the old whalers that have harvested those
 18    whales.  None of us have harvested and landed a whale on
 19    the north side of the island.
 20              And we talk about winter ice conditions because
 21    it is -- we are out there during hurricane season.  That's
 22    another thing:  There is always a weather factor
 23    sometimes.  But tonight I just want to make sure that our
 24    people want to do it in a safer and environmental way.
 25              And we are hoping that -- one oil company that
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  1    doesn't listen to us is Shell.  We are hoping that Shell
  2    will understand where we are coming from.  Shell is the
  3    one that we have been always having a hard time.  That's
  4    their royal touch.  They are from another country.  And we
  5    are not going to be stampeded by them unless the federal
  6    government gives them stronger stipulations.  It is
  7    something that we have gone through, and we don't want to
  8    go through this again with that one company.
  9              So anyway, I thought I'd give a short comment,
 10    concern after hearing from my colleagues about a lot of
 11    certain issues that have been come forward before you
 12    folks.
 13              Thank you.
 14                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Thank you.
 15                    MS. DORA LEAVITT:  Good night.
 16                    DR. JIM KENDALL:  Amen.
 17                    MR. CLARENCE AHNUPKANA:  For the record,
 18    my name is Clarence.  I think that's the end of it.  Thank
 19    you.
 20               (Proceedings adjourned at 10:11 p.m.)
 21
 22
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